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Pontiff Calls Latin
Sovereign in Liturgy
VATICAN CITY (NO—Lat
in must keep its "sovereign
place" in the public worship of
the Church, according to Pope
John XXIII.
But the Pope in so stating
also said that prayers and
hymns in the language of the
people are “sources of great
spiritual value.”
THE PONTIFF spoke out on
the use of both Latin and the
vernacular in a letter to the
Pontifical Institute of Sacred
Music. Addressed to the insti-
tute’s rector, Msgr. Igino An-
gles Pamies, the letter was oc-
casioned by the 50th anniver-
sary of the institute’s founding
by St. Pius X. The letter was
dated Dec. 8 and made public
Dec. 12.
Pope John recalled that the
reform of the liturgy under-
taken by St. Pius X took into
account that its cffcctivcnsss
depended to a great extent on
the "pure and religious inspi-
ration of sacred music.” The
reigning Pope praised the in-
stitute for having remained
faithful to that ideal.
"It is particularly pleasing
t.) us that this institute has
cultivated and defended the
respect which is due to Latin
in the solemn liturgy," Pope
John said.
"Apart from its own merits
and the fact that it is insep-
arably bound to the sacred
melodies of the Roman
Church, this language is a
manifest and splendid sign of
unity. It is the noble and ven-
erable mother tongue of the
sons of the Church. By its
very nature it enhances
the* grave and harmonious
rhythms, reflecting the chang-
less treasures of truth and
piety in its unchanging
words."
THE POPE said that the
use of Latin in the liturgy is
sanctioned by "legitimate and
uninterrupted usage." It i*
"necessary that it keep that
sovereign place which is its
due," he added.
In teaching the liturgy to
the people. Pope John contin-
ued, increased emphasis
should be placed on the use of
handbooks with which the peo-
ple "can follow the sacred
texts devoutly and with under-
standing." In this manner,
said the Pope, "the liturgical
movement will gain a cordial
response.”
THE PONTIFF made a spe-
cial point of encouraging the
use of local languages in com-
position of new popular hymns
and in preserving old and
well-known hymns in the ver-
nacular. The Institute of Sa-
cred Music, he said, "will
have our approval if it culti-
vates and teaches these popu-
lar hymns with special care.”
"Such prayers and hymns
it' the vernacular), which
have been welcomed to a cer-
tain extent in the simple cere-
monies of our churches for a
long time, arc sources of great
spiritual value. Yet it will al-
ways be a sacred duty that
the royal scepter of Latin he
raised and its noble reign be
made to prevail in the sol-
emn liturgy, whether in the
most illustrious basilica or in
a humble country church,” he
added.
The Pontiff also praised con-
gregational singing as a "sym-
bol of one and the same char-
ity.”
On the other hand, he said,
"scholae cantorum” (choirs)
should be held in honor.
"Wherever they languish or
are in decline, they should be
given new life," he said.
CHRISTMAS WITH THE GOVERNOR-ELECT: The Nativity tableeau is enacted each Christmas day in the home
of New Jersey's Governor-elect and Mrs. Richard J. Hughes by the seven youngest of the nine children. Above,
in rear, Governor-elect Hughes, Mrs. Hughes and John, 15, who is the tableau's announcer, look on as the young-
sters re-create the manger scene. Honey, 4, is the angel. Mary, 12, is Mary, and Michael, 12 (standing) is St.
Joseph. The Three Kings are from left, Pat, 10, Tim 9, annd Brian, 5. Story and additional pictures on Pages
6 and 7 of the second section.
Father Fallon,
Hoboken Pastor,
Dies at 66
Hoboken Rev. Francis
B. Fallon. 66. pastor since 1956
of Our Lady of Grace, Hobo-
ken's oldest parish, died Dec.
17 at thc Jersey City Medical
Center of a heart ailment.
Stricken on Dec. 10. Father
Fallon entered the hospital on
Dcr. 13. Archbishop Boland
will preside at a Solemn Re-
quiem Mass offered by Bishop
Stanton on Dee. 21 at Our
l.adv of Grace Church.
ItOltN l\ Jersey City tho
son of the tale l’etcr umt Anna
Fallon, Father Fallon attend-
ed St. Bridget's School and St.
Peter's Prep there and grad-
uated from Scion Hall College
in 1919. He took his theologi-
cal studies at Immaculate
Conception Seminary. Darling-
ton. and was ordained on May
26. 1923. by Bishop John J.
O'Connor.
For 23 years. Father Fallon
was stationed at Good Coun
sel. Newark, where he served
ns director of athletics for the
high school In 1916. he was
named pastor of Holy Itosary
Elizabeth, and on June 23.
1956. been me pastor of Our
Lady of Grace.
SHORTLY AFTER coming
lo the Hoboken parish, Father
Fallon undertook a renovation
of the grammar school at a
cost of • over 5500.000 The
building was rebuilt from the
inside out. with only thc ex-
terior walls left intact. Thc
project was completed in 1958
While maintaining a super
vlsory role over all parish ac
ttvities, Father Fallon served
personally as moderator of the
mothers' guild and of the St
Vincent de Paul Society, a<
FATfIKR FALLON had a
priest brother. Rev. Joseph
l’. Fallon, who was pastor of
I'tir Lady of Peace parish,
New Providence, when he
died in 1950. He is also surviv-
ed by three sisters. Mrs.
Thomas J. Blackwood, Helen
A Fallon and l.dlian V. Fal-
lon. all of Jersey City.
Assisting Bishop Stanton at
the Requiem Mass will be
Rev, Harold V. Fitzpatrick,
pastor of St. Bridget's. Jersey
City, deacon, and Rev, Adrian
A Maine, pastor of St. Steph
en's. Kearny, subdeacon. The
eulogy will he given by Msgr.
t-eo J. Martin, pastor of Our
Lady Star of the Sea. Ba-
yonne, Msgr. John J. Cassells.
cou»in of the deceased, will
be archpriest.
Father Fallon
well as taking a close interest
in the grammar school.
Anderson Resigns as Editor;
ThomasNamedto Succeed Him
XKWA RK—Floyd Anderson,
managing* editor «( The Advo
cate since it* beginning to
year* ago. ha* resigned. ef-
fective Jan. IS. 1062. Arch'
liuhop 1tula ml ha* appointed
Jo*eph It. Thoina*. a**i»tant
managing editor, to »ucceed
Mr. Anderson a* managing
editor.
Mr Anderson ha* accepted
the position of managing edi-
tor (or The Register system
of newspaper*, with headquar-
ter* in Denver, Colo. The
Register is a national Catho-
lic newspaper, with edition*
also published for Zi archdio-
cese* and diocese*, represent-
ing a combined circulation of
approximately ttuo.uw copies
weekly.
MR, lIIOMAS has been as-
sistant managing editor o(
The Advocate since 1957, and
has served in various capaci-
ties since the paper was be-
gun to years ago this month.
Married and the father of
three children, he is a native
of Newark and has lived in
Verona for two year* He at-
tended Seton Hall University
College here Refute coming
to The Advocate he was em-
ployed for four year* by the
Newark Evening News and for
two years by the Catholic
Youth organisation*, where he
was publicity and publication*
director.
MR. ANDERSON is vjee
president of the Catholic Pres*
Association of the l' S. and
Canada, as well as a due, tot,
and had previously served as
secretary for the organir*.
lion He is also a member of
the board of directors of the
International Federation of Di-
rectors of Catholic Publica-
tions in November. 1050. he
was named a Knight of St.
Gregory by Pope John XXIII
lie lives in Cedar Urove, 1*
married and the father of
seven children
Mi Anderson will leave
Jan. 15 to assume his new po
sit ion, but hi* family will re-
main in Cedar Grove until
tiie end of the school year.
Mr. Anderson
Mr. Thomas
Pontiff Defends Church’s
Teaching About Marriage
VATICAN CITY pope
John appealed here for pastors
to help clear up thc confusion
of public opinion in regard to
the Church’s stand on the
sanctity of marriage.
In a separate address, lie
asked for restoration of peace
in thc Congo and for a cam-
paign to recruit vocations to
take advantage of the new
horizons he expects to open
for the Church after the ecu-
menical council.
THE HOLY FATHER made
his remarks about marriage
at an audiom-c with members
of the Sacred Human Kota,
high Church court.
“A solemn and grave re-
minder of the soundness of the
principles which inspire thc
Church's defense of matri-
mony is eminently needed,’’
he said.
The Church’s defense of the
indissolubility of marriage is
not merely a matter of Church
or civil law nor an arbitrary
position subject to change, lie
said, hut stems front God.
"There is only one rcasnn
for our saying what we have."
the Pope declared. "It is tho
same reason that has motivat-
ed the entire spiritual action
of the Church through the
ages, namely the salvation of
souls."
In a report lo the Pope,
Msgr. Francis Brennan of
Philadelphia, dean of the Ro-
man Kota, revealed that the
court handled 212 cases last
year. 45T of them free of
charge.
A tola) of 139 decisions
were rendered. 60 granting an-
nulments and 76 of the rest
refusing annulments.
POPE JOHN made his re-
marks about the Congo and
vocations in the closing ad-
dress lo the first week-long In-
ternational Congress for Voca-
tools here, lie chose the eon-
ores, ti, speak of the Congo
net au.-e tlvlt-g.ilc* had <nine
from all over the world, he
said.
"The reports that reach us
in these days are not all fes-
tive.” he said. "You arc aware
of what has been happening
...
in the Congo
. . . While
gathering from the tree of
political independence those
fruits which it had Imped
would produce well-being,
prestige and peaceful works,
behold that blessed land is
bathed in blood.
"That nation so young is
placed in a very difficult sit-
uation. with an uncertain fu-
ture . . .
"The anxiety erealed by the
evil wrought Is breaking our
heart. Wc address ourself be-
seechingly therefore to all who
can and must intervene so
that, through disinterested
counsel, objective information
and a clear understanding of
rights, they may cooperate in
reestablishing peace in that
nation and quiet and tranquil
times for all concerned."
EARLIER, the Pontiff dis-
cussed vocations, saying that
history records that every
council “has been followed by
an era of extraordinary spir-
itual fertility in which the in-
spiration of the Holy Spirit
engenders generous and heroic
vocations and gives the Church
men suitable to its needs."
He said vocations represent
an ideal for youth “which is
worth living and dying for."
Noting the many fields of
activity for priests and reli-
gious. he said "all of these
needs call oof’ for additional
personnel Thus, he said. "It
is necessary to study and
m ilc every effort that today's
society will find those who
respond to the laird s invita-
tion."
No Fust, Abstinencc
On Dec, 24 Vigil
Because the Vigil of
Christmas falls on a Sun-
day this year, it is not a
day of fast and abstinence.
Thc faithful arc reminded,
however, that Saturday,
Dee. 23. is an Kmhcr Day
and hence a day of fast and
partial abstinence.
Bar Red China
From UN Scat
UNITED NATIONS. N. Y.
(NO The United Nations
General Assembly turned
down a Russian proposal to
admit communist China to
membership by a vote of -18
to 36. with 2o abstentions.
Before the actual \otc on al-
lowing Red China into the
United Nations, the assembly
backed a U. S. proposal to
make the question of admis-
sion nn "important question."
thus requiring a two-thirds
majority for passage. This vote
was Gt to 3-t with seven absten-
tions.
The final vote was more de-
cisive than last year's vote
against putting the question of
Bed China's admission on the
agenda, which was -12 to 34
with 22 abstentions.
Adult Confirmation Class
At Cathedral on Jan. 14
NEWARK Archbishop Bo-
land will administer Confirma-
turn to converts and adult
Catholics on Jan. It at Sacred
Heart Cathedral, it was an-
nounced this week by Itev.
Roster A. Reynolds, director of
the Confraternity of Christian
Duct tine in the Archdiocese
oi Newark.
Arrangements to receive
Confirmation at this ceremony
can be made through parish
priests. The services will start
at 2:3u p.m. with a sermon by
Vstjr Walter (I Jarvais of Sc-
ion Hall University,
The purpose "i this special
Confirmation service is to fo-
rug attention on the Apostolate
for Converts in the archttio-
ic e It is also intended to
publicize the work of the Apos-
tolate of Good Will, an aclivi-
tv of the parish confraternity
program directed to bring
knowledge of the Church to in-
terested non-CathoUcs.
This year. Confirmation was
administered in the cathedral
twice with 710 adults, includ-
ing Pit converts, receiving the
sacrament. Another Confirma-
tion for next year has been
scheduled for May 6.
SIMPLICITY OF CHRISTMAS: Simplicity anti reverence highlight this Christmas
creche produced by the Christian Brothers at their ceramics shop, Anselm Hall,
Klkins Park, Philadelphia. The figures, made from ceramic material, project an un-
usual luminescence against the dark background.
Life of Our Lord
Column Claris
Frank J. Sheet! tiring*
the tile am! time* of Our
Ford in life again in anew
series n( columns beginning
tlu> week on the editorial
Pace
Mr. Sheet!’* graphic hut
>ituple manner of present-
ing hi* material will bring
you to a deeper under-
standing of the great truths
ibQUt Christ and Christian-
its
Fall-Out Shelters
Parochial Schools
May Participate
WASHINGTON (NC) Pri-
'ate, non-profit institutions,
such as parochial schools, may-
take part in the proposed $7OO
million federal fall-out shelter
construction program.
Iloswcll 1.. Gilpatric, Deputy-
Secretary of Defense, told a
news conference Dec. tl the
federal government proposes
milking an incentive grant to
schools, hospitals, clinics and
welfare institutions operated
hv state or local governments
or by a private, non-profit or-
ganization.
He said details are not yet
worked out. hut the federal
government probably would
pay about $25 of the estimated
S4U it costs to provide space
fm one person in a shelter.
The difference between the
federal grant and the total
cost, he indicated, would be
made up by local government
authorities. He likened the lo-
cal government's role as simi-
lar to the reliance of the com-
munity upon it to provide pr-
ime and fire protection.
KAt II SHELTER eligible for
federal aid must accomodate
a minimum of so persons, be
open for public use in time ol
emergency and be under di-
reeli<>n of local civil defense
authorities, lie said.
Such shelters will be marked
for the public and stocked with
food, water, radiation meters
and medical supplies, he said.
Gilpatric said a substantial
number of the proposed shelt-
ers "will undoubtedly be dual-
purpose." lie explained that
schools could receive grants to
build shelters that could also
he used as gymnasiums.
President Kennedy, he said,
will go before Congress next
month to seek approval of the
fTUO million appropriation for
the next 12 months beginning
on July 1.
Fr. Smith Among 54
Ordained in Rome
HOME llev, Donald C
Smith of Jersey City was
among the 54 American sem-
inarians ordained by Arch-
bishop Martin J. O'Connor,
rector of North American Col-
lege. on Dec. 20 at St. Peter's
Basilica.
This was the first tune in
il» 101-year history that a class
from the college was ordained
by its rector at St. Peter's.
Seminarians from tt United
States Sees took part, includ-
ing two apiece from the Dio-
eeses of Trenton and Cam-
den.
FATHER SMITH was born
in Hoboken, the son of Charles
H. Smith ami the late May
Snyder Smith. He moved to
Jersey City at an early age
and attended public schools
there. He was graduated from
Princeton University in 1952
with a bachelor of arts de-
gree.
On Jan. 17. 1953, Father
Smith was received into the
Catholic Church, lie attended
Seton Hall Divinity School
from 195 t to 1956 and took his
philosophical studies at Im-
maculate Conception Semi-
nary. Darlington, before being
sent to Home in 1958 for theo-
logical studies. Father Smith
will complete his work in
Home next July and then re-
turn home.
The ordinandi from tho
Trenton Diocese in the class
are Hcv. Kdward Kmlcc and
Itev. Herald Lyons and from
the Camden Diocese, Rev.
Clarence Fisher and Rev.
James McGovern.
People in the News
Msgr. John B. McDowell,
Pittsburgh diocesan school su-
perintendent, has been named
editor of The Catholic Educa-
tor.
Hatem Anouar, new Syrian
Ambassador to the Holy See,
has presented his credentials
to the Pope.
Auxiliary Bishop Eduardo
Boza Masvidal, ousted from
Cuba by the Castro regime,
has left Madrid for Bogota,
Colombia.
Cardinal Testa has been
named a member of the Sa-
cred Congregation of the Holy
Office by Pope John.
Msgr. Antonio Plnld, recent-
ly named Papal Nuncio to
Panama, was consecrated an
Archbishop in a ceremony at
the Latin American College in
Rome.
Abbot Alban Boultwood,
0.5.8., newly elected first ab-
bot of St. Anselm's Abbey,
Washington, will be solemenly
blessed and Installed by Arch-
bishop Patrick A. O'Boyle on
Dec. 30.
Acbille Cardinal Lienart of
Lille has been promoted to
grand officer of the Legion of
Honor by France.
Auxiliary Bishop Leo Suen-
en* of Malines-Brussels, Bel-
gium, has been named Arch-
bishop there, succeeding the
late Jozef Cardinal van Roey.
Social Program
Urged in Spain
GRANADA, Spain (NC)
Spain’s 20th Catholic social ac-
tion week has set down an out-
line of principles that will help
social and economic progress
move hand in hand.
Resolutions urged more
widespread basic education
and more complete technical
training, fostering of commu-
nity life and autonomous so-
cial institutions, full opportun-
ities for promotion, open to all
citizens.
They also urged respect for
the principle of subsidiarity in
any national economic plan-
ning (this principle holds that
power and responsibility
should be decentralized as far
as the general welfare per-
mits), and a leveling down of
great disparities in income
among various classes in
Spain.
Open Center
For Spanish
NEW YORK (RNS)-A cen-
ter to provide religious educa-
tion for Spanish-speaking adult
Catholics was launched here
by the New York Archdiocese.
It will conduct a scries of
four-day Christianity courses
designed to deepen and inten-
sify the Catholicity of Span-
ish-speaking faithful in the
greater metropolitan area.
The center will also be used
as a school to train Spanish
lay leaders in the Church.
Social Plan Steals
Thunder of Reds
GUAYARMERIN, Bolivia
(NC) A U. S. missioner has
successfully adapted commu-
nist methods to improve liv-
ing conditions of workers in
the Green Hell jungle area
here.
Shortly after his arrival at
this primitive mission outpost,
Rev. Donald R. Steed, M.M.,
of Medford, Mass., noticed the
success communists were hav-
ing in harnessing local man-
power to build communist
projects.
"Why can't I do the same
thing?" he asked himself. He
sat in on a couple of meetings
of the local communist club,
then called a meeting of his
own and outlined a self-help
plan to build homes. The men
agreed to support him, es-
pecially when they learned
that he had already secured
title to 40 lots.
BEFORE BEGINNING con-
struction on the project, Fa-
ther Steed invited the men,
most of whom were illiterate,
to come to the mission for
classes in reading and writing.
In less than two months most
were reading and writing for
the first time.
The spiritual lives of the
workers improved, too. Men
who had not been inside a
church for years began show-
ing up at Mass each Sunday.
The priest's next step was
to set up a work schedule
whereby each man donated
two days a week to the hous-
ing cooperatives. Then Father
Steed made an oven to bake
adobe bricks, and roof and
floor tiles. Next he obtained a
broken-down jeep and an old
tractor which the workers
quickly repaired. Then, he de-
vised a faster, better way of
mixing the mortar by hooking
the mixer to the power-take-
off on the tractor.
"HE ACCOMPLISHED what
seemed impossible," a fellow
missioner, Rev. Paul O'Brien,
M.M., said. "Father Steed has
the people really believing that
they can help themselves."
To date, one home is com-
pleted —a "model" for all
the workers to follow con-
taining three bedrooms, a liv-
ing room, dining room and
separate kitchen. Running wa-
ter is also included, plus
plumbing facilities the first
in this jungle region.
So eager are the men to con-
struct more homes that they
have inaugurated a crash pro-
gram. Entire families are
working at night, with the
young children holding lan-
terns. the women cooking, and
teenagers passing bricks and
mortar in a chain operation to
their fathers.
"THE WHOLE atmosphere
of the town has changed," re-
ports Father O'Brien. "The
men are coming back to the
Church and receiving the sac-
raments. a habit formerly re-
served for women here. Al-
ready six marriages have been
validated. Most of the wives
of the workers have joined the
Legion of Mary. The parents
sec to it that their children
never miss confessions on Sat-
urday, now. And with no
prompting from Father Steed,
the people, on their own, arc
constructing a chapel in the
center of the housing develop-
ment.
"And the local communists?
Their thunder has been re-
duced to an occasional distant
rumble."
GOLDEN JUBILEE: Msgr. Joseph A. Dooling greets two members of the Little Sis-
ters of the Poor on their 50th anniversary in the congregation Dec. 12 at the Home
for the Aged in Newark. Sister Honorine of the Nativity, p.s.d.p., center, and Sister
Matilda of St. Joseph, p.s.d.p., right.
Peace Corps Shuns Churches
As Shriver Orders About Face
WASHINGTON (NC)
Peace Corps director R. Sar-
gent Shriver. in a sudden re-
versal of previous policy, has
announced that the corps will
sign no contracts with church-
related agencies.
Auxiliary Bishop Edward E.
Swanstrom of New York,
chairman of the American
Council of Voluntary Agen-
cies. immediately expressed
• resentment" at the declara-
tion.
Shriver said it would be a
"mistake" for the Peace Corps
to sponsor projects conducted
by church-related groups.
He disclosed the policy, do-
described as an “operation-
al judgment," during a day-
long workshop here Dec. 15
for voluntary agencies by the
Peace Corps.
Bishop Swanstrom protested
strongly. He said that mem-
ber-organizations of the Coun-
cil of Voluntary Agencies will
continue to give "Wholeheart-
ed support and cooperation"
to the Peace Corps. But, he
added, they feel "regret and
even ... resentment" at any
Peace Corps ban on coopera-
tion with the church related
groups.
SIIRIVER'S STAND appear-
ed to be an about-face from
previously announced Peace
Corps policy. Shriver himself
reaffirmed the policy during
an appearance before the Sen-
ate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee in June. Before testi-
fying he said Justice Depart-
ment lawyers had assured him
that Peace Corps cooperation
with church • related agencies
would not violate the Consti-
tution.
In April the Peace Corps Is-
sued a guide book dealing spe-
cifically with its relations with
church-related agencies.
The guide book, approved
by Shriver. said in part: "A
project which meets Peace
Corps criteria and standards
will not be barred from re-
ceiving Peace Corps support
because it is sponsored by a
religious or sectarian group
Shortly before Shrivcr’s Sen-
ate appearance the Peace
Corps announced that it was
negotiating contracts for six
projects to be carried out by
religious agencies. However,
only one contract was signed.
In this instance the Heifer
Project, an interfaith farm
education group, contracted to
supply volunteers for farm ed-
ucation in the West Indies.
SHRIVER DISCLOSED the
new policy In reply to a ques-
tion from Jan S. F. Van I long-
straten. of Church World Serv-
ice, relief agency of the Na-
tional Council of Churches.
He said the decision was not
based on a constitutional is-
sue. but represented an "op-
erating judgment" that it
would tie a "mistake" to have
denominenlal groups operate
corps projects.
Another questioner pointed
out that other government
agencies contract with reli-
gious groups and asked why
the Peace Corps should adopt
a different policy.
Shriver conceded that fed-
eral agencies such as the
Agency for International De-
velopment do sign contracts
with church groups for dis-
tribution of surplus food and
other material.
However, he said, the Peace
Corps would be dealing with
people, not surplus food, and
hence Vannot be considered in
the same category.
Shriver said the policy had
not been forced on him from
other sources. He also said
some future time
the policy might change at
BISHOP SWANSTROM, who
is also executive director of
Catholic Relief Services—
NCWC, said that as chairman
of the Council of Voluntary
Agencies, he would be "re-
miss” if he did not express
"our regret and disappointment
if the Peace Corjis were to
operate even temporarily on
Ihe principle that it could not
contract with a church-related
agency."
He said he is "not too great-
ly concerned" about whether
the corps signs a contract
with his own agency. Catholic
Relief Services, but that he is
"strongly opposed to the
Peace Corps setting up such
a procedure as a principle of
operation."
He said the U.S. voluntary
agencies "and particularly the
large church - sponsored
groups" are proud of their
record of service to the poor
overseas. He noted that these
groups have for years con-
tracted with government agen-
cies in carrying out their re-
lief programs "without regard
to race, creed or color."
"We administer our pro-
grams as American citizens
vitally interested in the wel-
fare and future of our own
country and in the wetfarc of
the people of the countries in
which we serve." he said.
The Church in the U. S.
Cuban Resettlement
Assistance Sought
WASHINGTON
- An official
of Catholic Relief Services-
NCWC appealed here for gov-
ernment support for resettling
Cuban refugees now crowded
into the Miami area.
Msgr. John F. McCarthy, ex-
ecutive director of the agen-
cy, testified before the Senate
subcommittee on refugees ami
escapees during a three • day
bearing here.
HE SAID voluntary agencies
do not have the resources to
undertake a mass resettlement
program. It will take federal
assistance to reduce the prob-
lem to manageable prnjior-
tions. be said, advocating the
establishment of regional bu-
reaus outside Miami.
The hearings brpught out that
there arc now 110.000 Cuban
refugees in the U.S., including
nearly 80.000 in the Miami
area. Some 14.000 refugees
were resettled this year, 9,000
of them by CBS. but at least
1.500 arrive in the U.S. week-
ly.
Another witness. Rev. Bry-
an O. Walsh, executive direr-
tor of the Miami Catholic Wel-
fare Bureau, urged that the
government increase the Sino
monthly allowance it gives
to needy refugee families.
"There is no question bill that
it is inadequate," lie said.
•
Seek Itit* Chanm>
ST. LOUIS. Mo. (RNS)—Ef-
forts will be made at the next
session of the Missouri legis-
lature to amend the state's
school bus law to provide
transportation for private and
parochial school children.
Missioner Killed
In Vietnam
SAIOON, Vietnam (NC)—A
missionary has been killed by
communist guerrillas in Viet-
nam's Kontum Province. He
was identified as Father F.
Bonnet of Konkola.
In November, another priest,
Rev. Felix 1 1- Vinh-Trin, was
killer) when his jeep detonated
a communist mine near Vinh
Long.
Places in the News
The Society of St. Paul has
purchased a former public
grade school building in Dear-
born, Mich., for use as a
seminary.
A $3 million computing cen-
ter will be established at
Notre Dame University with
the help of a $1 million gift
from Sperry-Rand Corp.
American priests of the
Franciscan Third Order Reg-
ular will staff a newly created
mission territory in northwest-
ern Brazil.
The Polish American Histor-
ical Association will hold a
convention in Milwaukee Dec.
27-28.
Anew St. Francis Hospital
will be constructed in Water-
loo, lowa.
This year there is a greater
accent on the spiritual signif-
icance of Christmas in holiday
functions and displays in Aus-
tralia.
Sixteen Catholic colleges and
universities are among 276 in-
stitutions granted federal
funds by the National Science
Foundation, Washington, to
conduct institutes for teachers
next summer.
Catholic missioners have
opened a college for Moslems
in the Philippines near the
predominantly Moslem town
of Siasi.
The rector of Fujen Univer-
sity, former Chinese institu-
tion being reorganized in For-
mosa, said that Pope John
has suggested that the univer-
sity be dedicated to the Im-
maculate Conception.
More than 100 volunteer
workers in Hamilton, Ont.,
pitched in to help establish the
Hood Shepherd Hostel for
homeless men.
Priests in northern India
have started credit and sav-
ings cooperatives that are res-
cuing hundreds of the poor
from poverty.
Fairfield University. Fair-
field, Conn., is planning $lO
million construction-expansion
prtgram.
The Catholic Students So-
ciety in Switzerland has
adopted Christian unity as its
study theme for 1962.
The School of Nursing at the
Catholic University of Ameri-
ca, Washington, has been giv-
en an $8,214 grant by the Na-
tional Fund of Graduate Nurs-
ing Education.
A record total of nearly $4
million was raised in Switzer-
land during the 1960-61 Catho-
lic Missionary Year drive.
Army Supply Command per-
sonnel in Korea have sched-
uled weekly Saturday evening
devotions in response to ap-
peals for prayers for peace
made by Pope John and Presi-
dent Kennedy.
Bi-Linitial Sermons
MONTREAL (NC) - Equip,
mcnt installed at St. Susanna
Cliurch in nearby Pierre-tonds
makes it possible (or the pa-
rishioners to hear the ser-
mons in both English and
French.
Sunday Movement
PUEBLO. Colo. (RNS) - A
statewide movement to pre-
serve Sunday (or religious
worship, rest and recreation
has been launched here by the
Save Our Sunday Committee.
Art Slides Donated
NOTRE DAME, Ind. (NC)—
Fifteen hundred colored slides
illustrating the history of the
arts of the U.S. have been pre-
sented to Notfe Dame Univer-
sity by the Carnegie Corp. of
New York.
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Mortgages
$l,OOO to
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3 DAY SERVICE
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FIRST MORTGAGES
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MORTGAGE MARKET, Inc.
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VUOLO BUILDING
Be smart & thrifty
like thousands
of other men
in UNION COUNTY
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SAUERS
for all your
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you'll be glad you did
SAUERS
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655 Elizabeth Ave.
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NEW YEAR'S EVE AND NEW YEAR'S DAY
Supitb Chineio-Amirlcan Cu/fine
New Year'* Eve Entertalnmenti
CHARLIE COOKE AT THE HAMMOND ORGAN
NOIH MASKS. MATS, *TC.
MSiIVATIONI SUOOIIIIO
2 Waihington Si., Morritlewn J| 9-0934
Mil FAIKINO IN IfAl
Selling Advocate Is Apostolic
Work, Archbishop Declares
NEWARK —Archbishop Ro-
land told the individual and
school winners in The Advo-
cate’s annual subscription
drive that they were helping
“in one of our chief apostolic
works’’ by promoting the sale
of the archdioccsan news-
paper.
"The Advocate is not simply
a news sheet,” the Archbishop
told the group assembled in
the auditorium of the Chan-
cery Office here. “It is some-
thing to give instruction and,
as such, is part of the
magistcrium (teaching author-
ity) of the Church."
He explained that the func-
tion of the archdioccsan paper
is to "tell the people what the
truth is,” to "correct miscon-
ceptions” that sometimes arise
on matters concerning the
Church.
COMMENTING ON the fact
that as the complete coverage
plan becomes more popular,
the number of the subscriptions
which are obtained in the cru-
sade must inevitably dwindle,
the Archbishop said, “It is you
who have made the paper
popular and have made it
possible for us to get the full
coverage plan established."
As an avenue of more sub-
scriptions, Archbishop Roland
suggested that the youthful
salesmen approach non-Catho-
lics as well as Catholics.
"Some non-Catholies would be
quite willing to subscribe to
the paper if approached. It is
a way to get the faith to non-
Catholics.”
He told of a former Protes-
tant minister, now a convert,
who each week asks his pastor
for any Advocates that remain
unsold ”1 presume they are
few in number” —and dis-
tributes them among his
Protestant friends.
He added: “This has
resulted in several inquiries
about the Church from these
people and even in some con-
versions.”
TIIE ARCHBISHOP closed
his brief address by thanking
the Sisters present for their in-
spiration. “You are doing a
great deal of good,” and by
asking the youngsters to “in-
still some of your spirit into
your friends.”
In his report to Archbishop
Boland which preceded the
distribution of awards to the
top individuals and schools,
Msgr. John J. Kilcy, executive
director of The Advocate, not-
ed that the subscription drive
this year had topped the 1960
figure by a total of more than
1,000.
LEADING SCHOOLS: Representatives of schools which topped their divisions in The Advocate’s subscription crusade are shown with Arch-
bishop Boland, showing their plaques. Left to right, they arc Sister Cordis Marie, Corpus Christi, Hasbrouck Heights; Sister Agnes Celeste,
S.S.J., St. Vincent’s, Bayonne; Sister Alice Janies, Holy Trinity, Westfield; Sister Maureen Michael, Immaculate Conception, Darlington;
Sister Florence, O.S.B., Bender Memorial Academy, Elizabeth; Rev. Thaddeus Zuber, St. Mark’s CCD, Rahway; Sister Rita Francis, O.P.,
Lacordaire School, Montclair; Sister Mary Humiliata, C.S.S.F., Mt. Carmel, Bayonne; Sister Joan Marie, O.P., St. Joseph’s, Bayonne; Sister
Mary Elfrida, C.S.S.F., Immaculate Conception, Lodi, and Mother Mary Jonathan, S.H.C.J., of the Oak Knoll School of the Holy Child, Summit.
Pray for Council
PARIS (NC) Seven thous-
and university students crowd-
ed into Notre Dame cathedral
here to pray for the success
of the coming ecumenical
council.
DIVISIONAL WINNERS: These youngsters earned prizes by being the top salesmen in their division in The
Advocate’s subscription crusade. They received their awards on Dec. 15 at the Chancery Office from Archbishop
Boland, center. Left to right, front row, are Patricia Lynch, Bender Memorial Academy, Elizabeth; Mary Cullari,
Holy Family, Nutley; Kevin O'Connell, St. Cassian's, Upper Montclair; and Raymond Dillon, St. Teresa's. Sum-
mit. Rear row, Kevin Kelly, Holy Trinity High School, Westfield; Patricia Parry, Sacred Heart, Vailsburg;
Robert Harahan, St. Thomas the Apostle, Bloomfield; Carol Coleman, Mt. St. Dominic Academy, Caldwell; and
Patricia Rogucki, Immaculate Conception High School, Lodi.
New Newspaper
WINNIPEG. Man. (NC)
A now Catholic newspaper, the
Sunday Herald, will begin pub-
lication here Jan. 7. serving
the Archdioceses of Winnipeg
and St Hnnifacc and the Apos-
tolic Vicariates of Keewattn
aril llod-on's Hay.
till. Whim I VIIt'S lor In-
ternational Development, lay
mission sending society, was
established in Paterson in 1957.
FIRST PRIZE: Patricia Lynch of Render Memorial Academy, Elizabeth, receives
her award from Archbishop Roland as top salesman in The Advocate’s .subscrip-
tion crusade. Looking on are Mary Cullari of Holy Family, Nutley. third prize win-
ner (left) and Patricia Hogucki of Immaculate Conception High School, Lodi, sec-
ond prize winner.
Grand Rapids, Richmond
AuxiliariesAre Named
WASHINGTON - Pope John
has named Auxiliary Hishop*
for Grand Rapids, Mich., and
Richmond, Va.
Msgr. Charles A. Salaika.
Vice Chancellor of (he Grand
Rapids Diocese, was named
Titular Hishop of Cartana and
Auxiliary lo Hishop Allen J.
Habcock. Rev. Ernest L. Un-
terkoefler. Chancellor of the
Richmond Diucese and secre-
tary tu Hishop John J. Rus-
sell, has hern named Titular
Hishop of l.atopolis and Auxil-
iary tu Bishop Russell.
MSCR. SAI.ATK \ was lx.ni
Feb. 20. IiMH. in Grand Rap-
ids and studied at sebuuts
there and the Catholic t niver-
sily of America He was or-
dained Feb. 2t. I!MS, and after
serving as an instructor at St.
Joseph's Seminary, Grand
Rapids, left for "graduate work
in Canon Law at l.ateran Uni-
versity, Rome.
On his return in low, he
served variously as a secre-
tary at the Chancery Office,
institutional chaplain, parish
administrator and Vice Chan-
cellor. He was named a Papal
Chamberlain on July 31, tosa
FATHER Unterkoefler wa*
born in Philadelphia Aug. IT
l*j)7. attended school* there
and the Catholic University of
America, where he was or-
dained on May IH. nut Ho
did graduate work in canon
law at Catholic University.
In Richmond he has served
as assistant pastor, ns notary
and secretary of the Rich-
mond Diocesan Tribunal, sec-
retary of the hoard of consular-
tors and rlcrical examiner for
junior clergy exnmaination*.
He became Chancellor in
May. two.
Funds Allocated
COLOGNE. Germany INC)
Germany's Hishop* have at
located S3 3 million pari of
the funds raised during their
U-nlen campaign to aid
projects in underdeveloped
countries.
Berliners Dcnied
Chrismas Visits
DKItLIM Coin muni »l Hast
Germany has turned down a
plan Dial would have allowed
West Berliners to cross tlie
Red • built wall for Christmas
reunion* with relative!. Tho
communist rejection was bat-
ed on the plan's provision to
have the Red Cross, ami m>t
Red authorities, supervise the
holiday travel permission
across the tiurdrr.
ST. CIIAKI.KS liormiiico is
patron saint of seminarians.
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CHINESEFOODS
THE WHOLE FAMILY ENJOYS
“OUB
©
flno food
tuporb
••rvi co
roatonoblo
price*
SPECIAL
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_
TO
"TAKE OUT"
ORDERS
Rotorvoliont Your Hott
Suggotltd Roger Fung
Lichee
RESTAURANT
27i W. Front St.
Ploinfitld
PL 7-2007
Opon 11 AM.-Midnight
PARKING
IN REAR
FREEZER OWNERS!
No Money Down
Terms Available
U.S.D.A. PRIME
SIDES OF BEEF
Custom cut into tempting
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts,
stew beef, chopped beef, etc.
to serve tantalizing meals to
the average family for eight
months. Flash-freezing, freez-
er-wrapping and delivery in-
cluded.
Te 5-0211 MU 4-2777
Suppliers of Clubt, Hotsls, Catholic
Institution! & Restaurants sinco 1945
NORTH JERSEY
BUTCHERS
2234 HAMBURG TPKE.
WAYNE
For Person* Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions:
Driving South on Garden Stafo Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden Slate Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
64 HOBOKEN ROAD
EAST RUTHERFORD, N. J.
Block oil Route 17
Where you eat. ..
hoi o lot to do with enjoying whot you eat. The distin-
guished character of CAUGHEY'S ond the mellow charm
of its colonial surroundings definitely odd zest to the
enjoyment of such specialties as:
Baked Whole live Maine lobsters, Stuffed
Barbequed Ribs 'n Chickon
Jumbo Shrimp Stuffed-with lobster and crabmeat
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CAPRICE HAIR FASHIONS
Hair Coloring Hair Culling
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TO OUR MANY FRIENDS.
OUR WARMEST WISHES!
THE ROBERT TREAT HOTEL
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Adult Church
Groups
G*oo« Catholic Tovm. Inc. ol Clifton
offer. Without coat or obl’QOtion. o
mo«>« deicriptivo of the Notional
Shrin# of th# Immaculate Conception
in Wothmgton to odwlt Church
Q'Ovpt Ihil beoutifwl p>(tvr«, In
tov*(J OfHl color runt thirty mmvtet
ond furniih protector ©nd tcreen.
for rottrvoliont toll
GR 3-7215
OF
CATHOUC
BOOKS
for CHILDREN
lor RELIGIOUS
lor EVERYONE
SI Hjliiy St. Itwrt
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
78 CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArkef 3-2831
Are You Dissatisfied With
Your Contact Lens Results?
Consultation of your case and the
facilities of our eye examination offices and
complete Contact l.ens laboratory in the
Simmons Bldg, are also available for
those übo were not filled by us. Adjustments
white patient waits.
Most cotact lenses replaced the same day.
"We reject cases not suited for contact lenses."
Out-of-town patients completed in one day if necessary
Write for the Summary of Army Medical Research
Laboratory Report =99 which lists some of the
advantages and disadvantages of contact lenses.
Without obligation, upon written request.
Write to
Dr. Bernard J. Simmons
Contact Lens Specialist and Optometrist
Simmons Bldg., 13th & Arch Sts., Phila., Pa.
"Specializing in Contact lenses Since 1939"
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ST. FRANCIS
of ASSISI
(NATIONAL ONNINC Or »T. ANTHONY)
CHRISTMAS DAY MASSES
Early Morning Manat
2:30 AM.. 4,5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,11:30 AH.
Aftamoon Malta!
12, 12:30, 12:45 P.M.
11A.M. SOLEMN HIGH MASS
Midnight Mjsj
Solemn High-Upper Church
+
ST. FRANCIS of ASSISI
lj»S WIST 3 lit ST. (and Weit 32nd SfJ
a | (Between 6th & 7th Avenuei)
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A Holy Christmas
lnslmas I*, without question, the most
f ‘f_. y n n 2Wn and thc mosl Popular Christianfeast. It has inspired and produced some ofthe world s finest poems, which, when set to
music, have become thc “hit songs” of the
HolyNight.”
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_
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.
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which calls forth from the hu-
man heart the finest and noblest sentiments in
man and, ironically, it is also a feast which
has been used and misused to produce billions
of dollars for those who do not accept the the-ology of Christmas.
But, even for those who do not believe in
Jesus Christ, there is a spiritual beauty and
appeal about Christmas which even they cannot
escape. Despite their almost completely secu-
larists approach, they constitute a sort of neg-ative proof that Christmas is more than a fan-
tasy that it is not a fairy story, but a fea-ture story that has survived 2,000 years. Ra-
tional beings do not, in fact cannot, feed their
minds indefinitely on fantasy and illusion. If
we found out that nothing special had happened
of it
"* U * y ’ wc wou *d soon grow tired
™ WORLD HAS never grown tired of
Christmas. Something special must have hap-pened - did happen on that day - something
Bn!? Ue ’n S° mclhl Ln8 thal nevcr happened beforeand will never happen again thc birth of the
God-Man, Jesus Christ.
That event must have been wonderful a
moment in time literally full of wonder for thefew privileged to have been there.
There is a TV program called, “You Are
There,” whereby you arc transported by the
magic of electronics to the re-enactment of
some past event.
Every Catholic Church has such a program
every day. For in the deep and awesome mys-
teries of the Holy Mass "You Are There.”
Where? At Bethlehem. In the Mass, the first
Christmas is not re-enacted it is repeated,
re-presented. There are minor differences, of
course, but the essentials are there.
IN BETHLEHEM, He was hidden under the
form of an Infant; in thc Mass He is hidden
under the form of the Sacred Host. The stable
and the tabernacle are much thc same in the
eyes of the Eternal God. There He was laid
in the manger, as though to beoome thc food
of beasts; in thc tabernacle He fs laid in the
ciborium, to become the food of sinners. The
star brought the wise men to thc stable; the
tabernacle lamp guides to His Presence on the
Christian altar.
And “wise men” today come to adore. And
wiser still are they who can understand the
love that veiled the Eternal God beneath the
humble species of His Blessed Sacrament. This
understanding may not be academic or theo-
retical —but practical by thc actual act or
deed of Holy Communion.
A HOLY CHRISTMAS, therefore, means
Holy Communion. Mass and Holy Communion
must be the event of the day. Otherwise, the
celebration of Christmas is quite absurd.
The staff of the Advocate joins in wishing
you a happy and a holy Christmas.
School Prayer to Be Judged
"Almighty God, we acknowledge our de-
pendence upon Thee and we beg Thy blessings
upon us. our parents, our teachers and our
country.”
This prayer has been challenged as being
un American. The Board of Regents of the State
of New York approved the above prayer for
use in the public schools in the State of New
York. The recitation of this prayer was not
made compulsory. Any child in the public
school, if he desired, could remain silent during
its recitation.
THE PRAYER, as you recognized, is sim-
ple. direct, to the point and has an appeal
c\en by reason of its clarity. It encompasses
the recognition of God. our dependence on Him
and the request of God’s blessing upon those
we love and what we love
. . . our parents,
our teachers, ourselves and our country.
No one would think that this prayer could
cause so much irritation, since it is not com-
pulsory and it is brief and to the point. How-
ever, five American citizens decided that it
was objectionable to our Jewish neighbors. One
is a Unitarian, one is a member of the Society
for Ethical Culture, and one a non-believer.
They ask that an injunction be granted against
the use of the prayer. They claim that this
prayer violates their beliefs and the beliefs of
their children. But, best of all, they assert "The
saying of the prayer favors belief in religion
over non-belief.”
The Board of Regents, when they approved
the use of the prayer back in 1951, said that
it was in the public interest to teach children
"• • • #* *ct forth in the Declaration of In-
dependence. that Almighty God is their Creator
and that by Him they have been endowed with
their inalienable rights." The objectors contend
that this proves the prayer is designed to be
"a form of religious education” by teaching
children that "God is their Creator.”
LIVING, AS WE DO, in a country which
is ridden with juvenile delinquency, high crime
rate, broken families and extremes of brutality,
docs it not seem silly to expect that our chil-
dren can live without God? Is the believing
American to capitulate completely to the non-
bclieving American? Is not the very foundation
of our constitutional system based on our belief
in God from Whom we derive our inalienable
natural rights?
How long are we American citizens to con-
tinue listening to the plaintive cries of sub-
version by prayer? How long are we to listen
to the cries of the non-believer in his attempt
to crush the spiritual life of America? How
much longer are the children of our public
school system to think that God is not to have
any role in their educational lives?
THIS DECISION which must be given by
our Supreme Court is a very serious one. It
becomes frightening when we think of what
implications may be drawn from a decision up-
holding the-viewpoint of the mixed-up five. The
nation indeed will be awaiting anxiously the
result of this case. It is hoped that our Su-
preme Court will recognize the necessity of God
in the educational life of our children.
Constitutional rights can be recognized but
not to the expulsion of God from our national
life for the sake of our children. It is hoped
that the prayer being used in the New York
school system will be recognized for what it
is not compulsive, but permissive; not cor-
rupting, but elevating. If our Creator was need-
ed at the beginning of our national life, He is
needed now.
Cheering Notes on Africa
Belgium was given a bad name by the pro-
corn munlsU in the Congo. They publicly insult-
ed the King of the Belgians on the very day on
which he proclaimed the independence of their
country. Shortly afterward they incited the
Congolese army to revolt against its Belgian of-
ficers and to terrorize the white inhabitants.
Civil war has been raging since then.
Belgium has been charged with not prepar-
Ing the Congo for independence. It is true that
Belgium did not provide the higher education
which would have produced native leaders. It
had. however, established an excellent system
of common schools for general education. In
the normal course of events, the Congo would
have prospered as an independent nation.
HOW HAS BELGIUM acted as a trustee
tlscwhcro in Africa? In Ruanda-Urundi the re-
sults of her trusteeship have been very favor-
able. Both countries held elections in Septem-
ber this year in accordance with a resolution of
the United Nations. Following the election in
Ituanda, the new government established the
Republic of Ruanda. Ninety per cent of Ru-
anda's legislative Assembly arc Catholics. It
Is expected that the constitution of Ruanda
will guarantee the rights of the Church and
reverence for the name of God.
Following the clretion in Urundi. the Legis-
lative Assembly consists of GO Catholics and
four Protestants. The new government is com-
posed entirely of Catholics. Its respect for Bel-
gium and its appreciation of Belgium’s aid,
past and anticipated, were expressed in this
statement of the Prime Minister, Prince Rwa-
gasore:
“You Belgians will soon transfer to our
shoulders the heavy responsibility that you
are carrying ... We ask you to help us ven-
ture into the future with confidence, to continue
to aid us with generosity, and to guide us while
respecting our dignity and our interests. We
are grown-up children who have become free,
but we will follow the traditions of our people
which demand that children continue to show
respect and affection.”
The statement concludes with these words:
“You will judge us by our acts and your satis-
faction will be our boast.”
Because expressions of gratitude are so
pleasing, we note the gracious words spoken in
the General Assembly of the United Nations in
New York a few days ago by another Catholic
leader, Prime Minister Julius Nyercrc of Tan-
ganyika, East Africa. After Tanganyika was
seated as the 104th member of the United Na-
tions, Mr. Nyererc, according to the Associated
Press, "paid tribute to Britain for withdrawing
gracefully and for effecting a peaceful and or-
derly transition from colonialism to indepen-
dence.
That same day, Tanganyika stood be-
side the United States and the other anti-com-
munist countries in voting against the admis-
sion of Red China to the United Nations.
‘Aeterna Dei Sapientia ’
The Uth and 16th centuries were both
tragic eras in the history of the Church: each
witnessed the rending of the unity of the Mys-
tical Body of Christ, in the former century by
the Great Schism which cut off the Orthodox
churches of the east from the Holy Sec. in the
16th century by the Protestant revolt which
splintered into several hundred Christian sects.
Despite the black pages of our own century's
history, with its grim record of wars, hatred,
torture, misuse of the gifts of science, there is
at least a slight ray of hope that a beginning
is being made in the direction of a return to
Christian unity.
MEN OF GOOD WII.I. the world over were
strongly encouraged in such hopes last week
by Pope John -Will's epoch-making call to all
"separated brethren” to begin to think of an ul-
timate rriuro to the "one flock” of Christ. Is-
suing of the sixth encyclical letter of his pontif-
icate, "Aeterna Dei Sapientia," he commemo-
rated the pontificate and achievements of an
earlier ladder of the throne of St. Peter. St.
Leo the Great,
Leo was faced with threats to the Faith on
every side the Christological controversy,
which involved disputes over the nature of
Christ that had not been settled despite the
Council of L'halccdon in 451. Political threats in
the form of barbarian invasions from the East
promised to extinguish completely what still
remained of civilization in the West. Evil men
strove to split the Bishops from the priests, the
priests from the people, in order to achieve
their own base ends Even some ecclesiastics,
seeking their own limited objectives, sought to
undermine the supreme position of Rome.
Leo taught, as John XXIU teaches, that we
must he prepared in such times to suffer for
our belief*: both quote St. Paul: "You have
been given the favor on Christ's behalf not only
to behevenn Him, but also to suffer for Him.”
In Leo's day, Attila the Hun threatened the
very portals of the Holy City; today, Khru-
shchev and his vast military establishment
threaten the whole of western civilization.
IT WOULD BE unwise to press the simi-
larities too far. The Huns were Asiatic bar-
barians, unacquainted with Christian religion
or western culture. Communism, on the other
hand, is basically one more heresy of Chris-
tianity: its theoretical basis was formulated in
Austria, Germany and England: it was first
put into practice in Russia: all Christian lands.
The Church's best defense would seem to
be a recall of all dissident elements to one
solid, convinced Christian unity.
That is why our present Holy Father an-
nounced the Second Vatican Ecumenical Coun-
cil within the first three months of his pontifi-
cate, with one of its chief aims being the res-
toration of Christian unity, particularly with
the Eastern churches with which we still have
so much in common. That is why. no doubt, lie
timed the release of his latest encyclical, not
inly for the 15th centenary of the death of his
treat predecessor Pope St. Leo the Great, but
also for the very time when the World Council
of Churches, a vast assembly of Protestant
and Orthodox churches, also working for union,
was concluding its meeting at New Delhi.
JOHN XXIII is truly another Leo, not only
because of the similarity of problems with
which he is faced, but in bis masterful diplo-
matic approach in solving them. In his great
new encyclical, he re-echoes Our Lord’s own
prayer of the Last Supper: "That all may be
one, even as Thou, Father, in Me and I in
Thee: that they also may be one in Us.”
That was the objective of Pope St. Leo the
Great; that is the objective of Pope John
XXHI, the Leo of the 20th century; that should
also be the objective of every Christian, Catho-
lic, Orthodox, and Protestant.
To See Our Savior
As He Really Lived
By Frank J. Sheed
As Christians we love Christ,
try to live by liis law, would
think it a glory to die for Him.
But how much do we know
of His life upon earth?
The Rosary, for instance,
has nothing between the find-
ing of Our Lord in the Temple
and the Last Supper. Thus it
omits some 20 years not
only the quiet life at Nazareth
but the years of the public
ministry. And that summarizes
the position for most of us
a blaze of light about His
death, but dimness in between.
An occasional miracle stands
out, a few parables; but there
is no shape to our knowledge;
indeed there is no great de-
sire for knowledge. We seem
curiously incurious about the
life of one who is the life of
our life.
SCORES OF times one has
heard unbelievers asking why
we don't drop the cruel doc-
trine of hell and return to the
simple loving teaching of
Christ in the Sermon on the
Mount. It is the rarest thing
to find a Catholic layman who
can give the obvious answer
namely that in the Sermon
on the Mount Our Lord warns
His hearers of hell five sep-
arate times: nowhere else docs
be speak so much of hell. Not
to know this means that we
have simply not followed Our
Lord through the years of Ills
teaching.
The first step is to return
to the Gospels. We must read
them intently, growing in
knowledge of His words and
deeds, building our intimacy
with Himself. It will require
a growth in our reading pow-
er including the power to
relate things said in different
Gospels or in different parts
of the same Gospel. It will re-
quire what is rare in modern
readers, a total concentration
of the mind. Take two ex-
amples from one of the parts
of Our Lord's life on which the
light docs fall for everyone of
us His three hours on the
Cross.
ST. LL'KK tells us He said
to the repentant thief, "This
day thou shalt he with me in
paradise”: we tend to think
the thief went straight to heav-
en. But St. John reports Christ
as saying to Mary Magdalen
after His resurrection, "1 am
not yet ascended to my Fa-
ther.” What then was para-
dise?
We all know, and rejoice to
know, that Our Lord said to
Our Lady, "Behold thy son”
and to St. John, "Behold thy
mother." But there is an in-
tensely dramatic element that
wo must miss unless we re-
member, from St. Matthew
and St. Mark's accounts of
the Crucifixion, that St. John's
own mother was standing
there!
Nor is it only the Gospels
that shed light upon the Gos-
pels, but the whole Bible. For
an example of what the Old
Testament has in it to give,
take one more of Our Lord's
■seven words from the Cross
"My God, my God. why
hast thou forsaken me.” It is
a profoundly mysterious say-
ing: great spiritual masters
have found deep —and var-
ious - meanings in it.
But these words were not
new words wrenched from Our
Lord by the agony of the mo-
ment. They are a quotation.
They are the opening words of
Psalm 21. So we must find
what the words mean in the
Psalm. Finding this we find
something else, which must
have startled every Jew with-
in hearing even more than the
words themselves. If you do
not know what this is, read
Psalm 21.
BESIDE SCRIPTURE all
sorts of other things the
general history of the period,
for example, and the religious
atmosphere at that particular
moment will help us to-
ward the vivid seeing, which
should be ours, of Our Lord
as He lived.
We need to know, for In-
stance, what the Romans were
doing in. Palestine, why the
Samaritan woman was so sur-
prised that a Jew should
speak to her, who Herod the
Great was the massacre of
the Innocents is easier to be-
lieve when we know what ex-
perience he had in massacre.
lor the religious atmosphere
there is space for a single ex-
ample. Our Lord said "It is
not what goes into the mouth
that defiles a man but what
comes out." Obvious, we
think; indeed we wonder why
He troubled to say it: till we
remember the Old Testament
distinction between foods clean
and unclean, and learn how
far beyond this the Scribes
had gone they argued, for
instance, whether it was sin-
ful to eat an egg if the hen
had laid it on the Sabbath.
The aim of the series now
beginning is to study Our
laird's life in the lines in-
dicated in this column.
THE QUESTION BOX
Rev. Leo Larley, S.T.D.. an,l Ret'. Robert Hunt, S.T.D., of
Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington. Ramify, X. J..
are editors of The Question Box, Questions may he ail,tressed
to them there for assist er in llsii column, or to Question Box
Editors, The Advocate, 31 Clinton St., Seu ark 1, S.J.
(). Is a lay person who over*
hears (he confession of an-
other bound by the seal of
confession?
A. One who overhears the
confession of another is bound
under penalty of most serious
sin to keep absolutely secret
all that has been revealed by
the penitent with reference to
sacramental absolution. This
obligation is absolute, in the
sense that no reason, however
grave, could permit the reve-
lation of what the penitent has
confessed. In this respect the
obligation of one who over-
hears the confession of an-
other is exactly the same as
the obligation of the confessor
himself.
The Code of Canon Law,
however, imposes upon the
confessor, and only the con-
fessor, further penalties for
the violation of the seal. These
penalties include excommuni-
cation most specially reserv-
ed to the Holy See, suspension
from the celebration of Mass,
suspension from hearing con-
fessions, and, in more flagrant
cases, degradation. In this re-
spect. the confessor is under
greater obligation to keep se-
cret what has been confessed
to him than one who over-
hears such a confession.
If. When is a Catholic no
longer obliged by the law of
fast? On his 39th birthday or
Ids <>(Hh birthday?
A. A Catholic is bound by
the law of fast up to the com-
pletion of his 39th year of age.
This significant, if not sober-
ing, event takes place on his
s‘Jth birthday and not his both
birthday as some believe,
(f. What is a '•Coadjutor'*
Bishop?
A. A "Coadjutor" is a Bish-
op appointed to administer the
diocese of another "ordinary"
Bishop who, because of old
age or long term illness, can
no longer fulfill the many and
grave duties encumbent upon
him Sometimes in appointing
a "Coadjutor" the Holy See
grants him the right of suc-
cession to the diocese as its
"ordinary” Bishop when the
permanent retirement or
death of the present "ordi-
nary" leaves the See vacant.
Editor's Note:
In the Oct. 5 "Question
Box" we slated that, accord-
ing to a decree of the Sacred
Congregation of Hites dated
Mar. 8. 1000, the so-called Le-
onine prayers may tie omitted
after Mass when certain cir-
cumstances arc verified. We
listed among these circum-
stances: "after a 'dialogue'
Mass on Sundays and holy
days.” Since then, however,
another and later document of
the same Congregation has
come to our attention, in ac-
cord with which we correct
our original statement to read:
"after a 'dialogue' Mass on
Sundays and feast days enjoy-
ing the liturgical rank of first
or second class.”
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Press Climate
Seen Red Aid
By Louis F. Budenz
Our international skies this
Christmastide arc figuratively
ablaze with the big Soviet ad-
vance against the West. Were
we to observe this phenome-
non with historian’s objective
eye, we would perceive that
this Soviet offensive gets
strength from the mental cli-
mate created by our own
communications media.
The exaggerated newspaper
story that "the serious split"
between Red China and Soviet
Russia would help save the
West was exploded last fall at
the United Nations in the sav-
age championship of Peking
by the Soviet delegation and
all its satellites. Let us learn
from this incident that alleged
or real differences among the
communists do not mean any
Red fancy for us.
We shall be tested severely
on this issue in 1962 with the
Albanian "deviation.” The
Reds shall tempt us to finance
piecemeal most of the commu-
nist world on the Tito-Gomul-
ka model.
WHAT IS EVEN worse
about the general reporting of
this Red China situation is the
omission by much of our press
of a striking official declara-
tion by the Chinese Commu-
nist Party of its friendshipfor
Soviet Russia.
This information appeared
in the People's Daily of Pek-
ing, Nov. 7, and was translat-
ed into English in the Peking
Review, Nov. 10.
Its title speaks for itself:
"Hold High the Red Banner of
the October (Soviet) Revolu-
tion, March Bravely For-
ward."
We learn that "the October
Revolution is the greatest rev-
olution in the history of man-
kind."
We arc also advised that it
has stimulated socialist revo-
lutions everywhere, including
Red China itself, that the So-
viet example has "fully dem-
onstrated the invincible might
of Marxism-Leninism." And
then we read:
"TODAY THE Soviet peo-
ple. under the leadership of
the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the So-
viet Union headed by Com-
rade Khrushchev, are carry-
ing on large-scale construction
with immense enthusiasm and
initiative; they have achieved
tremendous successes in the
fields of industry, agriculture,
science and technology."
Further: "The brilliant
achievements of the Soviet
people in the full-scale build-
ing of communism have great-
ly increased the might of the
socialist camp."
SIMILAR IS the acknowl-
edgement by Fidel Castro that
he is an open Marxist-Lcnin-
ist. Again, there has been
available for weeks informa-
tion that indicated that Castro
was about to make such a con-
fession.
It is certain that our daily
press could have alerted the
people to it long before the
news broke.
All of this appeared in the
October World Marxist Re-
view, in an article "New
Stage in the Cuban Revolu-
tion," by Bias Roca, general
secretary of the Cuban Com-
munist Party.
It is precisely because
"socialism is no longer a
specter, but something real
and tangible in the world,"
and that all countries "can
take guidance from the 43
years of experience of the So-
viet Union” that it is now pos-
sible to enter "upon the stage
of building socialism in Cuba."
Such a declaration, explain-
ed by the real boss of com-
munist Cuba, was a signal
that it would be soon followed
by a Marxist-Leninist state-
ment by Castro. Thus could
"the fires of socialism" be
extended to more of Latin
America.
FOREWARNED again by
these experiences, we shall
have to look sharp in the Con-
go to make certain that we do
not pull Soviet Russia’s chest-
nuts out of the fire there. All
communist discussions from
the New Times of Nov. 29 to
The Worker of Dec. 10
make certain that this is what
Soviet Russia wants us to do:
Crush "the blood-stained pup-
pet in the Congo’s Katanga,
Moisc Tshombc" in order to
build up the concealed com-
munist of the Castro variety,
Antoine Gizcnga.
Let us hope our general
press will not make us
stumble on the Congo, or Al-
bania as it has so often on
matters dealing with Cuba
and Red China.
InYourPrayers
remember these, your deceas-
ed priests:
Arcltdiocese
of Netcark
Rev. Peter Kramer, O.Carm.,
Dec. 23, 1931
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Frederic C,
O’Neil. Dec. 24, 1931
Rev. Matthias J. lloylan, Dec.
24. 1956
Rev. Thomas Quinn, Dec. 26.
1906
Rev. Nicholas K. Solis, Dec.
26. 1913
Most Rev. Justin J. McCar-
thy, Dec. 28, 1959
Rev. John J. Outwater, Dec.
27, 1936
Rev. James J. Flannagan,
Dec. 29, 1934
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. Ferdinand lleckmann,
0.F.M., Dec. 29. 1956
Forty Hours
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Diocese of Paterson
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Squirrelwood Rd.. Pateraon
.
Dee. 11, mi
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Clifton
Xavier Chapel. Convent Station
AROUND THE PARISH
The consecration is the highlight of Christmas Day
for Father John — as it is for every day.
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STRANGE BUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY Oopyrlfbt, IMI. N.C.W.C. New* lUnUm
God Love You
The Contrasts
Of Christmas
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
What contrasts appear at
Christmas! The Power of God
wrapped in the swaddling
bonds of humanity; Eternity
in time; The Word, wordless;
a humble manger and choirs
of heavenly angels. But how
are we to bring our souls to
an awareness not only of this
contrast but of the contrast
of the rich and the poor in our
modem world?
The following might be a
good idea: Send out invita-
tions to a banquet at $lOO a
plate; suggest formal dress
for both men and women and
hold it in the most sumptuous
dining room in the city. Then,
when the guests sit down to
an elaborate china and silver
service, fill their plates with
only three ounces of rice.
WHAT WOULD THEIR reac-
tion be? Some would claim
that they had been cheated:
"Are we to pay $lOO for this?”
But the others, the wise, might
say: "Now I know how the
other half of the world lives,
ltow et*c could t have under-
stood Mu* contrast between the
plenty In onc*haH the world
and the want in the other half,
except by sitting in luxury and
eating in hunger?”
And yet, what is the con-
trast compared to the Lord
of Heaven stripping Himself of
His glory to share our hunger,
our woes, our pains not
for an evening but for a life-
time?
"INTO YOU IS bom this
day a Savior" that is the
real meaning of Christmas. We
are surrounded by advisers,
experts and counselors, but
where arc the saviors? Whore
are those who will accept the
burdens of others as their own,
who will eat rice when they
could easily afford pheasant.
For that is how we must
actualize Christmas by be-
ing saviors of our fellow men!
Asa little Jewish girl told us
last week: “I am kind to that
leper because I believe he
brings me the blessing of
God." As Christ was our Sa-
vior from sin, saw we must
save others from their wants.
In the midst of your Christ-
mas joys then, be mindful of
the joyless, like the mother of
11 who came to us for help
because a Christian welfare
organization would aid her
only if she put her children in
an institution. Can you
imagine the Wise Men telling
Mary that they would get her
out of the stable only if she
would put the Child in the
Bethlehem orphanage!
Be saviors. Save families.
Save poor Bishops in the mis-
sions who must dine and run
their chanceries on $BO a
month.
The words "God love you"
lake on special significance
during the Christmas season,
as we witness God’s Love in
the birth oi llis Son. By re-
quest and a corresponding of-
fering, you may order a God
Love You medal in any one
of the following styles: S2
small sterling silver, $3 small
10k gold filled, S5 large sterl-
ing silver, $lO large 10k gold
filled.
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and address
it to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director. Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Ave., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St.. Newark, or Rt.
Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis,
2t DcGrassc St., Paterson.
How Can Warmth Return
To Cold War Marriage?
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University
After 25 fairly happy years together our marriage is starting to fall apart. My
wife and I still love-cach-other, but we’ve become so irritable and impatient that al-
most anything seems to lead to an outburst between us. I know her age has some-
thing to do with it, and she’s probably correct in saying that I’ve become self-center-
ed and unsocial. How can we break the tension between us and regain a sense of
warmth and unity?
If a competent marriage
counselor is available, you
should consult him at once.
You and your wife have ap-
parently become involved in a
kind of cold war, with nego-
tiations for peace paralyzed at
dead center. When such situa-
tions occur within the intima-
cy of the family circle, it gen-
erally requires the help of a
competent neutral outsider to
break the deadlock, for both
partners are too personally in-
volved to view their difficul-
ties objectively.
Although your wife has
probably consulted her doctor
concerning the changes she is
apparently undergoing, I sug-
gest that you have a thorough
physical examination unless
this has recently been done.
Tho irritability and impatience
you report may be due in
part to physical fatigue or
nervous exhaustion, and sim-
ple remedies may be available
for both.
Further, you and your wife
would do well to make a clos-
ed retreat, either separately
or as a couple, if facilities for
the latter are available. You
may protest that you are both
devout Catholics, but it is easy
for couples to fall into a spir-
itual rut, marked by such rou-
tine and monotony that su-
pernatural viewpoints and mo-
tives cease to bo operative in
their daily lives. Moreover, It
will be excellent therapy to
withdraw for a few days from
the tense situation in which
you are now involved.
Don't say you haven't tho
time or money. What is the
success of your marriago
worth to you?
NOW LET US TURN to a
few considerations that may
prove helpful. Although you
suggest that you quarrel over
almost everything, are there
any specific areas such as the
use of money, personal habits,
relatives, friends, and so on,
that have long been a bone of
contention? In dealing with
similar cases I have discover-
ed that several such major
areas usually exist and have
been the focus of quarrels for
years because no constructive
plan for dealing with them
had ever been developed.
Everything was left at loose
ends. Nothing was ever resolv-
ed, so that each successive
quarrel followed the pattern of
the last. For example, couples
will quarrel over the use of
money for years, yet never
keep a budget or itemized ac-
count of how their money is
actually spent. In such cases,
a counselor is bound to sus-
pect that cither money is not
the real issue or one of the
partners is in bad faith.
IS IT POSSIBLE that your
irritability stems from frus-
tration or dissatisfaction with
your work? Once the modern
American male passes the
half-century mark he knows
fairly well how far he is likely
to go in his chosen work, and
If he is dissatisfied wii^rjjjs
prospects, he usually feels too
insecure to shift to another
job or make a fresh start.
Some men become hard to
live with when they suddenly
realize that they have passed
this point of no return and
must spend the rest of their
working years at a job that no
longer offers them any chal-
lenge. If they are prudent,
this is the time for them to
enlarge their scope of interest
and to develop more shared
activities with their wives and
families; yet on the pretext of
fatigue many merely turn to
television, and this sterile
tranquilizer further dulls their
initiative.
Do you and your wife share
any activities as a couple?
Some couples have no social
- life and do not even attend
church services to"other. Is it
surprising that they enjoy no
sense of unity?
FINALLY, HAVE you ser-
iously tried to analyze your
own outlooks, motives, and
feelings, comparing them
with the Christian ideals to-
ward which you must strive?
Partners in conflict frequently
compare themselves only with
each other rather than with
their Model, Christ. Asa re-
sult. they get caught in a vi-
cious circle of mutual recrim-
inations, suspicion, and petty,
mean acts of retaliation which
they attempt to justify on the
grounds that “the other start-
ed it."
But remember, the Model
on which you will be judged is
Christ, not your partner!
Christinas Week
At All Souls
MORRISTOWN - A visit by
St. Nicholas to the pediatric
ward on Dee. 23 will climax
the celebration of Christmas
week at All Souls Hospital
here.
Beginning with carols sung
by the Caldwell College glee
club on Dee. 15, the celebra-
tion also included a staff
Christmas party and caroling
by the St. Elizabeth's College
glee club on Dec. 17, carols by
cub scouts on Dec. 18, the
erecting of the Christmas tree
on Dec. 19 and a preliminary
visit by Santa on Dec. 20.
There was also a pediatric
Christmas party sponsored by
the Future Teachers Club of
Bayley-Ellard and carols sung
by the student nurses of All
Souls on Dec. 20 and presenta-
tion of gifts to ward patients
by the hospital auxiliary on
Dec. 22 and 24.
Royal Air Force
Salutes Sister
TORONTO (NC) - Two
Royal Canadian Air Force
Auxiliary Squadron* have hon-
ored a Sister who for the past
nine years had her students
offer daily prayers for the
safety of squadron members.
Sister Mary Fleurctte, a
teacher at St. Michael's Acad-
emy, Belleville, was given a
tour of RCAF Station Downs-
view and honored at a lunch-
eon in the officers’ mess of
400 and 411 squadrons.
She organised her pupils to
help in rescue efforts and
since then has encouraged pu-
pils at schools where she
taught to offer daily prayers
for the fliers.
Vocation
Indulgences
Members of the Apostolate
for Vocations can gain a plen-
ary indulgence under the ordi-
nary conditions on:
Dee. 21, Feast of St. Thomas
Dee. 25, Christmas
Dec. 27, Feast of St. John
One of the three Ember
Days, Dee. 20, 22 and 23.
A partial indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each
act of charity or piety per-
formed for the intention of fos-
tering vocations to the priest-
hood.
Vatican Lauds
UNICEF Work
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.
(RNS) The Vatican has
lauded the work of the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNI-
CE.F) on its 15th anniversary
a.; a special agency of the UN.
Cardinal Cicognani, Vatican
Secretary of State, sent a
cable to the United Nations on
Dec. 11 stating that Pope John
“is pleased to acknowledge
the work done by UNICEF
during many years on behalf
of underprivileged children
and congratulates its execu-
tive director, and asks Provi-
dence to bestow divine bene-
dictions on this noble task."
UNICEF now gives aid to
about 57 million needy chil-
dren and mothers in more
than 100 countries. Pope John
has contributed annually to
UNICEF as did Pope Pius
XII.
UNICEF also received con-
gratulatory messages from the
World Union of Catholic Wom-
en’s Organizations and the
Catholic International Union
for Social Service.
NO STRINGS: John J. Cullen, manager of operations
for the eastern division of the California Oil Company,
presents an unrestricted grant of $3,500 to Msgr. John
J. Dougherty, president of Seton Hall University.
This brings to $17,500 the amount received by Seton
Hall from the company in the last four years. Cullen
is a graduate of the school and resides in Clark.
Seton Hall, St. E’s
Given Esso Grants
NEW YORK Scton Hall
University and the College of
St. Elizabeth were among 266
privately controlled colleges
and universities sharing in
general purpose grants of
$763,000 from the Esso Educa-
tion Foundation.
The amount of individual
awards was not announced.
Thirty-four other Catholic in-
stitutions were among those
getting grants.
THE SICK have St. Michael,
St. John of God and St. Camil-
lus de Lcllis as their patron
saints.
Mariology Unit Lists Speakers
NEW ORLEANS (NC)-Thc-
ologians from many parts of
the country will meet here
Jan. 2-3 for the 13th annual
convention of the Mariological
Society of America.
A highlight of the meeting
will be the presentation of the
Mariological Award for excel-
lence in theology relating to
the Blessed Virgin.
Speakers will include Rev.
Walter J. Burghardt, S.J., of
Woodstock (Md.) College,
president of the society; Rev.
Joseph J. De Vault, S.J., West
Baden, Ind.; Rev. Eugene H.
Maly, Norwood, Ohio; Rev.
Aelred Tcgcls, 0.5.8., St.
John's College, Collegeville,
Minn.; Rev. Thomas E.
Clarke, S.J., Woodstock Col-
lege; and Rev. Eamon Car-
roll, O.Carm., Washington.
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East Orange Raid Uncovers
Huge Collection of Pornography
NEWARK - The most dis-
gusting trove of pornographic
material ever uncovered in
Essex County was turned up
uy * ra *d on an apartment at
70 South Munn Ave. t East Or-
ange, on Dec. 12.
Sheriff Leßoy D’Aloia led
the raid on the sixth-floor
apartment of Guy Schultz, 34,
a market analyst for a New
York business firm. Schultz
was in Chicago on a business
trip at the time, but a warrant
has been issued for his arrest.
IT REQUIRED a dozen car-
tons to collect the material
which was impounded and tak-
en to sheriff’s headquarters in
the Essex County Courthouse.
Material seized included ob-
scene photographs, a meticu-
lously-kept file of letters, ob-
scene and even blasphemous
Christmas cards and also
photoßraphie, dcvclopinß and
recording equipment worth
about $5,000.
Detective Arthor Magnusson
of D'Aloia’s staff, who has par-
ticipated in many other such
raids in the past two years
since the crackdown on porno-
graphic material began in Es-
sex County, said that the ma-
terial found in Schultz’ apart-
ment exceeded, in depth of de-
pravity, anything previously
discovered by the department.
It was estimated that it
would take a week or more to
wade through all the records
and letters kept by Schultz and
that investigations leading
from this raid might go on for
months.
THERE WAS NO evidence,
D’Aloia said, that Schultz
had distributed his material
on a wide commercial basis,
but there were indications that
he was about to do so. How-
ever, it was obvious that ma-
terial had been prepared for
private sale or distribution to
persons of Schultz’ acquain-
tance. The sheriff estimated
that, on the open market, the
material seized could bring
enough money for Schultz to
retire within a year.
Many of the pictures were
of boys whose ages were es-
timated from about 12 to 17
years of age. D’Aloia said
that investigations will try to
determine how and where the
pictures were made.
Held without bail as a ma-
terial witness was Wallace
Reid, 27, who was discovered
in the apartment when the of-
ficers arrived.
This was the seventh in a
scries of raids carried out in
Newark and Irvington since
Dec. 7. The others had, how-
ever, no connection with this
one, being the result of tips
which followed a recent raid
on a center of pornographic
material in Canada. These
other raids were made under
city ordinances and the de-
fendants taken before mag-
istrates. Schultz' case will go
to the grand jury.
Those arrested in the pre-
ceding raids were Stanley Wil-
kowski, William Frecfield,
Robert F. Bayman and Leo
Licht, all of Newark, and Sey-
mour Schwartz of Irvington.
Bayman was arrested on a
charge of possessing obscene
material. The others are be-
ing held on charges of im-
porting obscene material.
THE HAY AFTER the raid,
a consultation was held in
Trenton between Attorney
General David D. Furman and
Assemblywoman Mildred R.
Hughes of Union County on the
draft of a bill that would give
New Jersey its first legal de-
finition of “obscenity.”
Mrs. Hughes, chairman of a
legislative committee studying
the problem of obscenity in
literature, said that the bill
would also provide injunctive
procedure to prevent “acquisi-
tion, sale or possession of ob-
scene materials.”
From Rome
To Linden:
‘Thank You’
LINDEN St. Theresa’s
parish here was the recipient
of a communication from Vat-
ican City in which the priest
and parishioners were
thanked for a telegram sent to
Pope John XXIII on the oc-
casion of his 80th birthday and
third anniversary last month.
Signed by Archbishop An-
gelo Dell ’Acqua, Substitute
Secretary of State, the letter
read: “The Secretariat of
State of His Holiness is di-
rected to acknowledge receipt
of the message of congratula-
tions and prayerful good wish-
es addresed to the Holy Fa-
ther Pope John XXIII on the
occasion of his twofold an-
niversary.
"In giving assurance that the
Sovereign Pontiff is heartily
grateful for such a thoughtful
manifestation of filial devotion
and attachment, the Secre-
tariat of State has pleasure
in conveying to the priests and
faithful associated with this
gesture, the paternal Apostolic
blessing of His Holiness."
Rev. Stanislaus J. Stacho-
wiak is pastor of St. Theresa’s.
All Souls Plans
Handicapped
Dental Program
MORRISTOWN A pro-
gram to provide dental care
lor the physically and men-
tally handicapped at All Souls
Hospital was explained at a
special luncheon held Dec. 13.
All Souls is one of three hos-
pitals in the state, and the only
Catholic one. which has been
granted funds by the State De-
partment of Health to diag-
nose and provide orthodontic
rehabilitation for children. Dr.
Leonard Goddard, of the clinic
staff, is chairman of the new
services.
Speakers at the luncheon
included Dr. C. Kermit Bot-
kin, director of the hospital's
dental health clinic; Dr.
L. Earle Arnow, president of
Warner-Lambert Research In-
stitute; Dr. Curtis F. Culp, di-
rector of the division of Con-
structive Health; and Dr. Da-
vid Wallace, director of the
Bureau of Dental Health.
The clinic at All Souls was
founded six years ago hy Sis-
ter Mary Eleanor, hospital
administrator. It is operated
by 20 county dentists on a
voluntary basis.
ST. GEORGE has a dragon
as his emblem.
Dover Mission Gets
Converted Church
DOVER The mission
church of Our Lady, Queen of
the Most Holy Rosary, will be
blessed and have its first Mass
Dee. 24, just one week after
the building serves for the last
time as a Lutheran church.
Rev. Vincent Puma, admin-
istrator of the mission for
Spanish-speaking residents of
Morris County, will celebrate
a High Mass at 9 a.m. on the
24th. The last Lutheran serv-
ice was at 7:30 p.m. on Dec.
IT.
Built 10 years ago, the
church is of brick construction
and scats 180 people. All this
week, workmen have been
busy converting it for Catho-
lic services, installing an altar
rail, kncelcrs, priests’ and
altar boys’ sacristies. Only
the essentials are being taken
care of now, the rest will
come later.
FATHER PUMA was as-
signed as administrator of the
mission, then called St. John
the Baptist, in September,
1959. He has been celebrating
two Masses each Sunday at
Sacred Heart School Hall here,
at the invitation of Rev. Jo-
seph A. Delaney, pastor.
In addition to the approxi-
mately 1,000 permanent Span-
ish-speaking residents of the
county, Father Puma also
ministers to the migrant work-
ers who flock to the county's
farms each fall.
With the assistance of Rev.
Stanislaus Chang of Our Lady
of Providence Mission in Pat-
erson, two evening Masses arc
said each month for the work-
ers, one at St. Jude the Apos-
tle Mission, Iludd Lake, and
the other at St. Catherine ol
Siena, Mountain I.akes. where
Father Puma is in residence
to be near his other assign-
ment as chaplain of Mater
Dolorosa Convent, Denville.
AT THE FIRST High Mass
on the 24th, the men’s choir
of St. Mary’s Church, Whar-
ton. will sing. Father Puma
will celebrate this Mass and
will also celebrate the first
Nuptial Mass at the church at
11 a.m.
A fund-raising drive was
held recently among Spanish-
speaking residents of Morris
County and Father Puma calls
the results “promising.” He is
also enthused over the steady
rise in attendance at the week-
ly Masses from about 60 or 70
two years ago to approximate-
ly 250 to 300 at present.
CONVERT CHURCH: This former Lutheran church in Dover is now the mission
church of Our Lady, Queen of the Most Holy Rosary, serving the Spanish-speak-
ing Catholics of Morris County. The first Mass will be celebrated there on Dec. 24.
St. Ann’s Buys
Convent Land
HOBOKEN—St. Ann’s parish
here has purchased property
on Jefferson St. on which it
plans to erect anew convent.
Announcement of the pur-
chase was made at all Masses
Dec. 17. There are a one-
family house, a mechanic's
shop and garages on the three
lots which will have to be re-
moved to make way for the
proposed convent.
Rev. Laurence Lisotta,
O.F.M. Cap., pastor, said that
architect’s plans will soon be
drawn and presented to arch-
diocesan officials for approv-
al. The Franciscan Capuchin
sisters of the Infant Jesus, who
teach at St. Ann's, have lived
in the school since it opened
in 19M.
ONE OF TIIK aims of the
National Office for Decent
Literature is to promote plans
to develop good reading habits
among the young.
RECTORY DEDICATION: Bishop McNulty reads the
prayers of dedication as Rev. James J. Doyle, pastor
of St. Theresc’s, Paterson, prepares to place the
cornerstone of the new rectory there on Dec. 17.
Fr. Gaspar Celebrates
40th Anniversary
PASSAIC A priest who
once served as an assistant to
Cardinal Mindszenty cele-
brated the 40th anniversary of
his ordination at a Pontifical
High Mass offered by Bish-
op McNulty on pec. 17 at St.
Stephen’s Church here.
Rev. John Caspar, a native
of Hungary, has been pastor
of St. Stephen’s since 1933. He
was ordained in Szombathcly,
Hungary, on Dec. 17, 1921,
and came to the United States
in 1929.
While Father Gaspar served
as a hospital chaplain at
Zalaegcrszeg, Hungary, he
was an assistant to the then
Father Joseph Mindszenty at
his parish.
AFTKR COMING to this
country, he was an assistant
a! Our Lady of Hungary
Church, Perth Amboy, chap-
lain for the Daughters of Di-
vine Charity at Arrochar,
Staten Island, and pastor of
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel
Church, Woodbridge, before
being named pastor at St.
Stephen's.
In his time as pastor here,
Father Gaspar has built St.
Stephen's Grammar School
and a convent for the Daugh-
ters of Divine Charity who
teach there. Following a dis-
astrous fire in 1953, which de-
stroyed or damaged many im-
provements he had made, Fa-
ther Gaspar rebuilt the inter-
ior of the building.
ASSISTING BISHOP Mc-
Nulty at the Pontifical Mass
were Rev. Francis Bischoff,
spiritual director of Pope Pius
High School, and Rev. Roger
Hebert, assistant to Father
Gaspar. Bishop McNulty gave
the English sermon and Rev.
Julius Kiss of St. Elizabeth’s,
Trenton, the Hungarian ser-
mon.
An anniversary dinner was
held following the Mass at St.
Stephen’s School Hall. Mem-
bers of the clergy, civic lead-
ers and parishioners paid trib-
ute to Father Gaspar.
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hAPPy Christmas
North Jersey Date Book
DEC. 21
Holy Name Hospital Central Auxiliary,Teaneck
Decoration of wards and corridors for
Christmas, 10 a.m.; Mrs. Anthony Priscndorf,
Palisades Park, chairman.
St. James Hospital Guild, Newark Card
party. 1 p.m., hospital auditorium; Mrs. Har-
ry Kilpatrick, chairman.
Court Dolores, CDA Christmas party. St.
Brigid's Auditorium. North Bergen, 8:30;
Mrs. John Durso, chairman.
DEC. 27
Court Cecilia, CDA Meeting and Christmas
party, Federal Savings and Loan Assn., North
Arlington, 8 p.m.; Mrs. John Del Grosso,
Mrs. William Kozlusky, chairmen.
JAN. 3
Holy Name Hospital Central Auxiliary, Tea-
neck Meeting of auditing committee, 10
a.m., hospital auditorium.
Science Head
Is Honored
NEW BRUNSWICK - Sister
Mary Nicholas, R.S.M., of
Georgian Court College. Lake-
Wood. president of the New
Jersey Catholic Round Table of
Science, was honored by the
New Jersey Branch of the
American Society for Micro-
biology at a recent meeting
held at Rutgers University.
Sister Nicholas was selected
“teacher of the month" for
her role with the science tape
institute amt for her efforts to
Improve elementary and high
school science courses.
St. Vincent’s Head
To Talk in Caldwell
CALDWELL - Sister Clare
Dolores, administrator of St.
Vincent's Hospital and Nurs-
ery. Montelair. and director of
its two schools, will deliver the
capping address Dec. 28 for a
class of Junior Gray Ladies of
the National American Red
Cross. The exercises will be
held at the West Kssex Chap-
ter House here at 2 p.m.
Have You Read...?
The following questions are based on articles that
appear in this week’s issue of The Adcocate. See how well
you remember what you hat e read. If you want to refer to
the story later the page number is listed with each answer.
Cit e yourself 25 points for each correct answer, 100 is
excellent; 75 is good; 50 is fair; 25 is poor; 0 means you had
heller reread this issue :
1. What’s different about this week’s issue of The Advocate?
(al The Christmas supplement
(til The Legion ot Decency listing is left nut
tc) Nothing
2. Who is the new managing editor of The Advocate?
(a) Joseph It. Thomas
(b) Floyd Anderson
(c) Kit-hard J. Hughes
3. Archbishop Boland had a special meeting with students
last week to:
(a) sing carols
(b) present awards for selling subscriptions to The
Advocate
(c) organize a choir
4. Most of the high school basketball teams will spend part
of the Christmas holidays:
(a) on the football field
(b) playing in tournaments
(c) practicing baseball
ANSWERS:l-(j),secondsection;2-(a),page1;i-(b),
P->S*3;Page9.
POPE ST. Pius X decreed
that the Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine be established in
every parish.
THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT: The Bayley Seton lunch-
eon honoring Archbishop Boland had a real festive
air about it Dec. 14. There were holiday decorations
and a Christmas gift from the women to the Archbish-
op. Principals admiring the huge tree are, in usual
order, Rev. Edward J. Fleming. Seton Hall University
vice president; Msgr. Thomas J. Gillhooly, moderator;
Mrs. Vincent F. O’Rourke, chairman; Msgr, John J.
Dougherty, Seton Hall president; and Mrs. William
Henderson, Bayley Seton president.
MERRY CHRISTMAS: The Archdiocesan Council of
Catholic Women held its holiday festivities Doc. 16
in honor of Archbishop Boland. They played Santa
with a gift to the Archbishop which was presented by
Mrs. Richard Strasser (second left), ACCW president.
Others in the picture are, left to right, Mrs. Richard
Gormley of Paterson, representative to the National
Council of Catholic Women for the Newark Archdio-
cesan province; Archbishop Boland, Msgr. John E.
McHenry, ACCW moderator; and Mrs. Alfred H.
Salerno, chairman. The Archbishop urged the women
to participate in community activities.
FAMILIAR SCENE: The third graders of Render Memorial Academy, Elizabeth,
are pictured above in the scene that is being re-enacted time and time again
throughout the world at this time. The thespians, left to right, are: Mary O’Connor,
Cecilia Grossi, Catalina Hannan, Donald Stokas and Robert Scrib.
Union Hospital
Honors Helpers
ELIZABETH - Mrs. Anne
Deppcrt of Elizabeth and Mrs.
Elizabeth Murray of Roselle
were special guests of honor
at the Christmas party given
by the Sisters of Charity of St.
Elizabeth Hospital here for
their volunteers.
Mrs. Deppcrt had put in 48f>
hours during the year and
Mrs. Murray had served 4R5.
The Junior Cheerio Aide
award for the highest hours
for the year went to Julie
llcincmann of Cranford who
had also accumulated 1,315
hours for two years service.
A star was presented to
each volunteer who had serv-
ed 200 hours, a chevron to
those putting in 100 hours, and
a bar for 50 hours.
GARDENERS have St. Doro-
thy, St. Adelard. St. Tryphon,
St. Fiacre and St. Phocas as
their patron saints.
Clifton Graders
Tape for Radio
CLIFTON' Seventh and
eighth graders of St. Paul's
will be heard singing Christ-
mas carols on WPAT Dec. 23
and 24 at 5 30 p.m. Hie taped
programs are being sponsored
by the New Jersey Rank and
Trust Company.
Sister Francis Clare, princi-
pal, is director of the choir of
114. Mrs. John Diffily is ac-
companist.
Ye Shall Find a Babe
...
in Swaddling Clothes
... Lying in a Manger
By June Dwyer
. . And the angel said to them: Fear not; for behold,
I bring you good news of great joy, which shall be to all the
people; for this day is born to you in the city of David a
Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this shall be a sign to
you. Ye shall find a babe wrapped in swaddling clothes and
lying in a manager . .
Who shall have great joy at the good news? Who shall know
the signs? Who shall find the Babe lying in swaddling clothes
in the manger?
.WILL IT be the little boy who sent us his letter to tha
Christ Child today Or the officers of the civics club who
were elected last week? Will it be the boys and girls who
won the Young Advocate Club prizes this year or the girl
in the back of the room who forgot to enter the contest?
Who shall have great joy at the good news?
Will it be the woman who gives so many hours of her
time to the hospital or the mother who has not even one hour
to call her own? Could it be the girl who works in the depart-
ment store and is so tired at this time of the year?
Who shall know the signs?
Will it be the quiet nun who teaches the first grade in Dover
or the clubwoman who belongs to at least a dozen committees?
Could it be your grandmother who lives in Oregon or maybe
your sister who is now in Ohio?
Who shall find the Babe wrapped in swaddling clothes and
lying in a manger?
Will it be your dad so strong and brave and self-sacrific-
ing? Could it be that young priest who - works so well with
teenagers or the grocery man who always smiles or the
mailman who looks so tired?
The shepherds found Him. The wise men found Him, The
angels found Him. What of the families, the students, the
children?
HK IS STILL there God made man born to save us and
to bring us hope and peace. He is under the star covered with
a Silent Night and a tinseled tree. He is hiding in the spirit of
giving concealed by the gift itself. He is whispering through
Christmas carols and shining through candles lit in welcoming
windows.
He is hidden 'neath dreams for a “White Christmas” or the
merriment of the sleigh bells. He is covered by a pile of toy*
or a well-filled stocking. But He is still there.
Oh, let’s find Him!
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NOW!
CATERING
IN YOUR HOME
Our famous Candlelight Bullet is
now available lor catered paities
In your home or office. For details
call our Catering Manager.
RE 1-2360
PROSPECTAVE., WEST ORANGE, N. J.
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dee tAefinest andmost
comptkU detection, of-
• AMERICAN TOURISTER • VENTURA
• ATLANTIC PRODUCTS • WINGS
• SAMSONITE • LARK
LEATHER GOODS & GIFTS - FREE MONOGRAMMING
We Welcome DINERS' club,
Carte Blanche and American Express Charges.
luggage shop
US HALSEY ST , NEWARK 2, N.J. Mitchell 2-5090
loirmand tl»d. and Acadsmy Slraal
*lOO,OOO LIQUIDATION
WE have CLOSED OUR TEXAS STORES
All. M \
IOW f*'
ct ■
PER.SSi°
BUSch&soks
SB
w
Magnificent
Unset Diamonds
Liquidation and without reservation,
from 1 to tvtr I'l ct. tiiec. Choose
th« latest lad>• t* or gentlemen*! set-
— wo will tot it In ono hour's
twno. Written unconditional guarontoo
lor color, cut ond perfaction plus
Butch A font* ft reputation
lor integrity. Trodo-mc accepted. Poy»
mont divided to twit you. Buy now lor
Chrittmot.
NEWARK Brood cor. WILLIAM
SUMMIT: 4tt SPRINGFIELD AVI.
Open every night
• ecopt Soturday
FERRI BROS., INC.
THE LARGEST RELIGIOUS GOODS STORE
IN THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Offering New Jersey's
Moii Complete Selection of
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
Fabulous Outdoor Christmas Display
■gjp!PpPlM| . ‘J
NT
OUTDOOR NATIVITY AND CHRISTMAS DISPLAYS
In magnificent three dimensional, lull, round figures ot weatherproof,
(Kip proof haid molded rubber. Standing figures 1011.
• *o*. UPC SIZE NATIVITY Harter wt tM j.
_ o nly s7* 50
• *o*. DTE SIZE NATIVITY
groupt. IS p<l, without liable _____ SIYTOO
IS pcs. with iloble uee in
PUT CHRIST IN YOUR HOME THIS CHRISTMAS
NATIVITY SETS
We invite your inspection of t*»ete colorful displays in our
highwoy iKowcoom
5 inch FIGURES s'4-50
6 inch FIGURES «2«
8 inch FIGURES « <34 95
compute with stable -runtyj
Sets and stobies may be purchased separately
Alio weather-proven
OUTDOOR NATIVITY OISPIAYS
CHALICES AND
CIRORIUMS
NATIVITY SCENES
bracelets
*!7AML NECKLACES ANDPRAYER BOOKS CHAINS
MISSAL* AUTO PLAOUES
BIBLES RINGS
holy water PONTS ocher assorteo
*o***l** MEDAL* ANO CHAINS ITEM*JTATUARY MARCASITE MEDAL* CRUCIPIK AND
*ICK CALL* ORIGINAL HUMMEL* RELIOIOU* NOVELTII
FERRI BROS., INC.
Offering New Jertey's Mosf
Complete Selection of Religious Articles
$•124 ROUTE 17 -PARAMUS
'* m 'le south of lout# 4in Paromut
(between BambergeCt ond Modell s)
STOP* HOURS: Daily » to 9, Closed Sundays
Phb Delivery on Outdoor Displays
News From Europe
Secret Ordinations
Held in Hungary
TONGERLO, Belgium (NC)
—Several young Hungarians
have been ordained to the
priesthood secretly after study-
ing theology privately in or-
der to avoid the state-controll-
ed seminaries in Hungary, it
was reported here.
The Relief Organization for
Priests in Eastern Europe,
with headquarters at the Prc-
monstratensian Abbey here,
said the new priests cannot
make their identity known
publicly in their communist-
controlled homeland. But it
said they form “a nucleus for
the Church in the catacombs,
which’ is our greatest hope for
the future.”
Instead of going to semi-
naries, the would -be priests
prepare for ordination through
secret tutoring by experienced
priests. The organization said
that in many cases this “il-
legal” training has been dis-
covered and those taking it se-
verely punished.
•
Concern in Italy
ROME (NC) - The Italian
Bishops have expressed deep
anxiety over the religious sit-
uation in Italy.
Bishop Alberto Castetli, sec-
retary of the Italian Episcop-
pal Conference, said in an in-
terview here that concern for
the religious condition of Ital-
ians is intensified by the ac-
tivities of atheistic Marxists
and the rush of rural popula-
tions to the cities.
Bishop Castolli said the Ital-
ian Bishops have decided to
set up a special organization
to deal with the problem of a
shifting population. He said
that they are also studying the
use of recreation and higher
culture as a means of influ-
encing public opinion.
•
Volunteer Buildinn
WORMS, Germany (NC)
Four thousand volunteers from
17 countries put in 300,000
hours of work at 100 localities
in 12 nations during the past
year to help the Catholic In-
ternational Building Order
erect churches, hospitals and
houses, the order’s German
secretariat has announced.
The secretariat also an-
nounced the order will under-
take its first project in Ire-
land in 1962. Its first project
in England was completed this
year when Dutch volunteers
helped build a chapel for a
housing project in Gillingham,
Kent.
The order was founded in
Belgium in 1952 by Father
Werenfried van Straaten, O.
Praem., who earlier this year
turned over its direction to
laymen. Within the past dec-
ade the order has helped to
build more than 5,000 build-
ings in Europe, Africa, Ocean-
ia and Latin America. It has
some 80,000 members.
Cardinal Spellman
Honored by lona
NEW YORK (RNS)—Cardi-
nal Spellman received the first
annual Trustees Award of lona
College for his "selfless devo-
tion and unique efforts in be-
half of the education of
youth.”
The award was presented at
a dinner here by James M.
Slattery, chairman of the col-
lege’s Board of Lay Trustees.
Also participating in the cere-
mony was Brother Richard B.
Power, president of lona. Car-
dinal Spellman said he had re-
ceived from a woman guest a
surprise gift of $25,000 which
he would turn over to lona.
Christmas Cribs
SYDNEY, N.S. (NC)- Job-
less and homeless men at Tal-
bot House in nearby French
Vale make Christmas cribs as
part of a program to rehabil-
itate them. This year more
than 600 cribs with figurines
were produced for sale.
Pray for Them
Joseph A. Ryan
PASSAIC A Solemn Re-
quiem Mass was offered Dec.
14 at St. Nicholas Church for.
Joseph A. Ryan, 48, who died
on Dec. 11 at Veterans Ad-
ministration Hospital, East Or-
ange, after a lengthy illness.
He was a lifelong resident of
this area and a member of
the Passaic Post of the Cath-
olic War Veterans, Perez
Council, K. of C., and the St.
Nicholas Holy Name Society.
Surviving are his wife, a
son, a brother and a sister,
Sister Jean Marie of Mt. Lo-
retto Home, Staten Island.
Joseph iHursko
PASSAIC A Solemn Re-
quiem Mass was offered at St.
Nicholas Church on Dec. 19 for
Joseph Mursko, 56, who died
at home Dec. 15 after a long
illness.
A lifelong resident of the
Passaic area, he is survived
by two sisters, Including Sis-
ter Jeanette, 0.M.C., of Wah-
ponton, N.D.
Inter-American Students to Meet
CHICAGO (NC) Attention
will be focused on the prob-
lems and hopes of Latin Amer-
ican students when the Catho-
lic Conference on Inter-Ameri-
can Student Problems meets
Jan. 26-28 at Mundelein Col-
lege here.
George Schuster, assistant to
the president of Notre Dame
University, will give the key-
note address: “Movement To-
ward Ideological Solidarity in
the West.”
Father John J. Considine,
M.M., director of the NCWC
Latin American Bureau will
speak on "The Responsi-
bility of tbe U. S. Educational
Institution in Terms of the
Papal Program for Latin
America.”
ONLY ABOUT 10% of the
Spanish - speaking who have
come to the U. S. since World
War II are what are generally
considered "practicing" Catho-
lics, attending Sunday Mass
regularly.
YOU CAN HELP: Above is the partially completed gymnasium at New Jersey
Boystown in Kearny. Rev. Robert P. Egan, director, hopes to complete the building
this spring with the aid of North Jerseyans appealed to in the annual Boystown
Christmas drive.
Free Trip to Rome
MADRID (NC) A free
trip to Rome will be given to
the Spanish youngster who
wins the national qucstion-and-
answer contest sponsored by
the Bishops’ Committee on
Education on “The Church,
the Pope and the Second Vat-
ican Council.”
FORTY per cent of the funds
collected by the Society for the
Propagation of the Faith re-
main in the U. S. for the
home missions.
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LISS!
HAS SELECTION
UPON SELECTION
OF
GIFTS
TO FIT
EVERY BUDGET
FOR
HIM and FOR HER
ALSO FEATURING:
RELIGIOUS
STATUETTES
AND RELIGIOUS
ARTICLES BY
BASILICA
IJ>
ft
Visit our Religious Articles
Department for perfect Gift
giving items.
LISS'
DRUG DEPT. STORE
31 JOURNAL SO.. JERSEY CITY
Opan 363 Day* a Yaar
Op#n Dally ‘til 1 AM.
HEndmon 3-1004-7611
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quality fur felt halt.
$4 - 56
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We Present Fashion Shows for
Churches & Organizations . . . Gratis
313 3rd ST WTmwwfWMHm OL 9 930 0
JERSEY CITY
°
BUY AT LOWEST FACTORY PRICES
USE OUR
LAY-A-WAY PLAN
A SMALL DEPOSIT
WILL HOLD YOUR
PURCHASE
AAA SPORT CENTRE
553 BROADWAY I
b-'ween :• h 4 26th Sts. FE 9-
BAYONNE 7800
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, BOYS', OIRLS'
CORDUROY
CAMPUS COATS
/ z " ,"* r
[ p Heevyweiphl
I C -*) Quilt
/ I V “Of ».H.I. I
/ A H.F.A.
Styls
Lined
Dark
OrMn Marist
Royal
Lt. Oray, Black, Navy
Charcoal, Rod and Othor Colors
NICKNAME FREEI
CHENILLE LETTERS EXTRA
>11.95
ST. ALOYSIUS
ACADEMY
BAYONNE HIGH
SWEATERS
7.95 *8.95
*11.95
*16.95
Letters Extra
NICKNAME
FREEI
St. Teachers
St. Aloysius
Bayonne High
Holy Family
St. Vincent's Corp
• Marist
SWEAT
SHIRTS
PLAIN $1.89
ST. ANTHONY
High School
MARIST • ST. PETER’S • SYNDER
• DICKINSON •
HIGH SCHOOL
SWEATERS
NICKNAME FREE WHILE YOU WAITI
17.95-‘8.95- 111.95-, 16.95
HOLY FAMILY
SWEATERS
$7.95
and
11.95
HLetter extra
NICKNAME FREE!
MARIST H.S. or
"BAYONNE BEE"
ZIPPER FRONT
Sweat Shirts
s*>•492
Reg. $3.45
Without Emblem
*2.19
BOYS' and GIRLS' BETTER QUALITY
ALL WOOL VARSITY
COAT SWEATERS
Royal & Gold • Maroon & White
Kelly & White • Royal & White
AND MANY OTHERS
Sizes 24 to 36
and 4 to 18
REG. $7.95
NICKNAME FREEI
$
)
5 .95
MISS OR WOMEN'S
All Wool Flannel
TAPERED SLACKS
*5.95
REG. $10.95
• lie. It I. It
CltarcMl. Black,
Light Oray
Other Wool & Nylon
SKATING or GYM
SPORT HOSE
69<,. *1.50
KNEE HI-HOSE
White and Colors
3 Prs-
s2.oo OY
TRIPLE ROLL HOSE
Mor-Pul Heavy Cotton
White and Colors
4 Prs. 49*
$1.75
RAINCOATS
FOR BOYS
Imported
Pure Rubber
with Matching
CAPE HAT
Sizes 6 to 18
Yellow • Black
$4.95 VALUE
*2.95
Domestic Made *3.89
MEN'S - BOYS' - GIRLS'
WINTER
HATS
Knits
Skulls
Campus
Skis
Leather
&
Troopers
69< ,o *3.45
if
n
ALL WOOL TUJtTLENfCK
TURTLE NECK
SWEATERS
•"* *4.88
BOWLING SHIR 1 j FO ? 7rA M S S— U , First
RUBBERS - BOOTS
INSULATED PACS
FOR MEN
-
WOMEN -
BOYS' - GIRLS'
and
CHILDREN
AT LOW
PRICES
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT
Men’s Leather Toi
RUBBER
CREPE SOLE
HUNTERS
BOOTS
Cholct Of
ALL RUBBER PACS
*6.99
NOT ALL SIZZS IN ALL STYLES
See Our Large Variety
Engineer - Insulated &
Wellington Boots
ALL LEATHER TOP
Combat Sky Boots
Ii* boys* sizes
-> *5.95
MEN'S
REG If.fJ *6.95
GLOVES ■ MITTENS
KIDS eovs- MEN'S
FOR COLO WEATHER
49<
TO
*4.95
BOYS’ HEAVY DUTY
LACED STYLE
FIELD BOOTS
58.9
NOT ALL lIHS AVAILABLE
MIN S .r BOVS'
ENGINEER BOOTS/
MEN'S BOVS'
*9.95 *8.95i
ICE
SKATES
(j ,
BOYS'
r, FIGURE
SKATES
> >6.88-
*7.88
Men’s Figure Skates
• ...
m mti •
*7.99
Smci.l er.ue . tu.t I. II
OUR
FRIC*
Come V.lue 11. yi
Boy's Hockey Skates
5 6.88
Men’s Hockey Skates
*9.88 & *ll.BB
OIRLS' LINED SHOE
FIGURE SKATES
*7.88
FIGURE SKATES
*B.BB & *lO.BB
KIDDY ICE SKATES
FO« BBOINNIM qq
*•. ■ •.'■ ■t /Qi
Double
Rwnr.tr
Inie Ski
IRBIBt
*1.69
FUR
EAR
MUFFS
98*
Black Wool Police Style
EAR 39*
MUFFS
DOUBLE THICK
HOOD
SWEAT
SHIRTS
BOYS’
Reg. 52.98
*2.45
MEN'S
Rag. $4.45
*3.45
ALL POPULAR COLORS
INCLUDING WHITE
HEAVY ALL WORSTEDS
Extra Long and Wide
100% PURE WOOL
SCARFS
In Popular School Color
True Value to 5.95
*2.95
*3.45
*4.45
Maroon, White,
Green and Tan
Blue and Gold
WOMEN'S
All Wool Turbans
Many
Colors
$2.00
VALUE
58<
BASKETBALLS
KIDDIES *1.25
JR. SIZE *2.99
VuVbftV 5395
REGULATION CP AP
OUTOOOR
OTHER BALLS
$6.95 to $22.50
All Archery Reduced!
BILLIARD BAR BELLS
IN ITOCK
=l7UP TO
LBS.
WILSON BADMINTON SETS
*4.95 *35.
RUBIER OR IRON
QUOIT SETS
FOR SON OR OAD
*2.75*6.75
HORSESHOES
• *T* IN ITOCK
*4.95*9.95
STREET SKATES
LOBE UNION CHICAGI
FOR RIOINNfRS
*1.69-*1.98
CHICAGO
HEAVY OUTV
BBARINQ
BALL
BTRBBT
SKATES
880. IMS
*4.95
AAA WILL BE OPEN
EVERY NIGHT
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
AAA SPDRT CENTRE
AAA WILL BE OPEN
EVERY NIGHT
UNTIL CHRISTMAS
FREE! Heavy duty plaid bowling bags
#
with any black or colored ball
all balls measured & drilled in our store
Bowlin^^^tall
BLACK
*24.95Drillad
to
your tlza
In our «tora
Bowling Ball
Cholco of
4 color*
COLORED
*27.95
We engrave your name or initials free on ball
Or your choice of combination deals
fir AmiBlack
~
Amflite
Bowling Ball
Custom Fitted and
Drilled to Your Size
BALL LV *24.95
Comp.
Vol.
H.ovy Duly
Plaid Bag
MENS'. WOMENS',
BOYS, OIRIV, SHOES .
Comp. Vol. - - -
for >29.75
You Son Appro*. 111S
8.80
7.95
. id 170
nrnrl *r AmflColored Amflite
Bowling Ball
Custom Fitted and
Drilled to Your Size
BALL 27.95
Heavy Duty Comp. 8.80Plaid Bog V.l.
MENS’ WOMENS', lOYS 9 QC
GIRLS’ SHOES f .73
Comp. Vol. $44.70
& >32.75
You Soto Approx. 11,f5
BOWLING BAGS
At Reduced Prices
s **"'°"'sl.99*l7.9s
BOWLING SHOE BAGS
*1.19*3.95
Mens Womens Boys, Girls
BOWLING SHOES
*4.95 ,o *15.95
Q
BASKETBALL
EQUIPMENT
JIRSIYS
*1.69
Shorts
FROM
*1.95
SATINS
Old
TACKLZ
SNEAKERS
HI AVY SUCTION
BUILT-IN ARCH
YOUTHS'I BOYS' I MIN'S
from I from | from
*2.95| *3.95| *4.95
WMITi ~ SLACK
KNEE GUARDS
Foam
Rubber
Padded
*2.65
ALL COLORS
MATCH YOUR UNIFORM
Full SU. • Fly Outdoor Wood
BACKBOARD l GOAL
NIT 4 IRON TUBS
FRAMIWORK
Rea. IIIH
OUR PRICB
SPICIAL
*19.95
Other*
IT tJ
'Volf
Basket-
Balls
In Stock
At Cut
Prices LIST OUR FRICI
~DBX $10.95 $795
Football Helmets
With or Without Mask
91.95-4.95-
-.15.95
BOYS JERSEY
>1.95
>2.95
$3.75
SHOULDER PADS
>1.95WILSON
AND
52.65CAMBRIDGE
>3.60
>5.95
>16.95
FOOTBALL PANTS
BOYS'
FOOTBALLS
JROWN ~ WHIT*
IN ITOCK
99c
1.95
3.60
4.95 5.95
And Othon to 16.50
RIOUIATION ROT!'
FOOTBALL SHOES
m FOR JR. FLAVIRI
M..»y uni.
ueeor.
.-.1, 54.T5
It* TMII LL
CRICKITT CLOTH
BASEBALL SUIT
FANTI AND IMIRTI
*3.95
FIELDER GLOVE
*8.95
AIK TO 111 IT
TOF ORAOI
TAN LIATMIR
L. L. MODEL
CmAV.Iu. s4^s
FRO IT T LI
CATCHER MITT
.lu. 5 12t95
ASK FOB CHS
SMALL FRY
Ist BASEMAN MITT
• t ft *2.49
OTHER
*1.95.. *22.50
P9M-T FAH QF
LITTLI LIAOU* *AII*ALL
Rubber Cleat Spikes
»VJ, now 5 4.95
nnrmnoi
BASEBALLS
•Vi, *1.70
FRO ITVL* LIATMIR
WILSON
BASEBALL SHOES
*6.95 *10.95
VALUIt TO HIM
553 BROADWAY j phone
between ?S'h & 2tih Sis. jFE9
BAYONNE ! 7800
BOWLING SHIRTS FOR TFAMS (See Us First)
USE OUR
LAY-A-WAY PLAN
A SMALL DEPOSIT
WILL HOLD YOUR
PURCHASE
Journalism
Awards Given
By Bergen CYO
PORT LEE St. Francis
(Ridgefield Park) and Our
Lady of Mt. Virgin (Garfield)
won the top prizes in the Ber-
gen County CYO's annual jour-
nalism contest, according to
an announcement by Rev. Wil-
liam P. Devine, county direc-
tor.
St. Francis won the news-
paper division with Our Lady
of Mt. Carmel (Tenafly) fin-
ishing runner-up and St. An-
drew (Westwood) third.
Mt. Virgin copped the mag-
azine division honors. Runner-
up in that class was St. Jo-
seph’s (Lodi) and St. Mat-
thew’s (Ridgefield) was third.
A parish plaque and certifi-
cate will go to the winners
along with a place in the New-
ark Archdioccsan CYO Jour-
nalism Contest.
St. Peter's
Tops 2 Loops
In CYO Bowling
JERSEY CITY St. Pe-
ter’s Prep and St. Mary’s arc
setting the pace in the Hudson
County Catholic High School
Bowling Leagues, sponsored
by the CYO.
St. Peter’s stands atop the
boys varsity circuit with a
17-4 record, five games ahead
of runner-up St. Aloysius. In
boys junior varsity, the Po-
treans sport an unbeaten, 15-0
mark. St. Mary’s “A” is one
game off the pace with 14-1.
In the girls' league, St.
Mary’s is leading the way with
a 16-1/2-1/2 record. St. Dom-
inic’s is a game behind the
leader.
The standings:
Olrli Varsity
W L
St. Mary’s, J. C. 181* m
St. Dominic's Acad. 15V* 2V*St. Aloyslui Acad 10 R
St. Anthony's "A" 0 g
St. Alovalu* 7 ii
St. Michael's. J. C. 2 13
St. Anthony'* "B" 0 1R
Bovs Varsity
St. Peter’s Prep 17 4
St. Aloysius 12 9
St. Mary's H in
M. Michael's J. C. 2 19
Bovs Junior Varsity
St. Peter's Prep 13 0
St. Mary's **A*’ 14 1
St. Michael's r jo
St. Aloysius 2 13
St. Mary's "B** 0 13
CTO to Fete
Grid Winners
JERSEY CITY - Several
awards will be presented at
the Hudson County CYO Foot-
ball League’s third annual din-
ner Dee. 27 at 8 pm. at St.
Michael's hall.
St. Aloysius, the tnnt cham-
pion. will take its first leg on
a championship gold football
which must be won three
times for permanent posses-
sion. St. Michael's. Northern
Division titlist. will also re-
ceive an award.
Cheerleaders for the win-
ning teams will be presented
oscars and most valuable
player, back-of-the year and
lineman of-thc-ycar selections
will be announced. Coaches-of-
tlic-year will also be named.
Jingle Bell Hop
PASSAIC The Jingle Bell
Hop. sponsored by the St.
Nicholas CYO, will be held
Dec. 27 from 8 to 12 p m. in
the auditorium.
Cage Chairman
ENGLEWOOD—Rev. Conan
Hartkc. O. farm., St. Cecilia’s
High School athletic director,
has announced that Sam Conti
will be chairman of the basket-
ball committee of the Fathers'
Club.
HIS Christmas Gift
Vocation Notes
What Is Wanted
For Christmas
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
With Christmas only days away, and with Christmas shop-
ping more involved than ever, surely, many times, you must
haw asked your frivmls tin- ipiestioii ’•What do you want for
Christmas?”
Have you asked your very best friend our Lord? If you
haven't, the next time you visit Him in church, or better, the
next time you receive Him in Holy Communion ask Him
“Jesus, what do You want for Christmas?” Ask Him —then
listen!
Although you won't hear words. He will answer you. And
for many of you the answer will be: "I want you for Christmas
I want you to accept My invitation to become a priest(or Brother or nun). And having accepted, I want you to do
something about it right away. From now on I want you to be
as much like priests (or Brothers or nuns) as you possibly can
I don’t want you to do anything a priest or Brother or nun
wouldn't do."
You will give your best Friend the gift He wants won’t
you?
• • •
IT WAS IKSB. Newark was very much in need of teaching
bisters and a very unusual Sister came from Italy. She started
classes in a makeshift school - Mt. Carmel - just below the
I cnnsylvania Station, and later, in 1903, started an orphanage
in Arlington.
...
Shc s Pent 1,10 Horning of December 22, 1917, wrapping
Christmas gifts for her friends and filling bags of candy for the
children in her schools. A little before noon, she sat down in
her room to wait for lunch. But instead of lunch a message
came from our Lord, and the message must have been some-
thing like: ”1 want you for Christmas!" She died just before
noon.
In 1946, this unusual Sister was canonized a saint. She
is Mother Cabrini, the only canonized saint ever to have walked
the streets of Newark. Folks are still living whom she taught
in school. And it is not at all unlikely that your grandmother saw
her shopping in Bamberger’s or walking along Broad Street
Newark, in the early years of the 1900’s.
• • *
,ooo
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WARK NEE,,S TEACHING SISTERS even more than in
IH9B when St. Francis Xavier Cabrini came. Especially on her
IJc <’«’n>ber 22. let us ask her to do something about
it. Ask her to obtain abundant and special graces for all the
Kiris whom our Lord has called to the religious life, so that
each will say: “Here. Lord, is Your yift for Christmas. It isn’t
niuch, hut it’s the very host I have myself!* 1
• • •
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese: Msgr. William F. Furlong. St.Marys, Elizabeth. N. J. Telephone: EL 2-5154.
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John I*. McHugh, DePaul High
School, Wayne, N. J. Telephone: OXbow 4-5759
CYO President
Gets Scholarship
PROVIDENCE, R.I. <NC)-
Francis J. Darigan, Jr.. new-
ly-elected national president of
the teenage section of the
Catholic Youth Organization,
was awarded a two-year schol-
arship to Providence College.
Darigan, a sophomore at the
college, received the scholar-
ship from Bishop Russell J.
McVinney of Providence dur-
ing a testimonial dinner in his
honor.
Grammar Tourney
Slated in Hudson
J HUSKY CITY - Entries
have closed for the second an-
nual Hudson County CYO
Grammar School Basketball
Tournament which will open
Dec. 23 and run through
Dee. 30 at the CYO Center.
THERE ARE about 10,000
Latin American students in
Catholic college* in the U. S.
Christmas Tournaments
ST. PETER'S COLLEGE CHRISTMAS
TOURNAMENT
(At Jersey City Armory)
Tuesday, Dec. 24
Holy Family vs. South Side, 2 p m.
Bayonne vs. Englewood. 4 p.m.
Trenton Catholic vs. Weehawkcn. 7 p m.
St. Peter's vs. St. Mary's (E), 9 p.m.
..
Thursday, Dec. 21
Holy Family-South Side winner vs. Ba*
yonne-Englewood winner. 7 p.m.
Trenton Catholic-Weehawken winner vs.
St. Peter’a-St. Mary's (E) winner,
9 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 30
Championship final. 9 p.m.
DON BOSCO TECH HOLIDAY TOUR*
NAME NT
Tuesday, Dec. 24
St. Bonaventure vs. St. James. 7:30
p.m.
Walsh vs. RAyiey-Ellard, 8:43 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 27
Don Bosco Tech vs. Eastern Christian,
7:30 p.m.
DcPaul vs. Paterson Tech. 8:45 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 28
St. Bonaventure-St. James winner vs.
Walsh-Bayley-Ellard winner. 7:30 p.m.
Don Bosco Tech-Eastern Christian win*
ner vs. DePaul-Paterson Tech winner,
8:43 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 30
Championship final.
BERGEN COUNTY HOLIDAY FESTI*
VAL
(At Don Bosco High School)
Wednesday, Dec. 27
River Dell
vs. Hackensack. 1:30 p.m.
Don Bosco vs. Ridgefield Park, 3 p.m.
Ridgewood vs. Dumont. 7:15 p.m.
Bergen Catholic vs. Mahwah. 8:45 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 29
River Dell-Hackensack winner vs. Don
Bosco-Ridgefield Park winner. 7:15
_
p m.
Bergen Catholic-Mahwah Winner vs.
Ridgewood-Dumont winner. 8:45 p m.
Saturday, Dec. 30
Don Bosco Grammar School final,
7:15 p.m.
Championship final. 8:45 p.m.
MOUNTAIN LAKES CHRISTMAS
TOURNAMENT
Thursday, Dec. 21
Morris Catholic vs. Boonton. 7 p.m.Mountain vs. Delbarton, 9 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 29
Consolation final. 7 p.m.
Championship final. 9 p.m.
MARIST BROTHERS INVITATION
TOURNAMENT
Tuesday, Dec. 24
Marist vs. St. Agnes. 5:30 p.m (at
Archbishop Molloy High School.
Brooklyn
Roselle Catholic vs. Cathedral. 3:30
p.m. (at Ml. St. Michael's. New York
City)
Wednesday, Dec. 27
Championship and consolation semi*
finals
Thurid.y, Dm. }|
CHRjIViSN * nd.R f^SlSr ,PTo nun ßNA.
<At Manhattan College. New York)
Wednesday, Dec. 27
na
J
r^Ph7’n'm NY> V *' ««"»"*"« '« b.amed, p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 28
and consolation atml*
Saturday, Dec. 30
Consolation and championshiD final*
NOTRE DAME CHRIsWAouRNA.
(At Trenton)
Tuesday, Dec. 27
St. Patrick’, va. Notr# Dam,. 7.30 n mGloucealer Catholic va. Hunterdon Cn-
trai. 9 p.m.
Frldey, Dec. jf
Consolation game. 7:30 p.m.
Championship game. 9 p.m.
m
E
e
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crTY ,CHOOL * tourna.
(At St. Peter’s College)
Wednesday, Dec. 27
St. Aloysios vs. Ferrla, 7:30 p.m.
St. Michael's v*. Snyder. 9 p.m.
Friday, Dec. 29
St. Aloysiue-Ferrta winner v«. Lincoln,
7:30 p.m.
St. Michael's-Snyder winner va. Dickin-
son, 9 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 30
Consolation final. 1:30 p.m.
Championship final. 3 p.m.
NORTH BERGEN HOLIDAY FESTI*
Friday, Dec. 23
(At Glen Rock)
Glen Rock va. Manchester Regional.
7:30 p.m.
St. Luke's vs. Ramsey. 8:43 pm.
(At East Paterson)
Hawthorne vs. Paacack Valley, 730
p.m.
.Midland Park vi. East Paterson. S 43
p.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 17
(At Glen Rnrk)
Glen Rock Manchester winner va. St.
lake's-Ramsey winner. 7:30 p.m.
Hawthorne-Pascack Valley winner va.
Midland Park-East Paterson winner,
8:45 pm.
Friday. Dec. 29
Consolation final. 7:30 p m.
Championship final. 1:45 p m.
ESSEX COUNTY COACHES AJSOCIA*
TION TOURNAMENT
(At l r psala College)
Tuesday. Dec. 24
St. Benedict's vs Brllesille. 2 pm.
O. L. Valley vs. West Side. 3:30 pm
Immaculate vs Essex Catholic. 7 pm.
East Orange \». Livingston. I 30 pm.
Thursday, Dec. 28
Semi finals
Saturday. Dec. 30
Championship final
Morris-Sussex Quintets
Pin Hopes on Potential
DENVILLE
- Each of the
four Morris-Sussex independ-
ents has something in com-
mon . potential. However,
Morris Catholic seems to car-
ry tlie most experience and
should emerge as the strong-
est of a quartet composed of
tho local school. Delbarton.
Bayley-Ellard and Our Lady
of the Lake.
Morris Catholic has six let-
termcn led by Joe Town-
send, who should develop into
one of the area's top players.
Steve Tilton and John Kcslo
of Our Lady of the Lake and
Cary Spagnola of Baylcy-F.l--
lard should also be in the
spotlight.
A teamby-team rundown
with 1960-fd records and play-
ers' heights in parenthesis,
follows:
BAYLEY-ELLARD (M3)
If any team is looking up, it's
Bayley-Ellard. Coach I’nt Rus-
so’s club can't go much the
other way and would certainly
like to start climbing toward
the .500 level. Spagnola (6-0),
a good shot and the team's
leading rcbounder, heads a
cast of seven lettermcn. Be-
sides Spagnola, the experi-
enced Bishops are John Ahern
(3-10), Mike Malone (5-11).
Phil Hurley (6 1). Jack Cahill
(6-2). Dan McCann (5-7) and
Joel Fcchan (6-0).
DELBARTON (16-3) - With
all of his regulars and most of
his lettermcn departed, Coach
Harry Stilwell faces a rebuild-
ing season. But, he still has
prospects for a plus-.500 cam-
paign with some promising
newcomers and three letter-
winners with limited experi-
ence Jim Stems (5-10). Dan
Hollis (6-1) and Jim Kaveny
(5 10) Among those trying for
starting spots are Al (lumber
(til), Joe Farrell (fig). Rob
Sullivan (511), Harry Yilfark
(6-3). Charlie Smith (62) and
John Reilly (6-1).
MORRIS CATHOLIC (12-10)
Coach John Zamos could
have his team develop into the
strongest in the school's young
history if enough rebounding
strength can be produced to
offset a lack of height. Town-
send (6-1) is the tallest of the
six loltermen and only Joe
Smith (6 1) equals his sue on
the second five. Other veter-
ans in camp arc Ed Joyce
(5-11), Rich Corrigan (O-oi.
Gary Marcello (5-10), Tod
Tichy (5-10) and Walt Wnrobcl
(6-0).
OCR LADY OF TIIE LAKE
(13-6) Kcslo (6 3) and Tilton
(5-9) were both regulars last
season and should form the
key to any Laker success.
Coach Ken Slattery also has
two other lettermcn. Paul Mor-
ris (6-0) and Dase Morris
(5-10). Among the newcomers
are Hill Fit/gihbons (63). Bill
Morrison (6-2). Dennis New-
man (fit). Michael Murphy
(6-0), Dick Hunsickcr (5 10)
and Dick Dtcmar (5 9),
Essex Captures
Fencing Debut
NEWARK Essex Catholic
High School inaugurated its
first varsity fencing season
with a 7-6 victory against Law*
rencevillc Dec, 13. Five other
dual meets have been listed
by Coach Sam D'Arnbola with
five others being planned.
Three juniors, Tom D’Am*
bola. Ken Watson and Glenn
Benson, lead the squad with
Fred Dcvcsa the top sopho-
more and Hill Boutsikaris and
Rich Caruso, heading the
freshman candidates.
Saints Prepare
For Wrestling
ENGLEWOOD - Wrestling
will make its debut at St.
Cecilia's High School next
month when the Saints (are
Soton Hall at South Orange,
the first of to meets listed
Don Sgro, line roach in («*
hall, will roach the wrestlers,
assisted by Kd Feddock.
St. Paul's Plans
For Florida Trip
JERSEY CITY - St. Paul
of the Cross* CYO football
team is making preparations
for a trip to Opa-locka, Fla..
Dec. 28. where it will meet
the Opa-locka Rebels m a Teen
Bowl game,
Tourney Swells Schedule for Schoolboy Cagers
NEWARK A busy holiday
period faces the North Jersey
Catholic schoolboy basketball
teams during the coming
week. A total of 27 are entered
in 10 different tournaments,
which will run from Dec. 23
until Dec. 30.
St. Luke's and possibly
four teams in the St. Mary’s
(R) Christmas Tournament
will have the distinction of
opening the action Dec. 23.
The Lucans will face Ramsey
at 8:45 in the North Bergen
Holiday Festival at Glen
Rock.
DATES FOR THE St.
Mary’s tourney had not been
decided at press time, but in-
dications were that the quar-
terfinals would begin Dec. 23
with St. Cecilia’s (E) vs. St.
Mary’s (JC) at 7:15 p.m. and
Queen of Peace vs. St. Mary’s
(R) at 9 p.m.
St. Anthony’s drew a bye
and will face the St. Cccilia’s-
St. Mary's winner in the semi-
finals. St. Cecilia's (K), which
bad a quarterfinal bye also,
will meet the Queen of Peace-
St. Mary’s survivor. If the
tourney opens Dec. 23, the
semi-finals will be Dec. 26 and
the final Dec. 29.
BESIDES THE St. Mary’s
tourney, the largest Catholic
field will be in the Don Bosco
Tech Holiday Tournament in
Paterson. Six of the eight en-
trants arc Catholic schools
_headcd by high-flying Arch-
bishop Walsh, off to its best
start.
In the granddaddy of the
tournaments, Bergen Catholic
and Don Bosco appear the
prime favorites in the Bergen
County Holiday Festival at
Don Bosco (Ramsey).
PROBABLY THE most in-
teresting of the opening round
games will pit St. Peter's and
St. Mary’s (E), the leading
contenders for the Catholic A
and Catholic B, state titles, re-
spectively, in the St. Peter'*
College Christmas Tourna-
ment Dec. 26 at 9 p.m. at the
Jersey City Armory.
Catholic schools are well
represented in the Essex
County Coaches Association
Tournament, which will be
held at Upsala College. St.
Benedict’s and Immaculate
Conception have drawn third
and fourth seeds, respectively,
in the tourney.
The complete schedule fol-
lows:
NEW CITIZENS: Kevin Patrick and John M. Quinn, two young boys who recently
received their American citizenship, hold an American flag which was flown over
the nation's capitol. Presentation was made Dec. 15 at St. Philip’s (Clifton) by Rep
Charles S. Joelson (second from left) at a Cub Scout ceremony. In the rear left to
right, are: Mrs. John F. Quinn, Rep. Joelson, John F. Quinn, Russell Ebersole,
cubmaster, and John Reynolds, pack committee chairman.
Roselle in Ranks
St. Mary's Should Set Union Pace
ELIZABETH-The ranks of
the Union County independents
playing varsity basketball has
been increased to five this
season by Roselle Catholic’s
entrance into the field.
Still, St. Mary’s appears to
be head-and-shouldcrs above
the others St. Patrick’s, Sac-
red Heart, Oratory and Roselle.
The Hilltoppcrs, bolstered by
a seasoned squad including
three returning regulars, could
be serious threats for Union
County and state laurels.
ST. PATRICK’S, the defend-
ing state champion in Catho-
lic C. has the ingredients lo
launch a drive to retain that
title. With Holy Family (UC)
dropped from Catholic B to C,
the Celts may find the road to
the crown a bumpy one.
Another feature of the com-
ing campaign will be Ora-
tory’s effort to preserve its 41-
game winning streak in regu-
lar-season play.
A team-by-team rundown
with last year’s records and
players' -heights in parenthe-
sis is as follows:
ORATORY (12-o)—Fran Pin-
chot, who led all North Jersey
scorers with a 36.8 average
last season, has used up his
ineligibility and transferred to
Newark Academy. leaving
Coach Tom Cicalcse without
one lottcrman. Tom Keogh
(fi-o) is the lone returnee with
any experience. Among those
up from the junior varsity are
Tom llofbcck (6 0). Bill Swann
(5-9), 1.00 Feeney (6-0) and
Tom Hogan (6-0). Trying out
for the first time arc Hob
Sacks (5 9). Don Codey (511).
Don Johnston (6-3) and Dirk
Kepplcr (60).
ROSELLE CATHOLIC - En-
tcring its first varsity season,
Roselle Catholic will be guid-
ed by Coach Ed Chakcy. The
new school has a trio of 6-2
players Roger Radccki,
Austin Shieblcr and Bob
Dempsey —as its key start-
ers with Bob Costello (5-10)
and Bill Dittman (5-9) count-
ed upon for backcourt work.
Radecki is the leading shot on
the squad and figures to be
the outstanding rcbounder.
ST. MARY'S (13 8) - Coach
Al Loßalbo is concerned some-
what about a lack of height on
his first five, hut their scoring
punch plus the development
of Bill Hajeski (63) may
ease the Hilltoppcrs past the
rough spots. Mike Burke (&0).
Rich Burke (6 1) and Jim
Murray (5-11) all started last
season and figure prominent-
ly in title hopes. Besides Ha-
jeski, Bob Smith (58) is ex-
pected to start. When he re-
covers completely from a re-
cent ankle injury, Dan Doher-
ty (6-2) and Boh Satkowskl
(6-1) should provide good
bench strength.
ST. PATRICK’S (III) _
John Kupchak (6-2). with a
23.0 average, and Stan Saniuk
(6-2), with a 21.7 average,
were the big reasons why
Coach Jerry Molloy’s Celts
captured the state title last
season. And. both arc back to
repeat or better their accom-
plishments. In addition, Henry
Matlosz (6-1). a regular, and
Jim Kelly (5-11), a letterman.
help strengthen the attack.
Backcourt assistance for Kelly
will be the biggest chore for
the coach and I-ou Kelly (60),
Tom Arnot (5-8) and Ixiu Snle-
rck (5 6) are making the best
impression in that regard thus
far.
SACRED HEART (5 • 12)
Although Coach Nick Menu
has four starters returning,
he's bound to have problem
at Sacred Heart since the tall-
est starter is Joe O’Connor,
who is just 5-10. Rich Bren-
nan (5-6), who averaged 21
points per game, is around
again as are Joe Dcstedhan
(5-6) and Joe Egan (5-9).
Basketball
Calendar
MIOM SCHOOL
Thursday. Dec. 11
Immaculate at Ka*t Oranse
r«ifr»«n Tech at Don !to»ro Tech
Oratory at Art*. 3 45 pm.
Friday. Dec 11
•• Pope Plus at Queen of Peace
Knur* Catholic at Hcrgrn Catholic
Marut at St Mary's <JC»
o U Valley at Don Hou»
Handle Catholic at Kt. Anthony'a
St Mary's tR> at St. Cecilia's tK>
m Peter's at Hr it in
Srton llall at Irvtnxtoa
ho>Uef at Holy family
COLLIdI
Friday. Dec 11
Kt. Peter's at Jacksonville <Fla.>
Pirates Select
Fencing Captain
SOI'TII ORANGE - Charles
Stanrlale of Newark has been
named captain of the Scion
Hall Untvcndty fencing team,
Coach Harry Routsikaris an
nounccd last week.
Fencing la back on a varsi-
ty level at Scion Halt this
winter for the first time in
two decadca. The Pirates won
straight matches plus the
National and Fastern cham-
pionships before the sport was
dropped because of World War
11.
Dons Defend
Games Crown
RAMSEY - Defending its
championship in its second an-
nual Indoor Games was not
easy for Don Rosco High
School Dec. IG. However, the
Dons managed to stave off
strong bids by Pascack Valley
Regional and Tcnafly to taka
the crown for the second time.
Don Bosco, led by its gym-
nastics team, piled up 68-1/2
points, enough to nip Pascack
Valley’s 64-1/2 and Tenafly's
60 totals. The other Bergen
County Catholic schools en-
tered, Bergen Catholic and St.
Cecilia's (E). tallied 18-1/2
and two points, respectively.
Meet director Steve Moldo-
vanyi, Don Bosco track coach,
added several events to the
games this year and a total
of 19 schools, with approxi-
mately 300 athletes, took part.
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ICE SKATING
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South ol HI M 23 Cirri*
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Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
tbi. imj.
t>»llciouf t.unrhcona and Dtnn«ra
«*rv«l In Hom*lik* Atmoaphvr*
Italia and SUNDAY. Air Cond.
Contrnlri" to Coliaeum A Theater*
Choir* Wine* and l.l*tu«> rr, lltiuk
tSICIAL 9ACIUTIIS to*
PSIVATS PARTUS
ACCOMMOOATINO II •* 49
nt HaMn An.. *4 44th It.
NEW YORK CITY
CALL CA 6-7400
Atk t*r th* lal*a M*r.
AIK 90* THI IPICIAC OIAC
•n VALIANT *l9 o*l OIC. I>rd.
West Caldwell Auto Mart
1011 iloomtield Ay# . W CslOwtll
r CA 4*?4M
CHEVROLET
New Jersey's
Headquarters
FOR NEW 1962
CORVETTES
Till*.
PLYMOUTHS
VALIANTS
From 1700 U p
Factory Eouipood
Dolivorod
REZZA
I
■
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
MITAL BOOHS FROM SIM
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVI.
CAST ORANGE
hi mi
SAVINGS!
ON '62
PLYMOUTHS
VALIANTS
"Sorvlco . . . it th. BIG PIUS"
ffinm.ntl.lil
3SOB Hudton Blvd
UN 6-6300 UNION CITY
2-Block CARPARK, (nttr 361 h Si.
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PONTIACS
& TEMPESTS
No lower Price*
or Better Service
Anywhere!
AOTH
fAlft A scavict
triumph
KOPLIN PONTIAC, .nc
411 NO. BROAD ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J
CASH IN ON
61 RAMBLER
LEFTOVERS
iijtt
:
RAMBLER
257 ELIZABETH AVE.
3 Blotki South of Sooit
NEWARK TA 4-4000
Open tvlninyl to 9 PM.
VOLVO
now in *62
New B-18 Power Series
© ©
Test Dri«e A VoUo Tius Week)
New engino ... lots more
economy ... still the same
fabulous Swedish quality!
A ?(»;.(! et
PAUL'S
MOTOR SALES
Rt. 208 A Coffle Road
Hawthorne HA 7*2530
423
SPECIAL
HOLIDAY
DEALS
ON ALL
BRAND NEW
1962
• IMPERIALS
• CHRYSLERS
• PLYMOUTHS
• VALIANTS
Now on Duplay
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
MURPHY
BROS.
Motor Sales
Elizabeth 5-5600
SOI-Sll No. Blood Stro«t
Opon Daily S A M. to * P M.
Saturday, to 6 P.M.
"Anil Wl SIU ■ Wl SEIVI"
All Can Aid the Missions
In One Way or Another
Most of us can do somethin?
to help people who have less
than we have. Even the poor-
est of us can take a positive
step in this direction by at
least promoting the cause of
charity in the hearts of those
who can give gifts.
Our example will influence
others, for generosity is con-
tagious.
In the light of Christ's love
for little children, can we not
receive some little starving
orphan children in mission
lands into our hearts this
Christmas season? Can’t we
try to find out what good we
can do with the means at our
disposal?
Can’t we by our own
kindness help to bring the
story of the Infant Jesus into
the lives of others?
We can do all these things
by cooperating with the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith. All of us can pray
for the missions, and most of
us can give material help.
Whatever we contribute to
the society goes to the Holy
Father, who alone cares for
all missionaries. God invites
us to cooperate with Him in
carrying out His missionary
purposes, and we can do just
that by helping the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Itev. Martin W. Stanton. S.T.D., Ph. I)., LL.D.
11l Mulberry St., Newark 2. N. J. Phone MArket 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Ht. Flev. Msgr. William F. Louis
21 DeGrasse St., Paterson I, N. J. Phone: ARmory 4-0100
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
laith arc income tax deductible.
Obituary
It is a holy and whole-
some thought to pray for
the dead that they may be
loosed from their sins. We
recommend to the prayers
of our readers the repose
of the soul of the following
who has recently departed
this life:
Rev. Francis B. Fallon.
Woman Trouble
Among Indians
Jesuit Fathers at Patna,
India, report that among the
new Christians, “It is usually
the women that cause us the
most trouble." It is the women
who first resort to witch doc-
tors when their children are
sick. It is they who are most
prone to take part in some
of their Hindu celebrations.
“They are the ones,” writes
Rev. Bertram Ernst, “who
arc anxious to see their sons
and daughters married as
mere infants, despite the de-
crees of government and ec-
clesiastical law. So, until we
have sincere, intelligent Cath-
olic women and mothers in the
homes, we cannot be sure of
our work. That means that
our Christian girls receive at
least a modicum of ed-
ucation.”
The education of young girls
is not easy to accomplish, and
again it is because of the
women. “The future mother-
in-law," explains Father
Ernst, “does not want a
daughter-in-law to be better
educated than herself. And
the mother-in-law has a lot
to say about the marriages
of her children.
. .
"While our schools are filled
to overflowing with boys, the
girls' schools have ample room
to spare. But times are chang-
ing. Patriotic Indians begin to
understand that without female
education the country cannot
prosper. They realize . .
.
our
first teachers were our moth-
ers.
“When our Christian women
and girls are ready to take
over a place of honor and
play the part of Mary in their
own homes, then we can be
sure that our work will be
lasting. Please pray for us and
do what you can to help us
extend our work for Christ.”
AT PROPAGATION MEETING: Gregory Peter XV Cardinal Agagianian, prefect of
the SacredCongregation of the Propagation of the Faith, speaks with BishopFulton J. Sheen, left, national director of the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith, and Bishop Martin W. Stanton, Newark archdiocesan director, at the re-cent national convention of diocesan directors in San Francisco.
Will the Rains
Wash Away Flock?
“Please, can you help.”
writes a missionary who needs
“some sort of shelter for a
church.”
The priest celebrates Mass
•ach Sunday at 4 p.m. at a
shrine in a farming area.
So far he has said Mass
in the open, but the rains
start soon and he is afraid
he will have to discontinue
Mass unless he can get a
shelter.
He is afraid that the 40
people who come a great dis-
tance to Mass will scatter and
it will be hard to get them
together again.
You can help. For a min-
imum of $1,500 a chapel could
be erected for this priest
and other chapels for mission-
aries just like him who have
no shelters for their flocks.
Many cannot afford $1,500.
Some can afford $l,OOO, Others
can only give a dime a day.
Those in the latter category
arc asked to send their offer-
ings to the society’s offices
at the end of each month.
Six from Si. Peter's
In Honor Fraternities
JERSEY CITY—St. Peter’s
College has received word that
six of its former pre-engineer-
ing students have been accept-
ed into engineering honor fra-
ternities at the University of
Detroit.
The students include three
from the Archdiocese of
Newark: Alec Clerihew of Jer-
sey City into Tau Heta Pi and
Eta Kappa Nil. respectively
honor fraternities for engi-
neers and electrical engi-
neers: Donald O'Donnell of
Roselle, Eta Kappa Nu, and
Kernard Langan of Ruther-
ford, Tau Heta Pi and Chi Ep-
silon. fraternity for civil engi-
neers.
ST. ODII.IA and St. Raphael
arc the patron saints of the
blind.
Will Admit Women
To Brothers Hospital
ELIZABETH
- Alexian
Brothers Hospital here will ad-
mit women patients for the
first time next month, having
received approval for the
change from the general coun-
cil of the congregation in
Rome on Dec. 11.
The entire fourth floor of the
hospital will be turned over
to the women patients, 67 beds
in all. Men patients will be
moved from the fourth during
the Christmas holidays.
IT IS EXPECTED that the
rcieption of women patients at
Alexian Brothers will ease the
present crisis at Elizabeth hos-
pitals. Both Elizabeth General
Hospital and St. Elizabeth's,
which is presently construct-
ing new facilities, have had
their capacity taxed to the ut-
most.
The services lo women pa-
tients will include medical an.l
surgical care, but not ob-
stetrical care. Women nurses,
until now limited to service in
the operating, recovery and
emergency rooms of the hos-
pital, will be engaged for bed-
side duty on the fourth floor.
Male nurses will continue to
service the male wards of the
hospital exclusively. It has
been an acute shortage of
male nurses which has pre-
sented the hospital from mak-
ing use of its new addition
which was dedicated on Aug.
ALEXIAN BROTHERS Hos-
pital opened here in 1892. with
the first major addition in
WO6. There are now 186 heds
in the hospital.
In addition to the hospital
here, the general council also
gave permission to its Chicago
hospital to accept women pa-
tients. A rescript from the Sa-
cred Congregation of Religious
in Koine was necessary before
the change in a policy dating
buck to the foundation of the
congregation in the 14th cen-
tury can be made.
‘Cancel Party,’
Croup Advises
TOLEDO (RNS) - “If you
are an employer, cancel that
staff ‘orgy.’ Give the day off
to join the family —trim the
tree help prepare for Christ-
mas.”
Some 23,000 four page pam-
phlets containing this message
against office Christmas par-
ties were sent by the Toledo
Deanery Council of Catholic
Men to diocesan families as
part of its annual campaign
to "Keep Christ in Christ-
mas.”
Families were urged to con-
struct a Christmas crib, no
matter how small, on Christ-
mas Day.
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IthINKINO of b.lng a MISSIONARY?
For home or foreign
MISSIONARY INFORMATION I
write
DIVINE WORD MISSIONARIES i
) Borde ntown. N. J.
Accelerated courses for those in
or beyond hi*h school. {
(Please five your name, address,
amount of education, parish and
other personal data. Also indicate!
(whether you wish to be a Priest'
or Brother.
ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
■LAIRSDEN. PEAPACK. N. J.
Outit House for Womtn and
Rotroaf House
Artistic French Chateau of breath
taking beauty In the Somerset Hilla
Ultr* modern facilities. Healthful
climate. Excellent meals. Open vear
round to Convalescents, vacationlats
and permanent guests.
Retreats from September to June
except the Thanksgiving. Christmas,
and New Year’s Weekends. Days
end Evenings of Recollection.
Directed by the Sisters of St. John
the Raptist. PEapack • 0334 OIOS
JESUIT BROTHERS
•«rv« Chriit by prayar and dadication of thair clerical. technical and
othar abilities both hara and on foraign millions. For fraa booklet writai
DIRECTOR OF BROTHER VOCATIONS
501 foil Fordham Road Now York 51. N.Y.
Phono lUdlow 4-0300
iiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiinriiiiiiiiiiiiirmmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boys of Grammar
School and High School to become a priest or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of funds no impediment
Write to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Maryland
11111111n 1111111111111111111imimiim 111111111111n 11111111111n n m 11111111111111
BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers - Social Workers - Craftsmen
CONTACT.
BROTHER STEPHEN ARMSTRONG, FC.
OUR LADY OF CHARITY NOVITIATE
7720 DOE LANE. PHILADELPHIA IS. PA.
BE A
FRANCISCAN PRIEST
Do CHRIST'S work In Porithsi, Schooli,
Homo Missions or Forslgn Minions.
Writ* i
VOCATION DIRECTOR
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
S*. Thomas Mora Claricala
S*. Barnardma > Monastary
or
7th & Jaeltien Sts.. N. E.
Box 177, Hollidaytburg, Po. Washington 17. D. C.
*
Founded in 1899 by the Siiter* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fullyaccredited liberal Art* College
Conducted by the Siiter* of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admiitiom, Lakewood, N.J.
CALDWELL, NEW JERSEY
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degree*
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
f ICON OA R Y SCHOOL FOR OIRLS
Faaadad I*4o Fully Acar a44tad
li»Nr» 04 Charity
Cm»ml Maw Jaraajr
Jlffinon 9-1600
LOYOLA
SCHOOL
(Jesuit Fathers)
ANNOUNCES
ENTRANCE
EXAMINATIONS
(Four Partial Scholarships)
JAN. 20, 1962
For Information and
Application wrlto:
Rev. Headmaster
980 Park Avenue
New York 28, N.Y.
BU 8 *2OO
Help Students to Become Priests
$7.00 WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE WEEK
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divine Word Seminaries in India, Philippines
and Japan, we have a number of students preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financial help to continue their studies.
Dear Father
Enclosed find $
to the priesthood (or
-
for sponsoring a student
weeks.
NAME picas* print)
HELP HIM TO REACH HIS GOAL
REV. FATHER RALPH, nat i. dir.
S.V.D. Catholic Universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
NEWARK
Earn A Oaorat Mario ram. Prapt.
USS PHARMACY
hatablikhed over 30 year*
Four ItrcifetereU I‘harmacuta
Frea Delivery Open Fvery Day
From 0 a m to 11 i» m
7t4 Mt Protptct Avtnut car.
Montclair Avanua
HU J-474E Nawark. N. J.
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI'S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI. Ra« Phar.
l*rr»«’riplloii» Itaby Nruji
•»holo Dept. Free Delivery
7SS Wait fid# Ava.. opp Fairviaw
Jtnay City. N J.
PHONE; 01 MOS 4
WESTFIELD
CENTRAL PHARMACY
Mlchaal J Carmala. Raa Phar.
Praicnptiona Carefully
Compounded
Diuaa IVrlumea Coimettca
Bit k Room iU»| ' •»
*l4 Cantral Ava* WEHfiald <l4ll
NUTLEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
Jimti Riccis. Re. fhcr.
•<by Ntcdi
Prescription! Promptly Silled
Cut Ret. Druse end Coimelu.
lit Frsnklln A«f. NOnn MtOt
M<MR
‘ YOUR NIW SUBURBAN
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES STORE"
PLAINFIELD RELIGIOUS
GOODS CO.
411 PARK AVE.
PLAINFIELD PL 6-9527
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON STREET
MA 2-5071 NEWARK. NJ.
As Long
As You Live
>ou *UI receive a
PM'LNUABU and
C.OOD INCOME II
>ou invest your sav
inga in our
>VH ANNUITY
PLAN.
You also share In the
great work of the Missions
and help in educating
I'rteau and llrotliera for
Uia Mission*.
• Certain tax advantages.
• A Lasting Memorial and ,
remembrances in many
Masses and prayera.
WRIT! FO* FREE INFORMATION
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity J)rpt. GIRARD. PA.
ANOTHER
QUARTERLY
DIVIDEND
FOR
YOU...
AT THE CONTINUING
RATE OF
4%
ANNUM
PAID FOUR TIMES
A YEAR
/ A ll
XI r i il-
ia.
MONEY SAVED
BY THE 10th
EARNS FROM
THE lit
EQUITY
SAVINGS
,*::d loan association
M) MAINY AVfNUf A.« ) »(AIN», NtW JtlStr
0».i» »Ji IKona, I* 7 7m.
DOLLY MOUNT
NURSING HOME
Under State license
An established home that is quiet, l
restful and luxurious. Located on|
spacious grounds. For the aged, l
chronically ill and convalescents. J
24 Hour Nursing Staff
SYLVIA NOLL BOLSTER, R.N.
Directress
Telephone LAmbert 5-7677
20 VALLEY ROAD, CLIFTON, NJ.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
New Years Retreat For Women
Dec. 29 • Jan 1 —3 Days
Husband & Wife - Jan. 26-28
Conducted by the monks of
Saint Paul's Abbey
Please make reservations early.
Write for Information to:
director of retreats
Queen of Peace Retreat House
st. Paul's Abbey, Newton, N.J.
r JZw
FRANCISCAN
MISSIONARY
-UNION
. Writ*;
You are Invited to enroll yourself or i loved ont
leatherette bound certificate mailed immediately
CUSTOMARY OFFERING:
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP . . . $5.00
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY ONION
135 WEST 31st STREET, NEW YORK 1, NEW YORK
LOnjacro 3-0077. If no answer, call PE 6-2241
STONY LODGE
Ossining-on-Hudson, New York
A Private Psychiatric Hospital, completely equipped for
Diagnosis and Treatment of Mental and Nervous Conditions
Insulin Coma Electroshock Psychotherapy
Masses and Sacraments Available
LEO J. PALMER, M.D.
Medical Director
Charles A. Bright, M.D. Maurice J. O'Connor, M.D.
Associate Director Associate Director
Telephone 914 Wl 1-7400
lVaiM* on Kar(li...
♦ -
MAY GOOD WILL AMONG ALL MEN REIGN IN
THE WORLD THIS CHRISTMAS—AND FOREVER!
JAMI*S F. CAFFREY & SON
"A Recognized Service Since IHH'/’
71 Pennsylvania Avenue 809 Lyons Avenue
Newark, JS. J. Irvington, N. J.
]j>na E Cjl/rey. Jr. Janies f . Ceffrey, 111
WHAT WILL CHRISTMAS BE LIKE?
CHRISTMAS IS CHRISTMAS THE WORLD OVER . . ,
CHIUSTians everywhere rejoice at the Rirth of CHRIST . . .
In SHCRTALI.AY. INDIA, pitiable
iP
.
V
lepers nil! gather at the crib to pray.
They'll sing carols, wish each other
"Merry Christmas". . . In DECCIII-
- __ SCEIIAI, ERITREA, FATHER AN-
| THONY will hear Confessions Christ-
—
mas E;ve In a chapel made of mud.
There is no rectory in DECCIUSCE-
IIAI. lie'll offer Midnight Mass, and
then lie down to sleep on the chapel's
dirt floor ... In PUNNATHURA, IN-
I>IA, native Sisters will tell the
Christmas story for the last time to
children whom they love. The chll-
dren. Incurably 111. have weeks, months, only days, to live . . .
Christmas is different In the Near East Mission World—but
It s t hrlstmas Just the same . . , Thanks to you who read this
column, native priests will offer Mass at Mldnlcht In INDIA.
IRAN, IRAQ, SYRIA. LEBANON, EGYPT, GAZA, JORDAN,
ERITREA, and ETHIOPIA. Native Sisters will assist at Mass,
with children, the seed, lepers, the blind. The Christmas sermon
will be preached In paean countries. In forrlcn tongues . All
over this vast Near East Mission World you'll be remembered
In the Mass and at the crib. It's our way of saying Thank Yon
—A Blessed Christmas!
Tlx HdjFather) Miutm Aid
for the Oriental O'nnh
CHRISTMAS STOCKING
IF AOl RE WONDERING WHAT TO GIVE THE MISSIO\‘
FOR CHRISTMAS. SELECT one (or more) of these:
n FOOI) For $lO we can FEED A FAMILY OF PALESTINE
REFUGEES FOR A MONTH. These broken people (they'ri
Arabs some of them Catholic.) have spent Christmas In cxll,
for 13 years . . . Will you help us feed them?
□ BLANKETS For $2 we ran GIVE: A BLANKET TO >
BEDOUIN. Thousand* of Bedouins Hcnt-dwcllcrs In south JOR
them war’m?
,rU * C '° dC * lh ,Mt w,ntcr
•• • Will you help kec|
P*,l iP.!5 ~ r "r * 73 you c * n provide s complete MF.nCAL MT for a mission station In the wilds. For $9 sio s•>
*
'wm you?
provlde DRUCS
*
S, ‘ UN 'TS. jnnoculat'io>
□ CLOTHING FOR SISTERS - The HABIT a Sister wea
CO “* ’ ,250; hfr SHOSS her INC
DENTALS for one year. $7.30.
□ SCHOOL SITPUKS—S4 buy, . DESK for a mission sehor
$l3O buys a BLACKBOARD; $3 buys BOOKS a CCTIICHISM. SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
8 A ™
□ ALTAR ARTlCLES— Whenever we open a mission chan
we need VESTMENTS ($3O-. a MONSTRANCE*(S4O) CIIAMC
<st(». CIBORIUM -st(n. TABERNACLE («M) ’C RUCm<«5». STATION'S OF THE CROSS .S2*7CENSER ($2O SVN
3vkKS.'"*Ult '' ,,
,
,
'
,n,h “■“
AKY HELL ($5l . . . Will you donale some of these?
□ STRINGLESS GIFTS-Perhaps, you'd prefer to send us yc
\naei,°i" mo, ve !',
r ' '“' ,l ,lm P| ® notation. "No Strii
-■■ - --—a * *
11 < hkistmas gift cards
\OJ STILL HAVE TIME TO DO VOI R CHRISTMAS SPlNG—and. at Ihc same lime, give every oem.v #t, ,
... IV «ur CHRISTMAS GIFT CaTJ2 mSect S
from the Item* listed above. SEND I'S win,
.....
?
money order. Ihe NAME and ADDRESS of the l'!
favor you are making Ihe gift. WFU sV*i» a/?TL ’
TO THAT PERSON IMME^aVe!
BE A CHRISTM/
£astGlissiom
•
" AN SLciZ1Ai »» r r• 11Utl ' Ja»»pk T. Ryu, Nai l J«<>
.
CMMOUC &TSTSgS ASSOCIATK480 Uxinfl ton Ay, of 46th Si. New YOSV7
Book Reviews
A New Kind of Sunday Missal
THE FULTON J. SHEEN
SUNDAY MISSAL, arranged
and edited by Rev. Philip Cara-
man, S.J. and Rev. Jamea
Walsh, S.J. Hawthorn. 1,260
pages. $7.50.
Here Is a Sunday missal
which has something most
daily missals lack the en-
tire Latin of the Mass, includ-
ing that of the Proper. It
teems to be a gesture in line
with the increased accessibili-
ty of the liturgy to the con-
gregation, and to many it will
be a most welcome one.
Another fine feature is a
new arrangement, which
keeps page-turning to a mini-
mum. After the foot prayers,
the worshipper turns to the
Mass for the day, where he
finds all the prayers up to the
Canon without turning back
for the Ordinary after the
method of most missals.
THIS PLAN necessitates a
book that is rather thicker
than most Sunday missals—-
definitely not pocket-size, yet
still of dimensions that arc
easily handled. One drawback
to the comprehensive nature
of this missal is that the type,
in all but the foot prayers and
the Canon, is rather small—-
certainly not so- small as to
present difficulty to normal
eyesight, but not recom-
mended to people given to for-
getting their glasses.
Just published, the Bishop
Sheen missal of course con-
tains all the newest rubrics,
and interestingly enough the
rubrics are printed in
their entirety as they ap-
pear in the altar missal, ra-
ther than in the abbreviated
form customary in missals for
laymen.
There are also the in-
structions for the dialogue
Mass.
Missal-users will find an oc-
casional variation in transla-
tion from what they are ac-
customed to not the sort
of variation that would mod-
ernize “Thou” to "You” but
the kind that changes “. . .
God Who gives joy to my
youth” to “. . . God Who gives
me youthful joy.”
THE INTRODUCTION, in-
cluding an explanation of the
Mass, meditations on the Holy.
Sacrifice, and questions and
answers, are as lovely as any-
thing Bishop Sheen has writ-
ten.
This reviewer has not seen
anew Sunday missal in some
time, which probably explains
the strange feeling that ac-
companied the discovery of the
table of movabjo feasts which
brings us up to the year
2,000, and somehow makes
one think of eternity. A.M B.
Seal Denial Ignored
NEW YORK (NC) The
distributor of “The Victim,”
British movie dealing with ho-
mosexuality, has announced
the picture will be released
for February booking even
though it has been denied a
Production Code seal.
Used Cards
The Advocate receives many
queries about religious who
can make use of used Christ-
mas cards in their work. Such
religious arc invited to submit
their names and addresses for
addition to our list.
Spiritual Classic
SPIRITUAL CONFER-
ENCES, By John Tauler, O.P.
Herder. 283 pages. $4.25.
Those two pearls of the spir-
itual life, detachment from
self, from creatures —and re-
collection—in the silent depths
of the soul where God is
are the threads that run
through these short pieces.
They are sermons, and have
about them the conversational
quality of spoken advice; this
is probably one reason that
they are, on the whole, easily
understood though they deal
with deep matter.
IT MATTERS NOT at all
that these conferences were
delivered in the 14th century
by a German mystic to cloist-
ered Dominican nuns. What
they say is abiding truth
through the centuries. What
they say is, for the most part,
as vital to the layman who is
a serious Christian as it is to
the nun seeking the contem-
plative life in the cloister.
Asa matter of fact, Father
Taulcr more than once chides
his audience of religious that
there are people in the world
holier than they. And holiness,
that is, union with God, and
how to attain it, step by step,
is the theme here.
OCCASIONALLY, it must be
admitted, Father Taulcr might
lose most lay people in these
sermons —but so rarely that
it is amazing considering his
depth of comprehension of the
spiritual life.
All of the conferences are
suitable bases for meditation;
some of them especially ap-
propriate in that they take off
from a Gospel and are keyed
to a liturgical season. Pub-
lished as part of the Cross
and Crown Scries, this is a
spiritual classic. A.M.B.
Films on TV
Following i« a list of films on TV
Dec. 23-20. There may he changes
in some due to cuts for TV use, but
generally the original Legion of
Decency ratings may be accepted
as correct.
FOR THE FAMILY
Bells of St. Hansel St Gretel
Mary’s High Treason
Black Aces Holiday Affair
Border Wolves Hondo
Boy With Little Women
Green Hair Meet Me in
Bugles in St. Louis
Afternoon Pacific Adventure
Captains Room Service
Courageous Second Chorus
Christmas Carol Speed to Spare
Enchanted Cottage Sudden Bill Dorn
Giant From 3 Little Girls
Unknown in Rlue
Going My Way Yearling
Goodbye Mr. Chips Young in Heart
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
As Long as In the Meantime
You’re Near Me Darling
Bachelor's Indiscretion of
Daughters American Wife
Beyond Lucky Partners
Tomorrow Main St. to
Big Town Broadway
After Dark Night A Day
Black Dragons One Sunday
Calcutta Afternoon
Crackup Pretty Baby
Cry of City Sun Shines Bright
Fgg and I Tall. Dark 4
Heaven With Barb- Handsome
cd Wire Fence /oodoo Man
High 4 Mighty Who Is Hope
Schuyler
OBJECTIONABLE
Cat People Miracle of
Doushgirls :t4th St
Hi Diddle Diddle Summertime
Johnny Apollo :i Mnwkeieei*
New Filins
By William H. Mooring
El Cid (Good, Family).
Crashing grandiose, over-
blown three-hour spectacular
about the 11th-century Spanish
nobleman who led Christian
and Moslem Spaniards to vic-
tory against invading Moorish
infidels. The Church is shown
in the light of pomp, circum-
stance and complacency.
The Roman Spring of Mrs.
Stone (Fair, Adults). This
squalid, unconvincing and de-
pressing Tennessee Williams
story about a widowed stage
celebrity and a young Italian
gigolo ostensibly explores hu-
man loneliness hut instead ex-
cuses moral emptiness.
Judgment at Nuremberg
(Excellent, Adults, adoles-
cent-, i. Powerful, somewhat
ponderous story protests that
nazi war criminals, though
condemned, never were right-
fully punished. Moral absolutes
as a basis of just law are
strongly defended in a movie
that should appeal to mature-
minded patrons.
One, Two, Three (Good, Ad-
ults) What with (a) trying to
sell cola to the East German
Reds, (b) keeping the (toss's
daughter out of trouble and
(c) hoisting himself to com-
pany's top banana. West Her-
lin soft-drinks salesman
(James Cagney) has no time
for the pause that refreshes.
Nor does the audience. The
satire sometimes stops into
silliness or suggestivenrs*,
but for those who arc sophis-
ticated enough to see through
the disrespect and fast enough
to catch the dialogue, this la
a rib tickler at which even
Mr. K might smile.
Wonders of Aladdin (Weak,
Objectionable) What should
have been an Ideal seasonal
show for tbe youngsters is
hopelessly marred by sugges-
tive situations and costuming.
Adults may find little to hold
their interest In this shoddy
variation on the fable of the
Baghdad urchin and the magic
lamp of the genie.
Errand Bey (Fair, Family)
In this mish-mash of slap-
stick and sophistry. Jerry
Lewis is a button - short bill-
board boy assigned by efficien-
cy "experts" to spy out studio
extravaganzas. You have to be
a Lewis fan to take this one.
CHRISTMAS GIFT: The Lennon Sisters, TV singers, visited Cardinal Cushing In
his Boston home after they sang in the Christmas Festival on the Boston Com-
mon. Above, Kathy, Peggy and Janet accept from the Cardinal gifts of relics from
the crib in the Basilica of St. Mary Major in Rome which is venerated as the one
used by the Christ Child.
Wisconsin Tightens
Laws on Obsecenity
MADISON. Wis. (RNS) - A
bill tightening state laws
against the sale of obscene lit-
erature, strongly endorsed by
religious groups, was signed
by Gov. Gaylord Nelson here.
The new statute permits is
suance of court orders against
publications after a summary
hearing on charges of obsccn
ity. It also allows district at-
torneys to get books and per-
iodicals off newsstands within
several days after they are al-
leged to be obscene.
‘Self Denial' Plan
Aids Castro Victims
BUENOS AIRES (RNS)
Argentine Catholics were
urged to participate in a "self-
denial" campaign to raise
funds for assistance to victims
of world communism and par-
ticularly for "sufferers under
the Castro regime" in Cuba.
Sponsors set aside Dec. 23
as "Self Sacrifice Day." when
the faithfurwill be asked for
voluntary contributions toward
a relief fund for needy Cuban
refugees.
Nativity Scenes
NEW ORLEANS (NO- The
New Orleans Keep Christ In
Christmas rnnimitlrc has hern
instrumental m plating till
Nativity scenes on billboards
in the metropolitan area.
Radio
w.nkw mo. w.snr wo. whom
MflO. WCRS 880. WOH 710. W MCA
570. WWRL 1000. WVNJ MO. WBNX
1180. WABC 770. WHIA KM 100 3.
wruv r.M »o 7. wsourM so a
SUNDAY. DKC. 74
Sl3 • m WNEW - her ml Heart.
7 a m WNEW Hour of Crurlfle«t.
7 13 * m. WNBC—4»I Krenria Hour.
7.70 a m WHOM—Serretl Heart Ilnur.
7 30 a m. WOR Merten Theater.
B .10 am. WMCA—Ave Maria Hour.
"Kerry; Chrtetme* Kenuey."
S3O am. WWRl#—Ave Maria Hour.
830 am. WV.NJ I.Oing Rotary.
Rev. Jame« T. McHugh,
1010 am WFIIAfM "irur Spirit.
u.l Mother" drtmi. Mary Pro-
duction!.
11 mldnlsht WNBC "Mldnliht
Maw." Bi.hop John J W'riaht,
13 43 pm W'FUV-fM—Barred Heart.
I pm. WFCV iKM) Ate Marla.
J3O pm WNBC - Catholic Hour.
"Birth of chrtit."
S pm. WTUV iFMr-Ate Marla
Hour
4 pm IW'ABCI "Bor* Toon
Choir."
• pm. W'FUV iKM»—Hour of Crtacl*
fled "Chri.tmaa Story."
• pm. WBNX—St Jude Notena.
7 pm WWBU.-Hall Maty Hour.
7 43 pm WBNX - Natrona.
10 p m WABC. Chrltllan in Artlon
Br> I*. X. Dolan. SJ. Bonald
MONDAY, DIC. 11
12 mldnliht WABC "Mldnliht
Matt." National shrine of Immacu*
tale Conception.
3 pm WSOU IFM>- Sacred Heart,
7.43 pm WBNX Noterta.
TUI JDA Y. DIC. 1*
1 pm WSOU .»M>—Sacred Heart.
741 pm WBNX Notena
•30 pm WSOU trM> Ceorte-
town Cnlttmir forum
tool pm WSOU 'lu.ihrLt..pher<
WIONItDAY. DIC. 11
1 pen WSOU iFMt-Jlicted Heart.
TMURIDAY, DIC 71
3 p m WSOU if M> Sacred Heart.
•JO p m WSOU 'f Mi Ate Marta.
• niOAY. DIC 10
a pm rfMi s.rred Heart
pjo'Vm w'stif .|'\V. r ‘ Umar „(
crucified ~Ne« Year Bmadraat."
Be*, fidelia Hire, t p
toon pm WSOU ifM> Hour of
•l franc la
Would Sacrifice Church's
Non-Essentials for Reunion
STRASBOURG, France (NC)
Cardinal Altrtnk of Ulmhl,
the Netherlands, suggested
here that the time has come
for the Catholic Church to
sacrifice non essential elc'
ment* of her life that tend to
confute nonCalholics about
the true nature of her unity.
While unity of faith Is es-
sential and indivisible, the
Cardinal said, the ways in
which the faith can be prac-
ticed arc variable. Cardinal
Alfrink said that in the course
of history, the Church of
Rome's ways of dome thine*
spread thmushout the West
with a rigid uniformity. He
said I'rotcslantt must be made
able to see that what It Ro.
man about the Church Is not
necessarily essential to her
unity.
Cardinal Alfrink. a member
of the Central Preparatory
Commission for the coming
ecumenical council, addressed
an ecumenical seminar here
on the subject of "Unity and
Diversity in the Church,"
"Obviously, the Church
could never sccept a pluralism
of truth." he said. "Truth U
one Thus the Church must
jive her all to protect the uni-
ty of revealed truth On the
other hand, sho uucht not to
he afraid of pluralism in the
practice of this unique faith
if. In a precise period, this
pluralism can aid in laying
hare the essential character-
istics of the Church.”
To Distribute Dolls
LODI Coder the direction
of Sister Mary Klfrtda. OS.F ,
member* of the Sodality of
Immaculate Conception High
School will distribute dolls to
needy families in this area
Christmas Eve. Tha dolla
were made by the sodalists.
Vot Tlf have St Aloysius
Coniaga, St. John llerchmant
and St. Gabriel I'oasenti as
their patron saint*.
MOVIESi
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Morally Objectionable in Vart for Everyone
An*e| M*
•»«■» kneel
h —* 4 bn*
t »Mv*f*r
{ST« Meppe
6uo4b>« Acaia
Mir
t«u 4 Tietwk
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lure in t ile
Mariana tel e On
M*u*r »• MaisU
Pirn •>!«*•
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A wuuif fltwlkiliM u »i»en to uitoui lilm »k>k m»to t»«
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Condemned
(Sicca Hare
Ncicr uu Su4ri
Ou« Itu4|
o.ivia./ h.sht 4 S.st.t U .I*l*4
Inis tl* Vlnlil
Television
IUNDAY, DIC. 14
Chrlatopherp. "Whi
Will Teach Them?" Ken Daly.
" * m '*» Face of World.
*5l am Chrutophera.030
am <4i Talk About Ood.
..
MONDAY, DIC. II
13 mldnliht i4i Mldnliht Mau
from St Patrick* Cathedral.
12 mldnliht (7> ".Mldnliht Maaa."National Shrtne.
1 p m ill Dlrtcllona Wa. "Saint-
makcr'a Chrtatmaa Eve."
MON.. DIC. 11
143 a m ig> _ Cardinal SpeUman'aCfcrietmea.
SATURDAY* OIC. SB10 MBa Ul> Christopher*.
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THE ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
AUTOS FOR SALE
DODGE 1957 $695
4-I>oor Hardtop
Automatic 8
FORD 1957
__ $895
Convertible. Power
Steerlnf St Brakea
NAPPA FORD INC.
MS NEWARK AVE. ELIZABETH
EL 4-8030
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
WE HAVE OPENINOS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHERS"
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
BROAD & St MARKET MA 2-7103
NEWARK
HELP WANTED - FEMALE
AIRLINE training ana placement for
Hosteaa and around posltiona. Must
be 18-3® yra. H. S. Orada. For inter-
view aend address and phone No. to
Box 484 E. Orange. N. J. or call
ORange 4-1442.
Homemaker for motherless home. 2
school age boya permanent position
for mature, experienced women. Ex-
cellent compensation in comfortable
home In nearby Jersey community.
Must stand rigid Investigation. Write
Box 120. The Advocate. 31 Clinton St..
Newark 2. N. J.
HELP WANTED MALE-FEMALE
HOSPITAL
Positions oprn for professional nurses,
practical nurses and nurses aides. Serv-
ices all shifts, bonus day plan and shift
differential are part of liberal em-
ployee benefits. Apply personnel de-
partment; St. Joseph's Hospital, Main
Street. Paterson.
POSITION WANTED
PARISH secretary or housekeeper, ex-
perienced Live »n.
Telephone HU 3 3062
RESUMES
kmpi.oyehs iikui'ire hem win
GET THE JOB YOU WANT
tnmm.nrt .Mention, "EKKECTIVK
REKt'ME Ot'IHK" .!„■». you lu.«
pi, hr. II *Onptr, .top liv ,tt-p
s.mnlp rr.uim, imUutnl, imul >i
ttnhton to. lIVJII llrtuul St. Nrw,tk
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ALUMINUM PRODUCTS
SIIHNfi . STIIIIM WINDOWS A DOORS
PORCH ENCLOSURES . ALTERATIONS
Jaloualea • Screen. • Awnln.i
• Venetian Bllnda
F. H. LONGO
Call 24 hours a day. frr#
TK 5*3X10
2360 HAMBURG TI»K.
mMPTON FALLS
estimate
WAYNE
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
HEIGHTS RADIO • TV SERVICE
•iS Summit Ave.. Jeraey City 7. N J
RADIO. TELEVISION. HI PI. STEREO.
P A. AMPLIFIER. TAPE RECORDER.
PHONOGRAPH AND AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANOER SERVICE.
SERVICE IN
Arlington Lmdhurat . Kearny
llarrlaon Elliabeth lllllalda
Irvington Newark .
AND VICINITIES
E. H NOWICKI PROP.
CALL SW 5-1414
AUTO SERVICE t REPAIRS
G. M. Troniminlon Service
Plymouth. I'otd. Chevrolet. Hulck. Olda-mobile. Cadillac. any make auto; we
will install a rebuilt transmission, guar
antact « months; 1 price quoted, no
ups; KZ terms, (day service. Ml Hal*
rw-..TVtk , ro pr TANARUS" c,u
fcvtuu 64JOY
WORLD
ft*
%
mA
.. .and to you,
MERRY CHRISTMASI
NAPPA FORD
INC.
633 NEWARK AVI., fill.
EL 4-8030
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
WAYNE TRANSMISSION
'
SERVICE
tUpetro on nil oulum.He
ii.mmiMion.
l.»o Whine • h.y S>hui.
II kherin.il HI. Wone. S' Y
HXbow « JJ»#
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
GUTTER PROBLEMS?
A >ti« eluiumum nulien iml.llnl f«i
Itn llun nuuil milieu 'sn-i.niv.i
t>oik hr e.ixii.i Sinee IWk (rl| W
kill niHIl JH HI. I kllV We.l Or
(Ilk* A«>l|nie.
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Joseph h. martin & son
eit. 40 yurt
Aluminum Awnlnct
Combination Window*
Door* . Venetian Blind*
Aluminum Sldlnc • Jalousie*
Porch Enclosure*
OUR SPECIALTY
HY. 23 Butler. N. J.
TErmlnal 8-2000
NURSING HOMES
LAUREL MANOR-A CERTIFIED HOME
for elderly men *nd women; cln*e at-
lentlon and care: ratea reasonable! ELm-
wood 5-410 H. p.o. Box 135. Sprlm Val-
ley. New York.
In Newark, N.J.
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
aged, convalescent, chronical!/ 11l
86 VAN NESS PLACE
(Off Clinton Ave.)
Bigelow 3-0303
BUSINESS OPORTUNITY
DO YOU WANT TO MAKE MONEY
,£on YOUR parish OR CLUB? ? ?Our Military Band will play a concert.
f° r ,cc Your oraanlratlon aellithe tickets and keepi all the profits.
Phone WEbstcr B-SO3B, Mr. Wm. Schllp.
director.
PIANOS T ORGANS
~
WE BUY AND SELL
NEW and USED PIANOS and ORGANS
ROBBIE S MUSIC CITY
514 Routs 45. Wayne CL 5-1717
P*««lo PR 8-7455
Hackensack HU B-llJl
NEWARK MA 55035
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
CHATHAM
CHATHAM
To buy or acll In Chatham Tnwnahlp
Madlaon and Florham Park call
MILLICENT M. UNDERWOOD
REALTOR
Member Multiple Llatlnc Service"
IKO Main street. Chatham ME 5-7300
LAKE HOPATCONG
~
RENT - BUY SELL
BEATRICE BRADY, REALTOR
Office. West Shore. Opp. Golf Court*
Phone 308Q048 K%e*. 398 0432
MORRIS COUNTY
CARLTON J. BRUENL
Realtor
17 I M. JE 9 3435. Evea. JE 831117
Morris m xirnnnrt warren
COUNTIES
JAMES V. DUFFY Axency
Main st.. Cheater. N. J. tr OS3Oo
Eveninxa MUrray 9 IJOO
MOUNTAIN LAKES
MULLINS - RASMUSSIN INC.
>!■ 48 Ml, U>M I)K 4 0400
Sanders & Bracken, Realtors
On* Boulevard Mountain Lakai
deerfield 4131a
MOUNTAIN LAKES & VIC.
N«w "ll.tlnga" complete with photo*
KLINTRUP, INC., Realtor
190 Rlvd (Off nt. ««) DE 40400.
Hr«l F..UI. at "150" Sine. IBIS
RITA B. MURPHY
*** W. Slain 41 Kounlon. N. J.
. I)E 41788
NUTLEY
NOW - ~:l 1 on trade'
!t? VE -ST.,(SATE olh trade-in plan."• »'tl Ret Four horn# lor aalo. or
roneldar burins It tl rou purchaa* an-
other hour, through our olftc.. Lot
u ‘ -*.? o .* Four r.uulr.manta. Ev.nlnsaand Holidaya rail Sira Hally WE B-3M3.
STANLEY JOHNSON
lllfh St.. Nutlay. NO 74000
OAKLAND
M I I N SIrKENNA. REALTOR
Hiawatha Rhd. Oakland
FEdaral 74414
RIDGEWOOD
GILSENAN & COMPANY
_
“Ofll REPUTATION IS YOUR
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"
14)00 l.latlnaa of tha Fmait
...
J’ropartlaa In Hrig.n County
*I»_E. Illdaawood Ave 01 8-1800
Ridgewood . Huainru A Raaidantlal
prnpartica lor tile Call th* Slurray
Aaancy raaltura. 49 North Hroad Ilraat.
Hidaawood, N J. 01. 82iai.
RIDGEWOOD A VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT OF TOWNERS
„
«;>FH 900 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
SITIIENS REAL ESTATE Gl BBOOC
114 , Frankhn Ave RidgewoodOPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
Rattan
Rutherlort
Kurgan In So.
„ . . Rcaltar41 I'atk Avenue.
WE 8 4100
SUSSEX COUNTY
Real Eitalelniur.nie
Lak* Ptnprrtiaa
ALFRED E DINTER Raaltor
i l uuun. au ilutaaa, N. j
TEANECK
MOWSE realty
JtJ A»e., Taanrck
TE 0 1010 TE 11211
UNION
In Union County A autroundlno tret
help you to talari a hum# lu
turur rnmfort and happinrta
Our aaparjanra u >uur protartioo t
b*i» or a*U. Call an
JOHN P. McMAHON
ISA 9 Slum, ate. Union Ml 8-341
WAYNE
~ ,
J°HN svl ISS .<> It, .11 Jr
IJG7 lain »oa Hamburg Tukt, \V«>n
OX 4 UOO
WIST MILFORD'
\««r Hound A. stunmir Homes
•I I'mciliffs Uki
bale• 4 HenuU
EDWARD A. CASEY,
Realtor
11 Union Valry Ho.d PA 8 8831
LAND wanted
LARGE TRACTS or ESTATES
Suitable lor f*.idential aubrtivluon.
in.lu.iiy or rumnier.ial uevelupmont
aiuwhei* in New Jeteay,
Ed. J. Fertgya, Broker
1141 Hembuii Tpk. Warn# OX 4 4JO»
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES
20 Acre*, level, near hi.hw.y,, > reel
buy. M. J. Bl.hko 2» St. Jemee PI..
Clifton. PR BSSSe.
LAKE PROPERTIES
AT GREEN POND, LAKE TAMARACK
and otner private lakes in Northern
New Jersey. Year round and summer
homes. Conveniently near Paterson,
Newark and New York City. Year-round
homes from $10,500. Summer cottages
from $3,600.
BUCKLEY A. WHEELER, Broker
Route 23. Newfoundland N. J.
OX 7 7100 Eves. OX 7-4102
~
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FARMS • HOMES - ESTATES
New 3 Bedroom
RANCH HOMES
from $14,700
TOWN & LAKE REALTY
ELIZABETH
FIRST TIME ADVERTISED
8-ROOM COLONIAL
featuring front porch. 4 bedrooms,
tiled bath and lavatory In basement,
huge kitchen: 2-car garage. 30x200 lot.
Convenient location. Only 2 blocks
from St. Genevieve's School. Owner
purchased smaller home.
Play safe bring your deposit
VINCENT X. MILLER CO.
REALTOR CH 3 9300
MEMBER N. J. MORTGAGE BANKERS
ASSOCIATION
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
PACKANACK LAKE
PACKANACK VILLAGE
Immediate Occupancy —3 Br Split
Level large family kitchen GE
Range. Oven. Dishwasher 2V* Baths,
large Rec Rm with fireplace. 2 car gar-
age cellar, brick St shingle exterior
large plot • near beach, schoola and
churches.
$34,300 30 yr. mtge. 3*4
Open for inspection 7 days a weok
Call OX 6-141 R
ALTON H. BOLLINGER CO.
BROKERS
P.O. Bldg. Pacakanack Lake
PACKANACK VILLAGE
Immediate Occupancy—3 RR Rancher,
Large Kit , Dishwasher, Fireplace. Ex-
pansion Attic • 2 Baths. 2 Car Garage
Cellar—s33,9oo. 23 yr. mtg. 3*«'V.
A H Bollinger Cos. Realtor C).\ 6-141$
ROSELLE PARK
NEW 2-FAMILY
NEAR HIGH SCHOOL AREA.
3 St 3. 1 t All $29,900
LOT 30 X 100
can be ready to move in by April.
Don't wait and say next year, "I could
ha\e bought." Own it Now.
VINCENT A. MILLER CO.
REALTOR CH 5 0300
MEMBER N J MORTGAGE RANKERS
ASSOCIATION
SPARTA
P. M.'s
HOUSE OF THE YEAR
nulinid bv a coalition of irvcn irchl*
tecta and enlarfed and embellished to
meet the hlfh atandarda of
FOX HOLLOW FARMS
Five bedrooms. 2 baths deluxe GE
kitchen *lth 28* of rabinets 6’ x 17*
entrance foyer panelled In btrrh. com-
bination dtnina family room uith fire-
place. full basement, oversize 2 car
fa. ace and located on an acre lot In
FOX HOLLOW FARMS
TO INSPECT CALI.
E. G. ANDERSON, REALTOR
a*rvln* l.»k» Mohawk ■ Sparta Ari'a
HT H. C.nl.r of Sparta PA BSIBI
BETTER HOMES
LAKE MOHAWK:
3 Rlt 2 Bath Colonial Eatate of
Seven Acre* $33,000
4 B It. Stone front deluxe fame
room, near lake on folf course.
$45,000.
FOX HOLLOW FARMS:
3 It it 1 Bath Ranch. 2 fireplaces,
family room. 21* acres. $32,000,
4 It It —. 2 Hath Ranch 2 family
room*, deluxe quality on 1 acre.
$42300.
Intpect and Make Often Thru
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Rl. IS Sparta Center I’A MIBI
SKYUNi LAKE
4 rnoma alt year round, eacellant
eond , 00*334 plot. 110.000 trrma tor
dualltlrd buyera, TK 3 30.17; evta
PR 10373
CHATHAM
mtm
fkratma*
n
V.
w/v
TO
AND THANK YOU FOR
YOUR 6000 WILL
Millicent M. Underwood
Realtor
Mrmher Multiple l.inlinf linlrt
It Mim st. uutium Mt ft VMM)
BREAKING A BOULDER
OR MOVING A MOUNTAIN
WHATEYE
YOUR
J 08...
RENT top-quality Ingertell-land
cempreiled air equipment threwgk
eur
COMPUTE AIK KINTAL HAN
Individual toeli er an Air * anted
fetloge of cempreuer, fuel, heiq
■lr teal and two iteeli far only
IJJ/day.
DALERANKIN
iliuki.pi. i.-imi r»uiw
PUak 11-flt UN 4-MM
W. Ny»a, N. T.-lNti M-fii IL MM7
MICHAEL 1. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCMPS, SCHOOIS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPICIAIISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders A Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
*43 NKW POINT ROAD
IMZAIITH, n j
ISTAIIISHID I*l3
isl
HOME REPAIRS
HOME OWNERS DIAL DIRECTLY WITH FIORE
BROTHERS ON ANY JOB FROM CELLAR TO ROOF
AND SAVE ON THE SALESMEN'S COMMISSION
NO MONEY DOWN. UP TO 7 YEARS TO PAY
WORK INSURED • GUARANTIED
• ALTERATIONS • OARAOIS • MASONRY
• ATTIC ROOMS • HIATINO • KITCHINS
• RASIMINT • IRON WORKS • RAINTINO
• BATHROOMS • DORMERS • SIOINO
• RATIOS
• Till WORK
• ROOfINO
• STONE FRONTS
FOR FRIS
ESTIMATE CAtl
SO 3-0040
FIORE BROS., INC., IS VOSE AVE ,
DAY. NIONI
OR SUNDAY
SO. ORANGE
f:EfFICIFHCY
ORDER NOW!
Sat younelf
up for »ov>
Ingi ood o»-
turad dali-
vane* of
fuol.
AT OUR LOW, LOW PRICE
WE WILL NOT Bi UNDERSOLDI
EFFICIENCY
HEATING & APPLIANCES
555 TONNEUE AVE., JERSEY CITY OL 3*6700
sskt°,-!S?s;.bs«s
«»»p
tiorniHH
■jSIOOIONH
tINVUI
wvv,
1VOI<*3w
“X
VI
the
AFTON
Furunut /or gum I fnnd
... a! irtinkle pruts
LUNCHEON
DINNER
South Orange Avc.
FLORHAM PARK
Clotcti Monday FR 7-1871
'NEW JERSEI
PREMIERI
FRI., 8:40 P.M.
The newest
.tjnmEEJ
idventure!,
r
/X\\w, i////>
.nwin^n^
SEARCH FOR"
PARADISE
tunsfej'
Tlf>aiwu(
n«rn hwi iouu mwouukh ,
I'"** *OO V0t.7.30 Mini |.]ofJ« l
*
tW «<. u joo r>. I
• Mtmuia
I ■•*'«*<»
h«ni reiiHM
MAIIUMWI
'•< AIL TRAVII. call
OXbow 4-2535
HORIZONS
TRAVEL SERVICE
I‘m *olJ
UNITED SAVINGS
M the plots lor your
SAVINGS ACCOUNT
in Portion,
4%
l| A US G»»t A fancy
SAVi IV MAIL
Al il |U|.
FREE PARKING
•• lII*
U<i « El
it.m I
UNITED SAVINGS
•nd Loon Attotiolion
1 >o Mo»lst St Port- Finn
19 Debutantes to Be Received
At Fourth Presentation Ball
NEWARK— Plans have been
completed for the presenta-
tion of 19 debutantes to Arch-
bishop Roland at the fourth
annual Presentation Ball on
Dec. 30 at the grand ballroom
of the Robert Treat Hotel.
Names of the girls who will
take part in the ceremony
were announced this week by
the Archbishop, as well as of
the 15 girls who will serve as
ladies in waiting.
THE DAY WILL begin with
a’Solemn Pontifical Mass cel-
ebrated by the Archbishop at
10 a.m. in Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral. Deacon and subdea-
con will be Rev. Edward Lar-
kin, dean of men at Seton
Hall University, and Rev. Jo-
seph Jaremczuk, Seton Hall
University. Master of cere-
monies will be Msgr. James
F. Looney, Chancellor. Speak-
ing at the Mass will be Msgr.
Walter G. Jarvais of Seton
Hall University.
Following the Mass, the
young ladies, their parents and
friends will attend an informal
brunch at the Robert Treat.
Mrs. Arthur W. Renaud of
Paramus is chairman and Mrs.
Sydney V. Stoldt, co-chairman
of the brunch.
A reception for the parents
will be held at the hotel at 5
p.m., followed by a formal
dinner at G p.m. for partici-
pants, their parents, escorts
and friends. Msgr. Leo J. Mar
tin, pastor of Our Lady Star
of the Sea, Bayonne, will
speak at the dinner. Louis P.
Mc.Murrer of Ridgewood will
be toastmaster. The chairman
and co- chairman arc Mrs
Francis X. McHugh of East
Orange and Dorothy Boland of
West Orange.
THE PRESENTATION cere-
mony will take place at 8 p.m.
with the debutantes being pre-
sented to the Archbishop by
Rev. Paul E. Lang, commit-
tee moderator. The Archbish-
op will bestow individual Pa-
pal blessings and gold medal-
lions bearing his coat of arms.
Mrs. Leonard P. Burke of
Verona is general chairman of
the presentation committee
and of the ball. Dorothea
Schmieg of Montclair is pub-
lic relations chairman. Mrs.
J. Harold Spray and Mrs. Mi
chael N. Villanova of New-
ark arc co-chairmen of pres-
entation protocol.
DLBLTANTKS from the pre-
vious balls, as well as the
young ladies who served as
ladies in waiting, arc invited
to attend the formal dinner,
presentation and ball, which
is under the sponsorship of
the Suburban Essex Circle of
the International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae, of which
Mrs. E. J. Moloney of East
Orange is regent.
The debutantes include:
Cathyleen and Patricia Divilly
and Carol O’Flynn, Allendale;
Judith Elizabeth Gannon and
Barbara Ann Howard. Bloom-
field; Ann Marie Collins, En-
glewood; Marilyn Ann Klein,
Guttenbcrg; Diane Cassidy,
Hillsdale; Theresa Marie Mat-
tia and Rosemary Rimmele,
Upper Montclair; Suellen
Scanlan, Pompton Plains;
Mary Eleanor Burke and
Helen Fanning, Ridgewood;
Karen Fitz Maurice, Short
Hills; Diane McDonough and
Anno Marie Scllitto, South Or-
ange; Veronica Widmcr, Tea-
neck; Angela Sibilia, West
Orange, and Eileen Carlin,
Newark.
Special Stamp
BONN, Germany (RNSI
Bishop Emanuel Freiherr von
Ketteler, Bishop of Mainz
from 1850 to 1877 and popu-
larly known as the "worker's
Bishop,” will be honored by
the West German Post Office
with a special stamp com-
memorating the 150th anni-
versary of his birth.
THE HOUR of St. Francis is
a weekly 15-minutc dramatic
series produced for radio by
the Third Order of St. Francis.
Holy Name
St. Ann's, Fair Lawn-East
Paterson—A New Year’s Eve
party will be held on Dec. 31
at the clubhouse in East Pat-
erson. starting at 10 p.m. Res-
ervations are limited and can
be made with James J. Scul-
lion. The second degree was
exemplified on Dec. 4.
Epiphany, tllffsidc Park
The society will hold a New
Year’s eve dance and party
on Dec. 31. Thomas Brennan
and Anthony Tortoriei arc co-
chairmen. The next Nocturnal
Adoration is on Jan. G.
St. Casimir’s, Newark Jo-
seph Falkowski was elected
piesident at the Dec. 14 meet
ing. Other offices were filled
by Stanley Maliszcwski, John
Uzarski, Dr. Raymond Chro-
hot, Gus Bulthaupt and Wil-
liam Mazur, while Joseph Zep-
ka and Joseph Falkowski were
named delegates to the arch-
diocesan federation. The meet-
ing was addressed by Rev.
John L. Paprocki. spiritual
director. Installation of offi-
cers will be at the annual
Christmas season meeting on
Jan. 11 by Msgr. Paul G.
Knappek, pastor.
K. of C.
Itishop W'lgger Council,
Maplcwond-Irvingtnn The
council is making available
car posters designed to re-
mind the public that Christ-
mas is Christ’s birthday.
Archbishop's
Appointments
MONDAY, DEC. 23
Midnight, Solemn Pon-
tifical Mass, Sacred Heart
Cathedral.
SATURDAY, DEC. .10
10 a.in., Solemn Pontifi-
cal Mass. Debutantes pres-
entation, Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral.
fi p.m., Presentation din-
ner, Robert Treat Hotel.
Next Year
ITNl TN to Debate
Birth Control
UNITED NATIONS. NY.
(NC) The United Nations
General Assembly will debate
population control at next
September's session, hut the
assembly steering committee
turned down a proposal to give
it priority or consider it an
important matter.
The committee was acting
on a proposal made by Den-
mark and Sweden.
Ghana, Greece, Pakistan
and Tunisia, along with Swe-
den and Denmark, had earlier
urged that the issue he
brought up at the current ses-
sion. They had also proposed
UN advisory services be giv-
en to underdeveloped countries
who ask for help in control-
ling their populations.
ST. PAUL, Apostle is the
patron saint of hospital public
relations workers.
NEW MEMBER: Peter Confalone, President of the New Jersey Catholic Institute
of thePress, Presented a certificate of honorary membership to Bishop McNulty
on Dec. 15at the Paterson Chancery Office. Looking on are other CIP officers,
Robert F. Doviak. left, and Ray Fagan, right.
Announce Site, Date
Of HNS Convention
ASBURY PARK The sec-
ond biennial convention of the
Federated Holy Name Societies
of New Jersey will be held at
the Berkelcy-C’artcrct Hotel
here on Oct. 19-21, 1962.
Francis E. McCann of North
Plainfield, chairman. an-
nounced the site and date of
the convention this week. It
will be sponsored by the State
Coordinating Committee of
Holy Name Societies.
Set for New Year
NEWARK The combined
societies of St. Thomas Aqui-
nas Church will hold a New
Year’s Eve party on Dec. 31
In the parish auditorium.
Chairman is Mrs. Mary Lord.
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GIVE
OPEN LATt,
EVERY NIGHT
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What Do You Do
About Christmas?
hristmas is neither past nor passive.
Christmas happens to you every day.
Every day you must respond to
Christmas.
. The Incarnation Is the reason for
the liturgy, for the lay apostolate, for
the life you must live.
“Just as Christ became incarnate
and came into man’s history, so Christ
comes into the lives of each Christian.”
This is the way itis put by Rev. Walter Deßold, chairman
of Cana Family Action, a branch of the Family Life
Apostolate which fills all the definitions of a lay aposto-
late.
“When Our Lord announced the news—‘The King-
dom of God is among you’—He called for a response,”
Father Deßold continues. "That was the way Our Lord
did things, that was His catechetical method—the call
for response in our own lives.”
God became man. So, we must ask ourselves the
question: “What do we do about it?”
Christ, Whose birth as a Man we celebrate on
Christmas, effected our redemption. What do we do
about it?
Says Father DeBold: "We continue it.
"The layman’s role,” says this priest of the lay
apostolate, "is to continue the effects of Christ’s re-
demption.”
It is a majestic charge. It means picking up a mystic
thread that stretches from Eden, through the Old
Testament, to Christ, and then through the history of
the centuries to this moment.
The Old Testament pointed persistently toward the
Incarnation, Father Deßold observes. "The Bible even
gives us an indication that all of nature pointed to the
Child,” he adds. “It is held by some to be conceivable
that the star that is visible during Advent was the star
that led the Magi . . . .”
The majesty. The continuity.
"The layman’s response is in continuing the effects
of Christ in his world in consequence of the Incarna-
tion,” Father Deßold repeats.
But how? How is possible for me to carry out this
glorious charge in my small life?
Father Deßold has simple words in answer.
“In every action ask yourself: ‘What would Christ
think of this? What would He have me do?’
. "Let every interest of the Church be your Interest;
you are the Church.
"Let Christ live in all phases of your life.”
From this will come prayer and participation in the
liturgy; from this, charity—to the poor, to the stranger,
to the old and the sick and the helpless young. From
this will come work, the work that is duty, the work
that is volunteered to parish or other worthy cause;
from this comes teaching truly, governing honestly, or
acting that these things be accomplished well. From
this Christ enters the office, the shop, the factory, the
courtroom, the legislature, the clubroom, the social
gathering, the school, the home.
Christmas is not historical past. Christmas js God
With Us. Our response is today. —A.M.B.
THE LAYMAN’S RESPONSE:
this placard made to accompany talks on the aposto-
late. It symbolizes the layman’s approach to “the city
of God” via a thorny road.
The Cubans
Christmas ’61—In Exile
By Floyd Anderson
hristmas in exile . . . that is the situation
of most Cubans in the U. S. this year.
Some are fortunate: they have their fam-
ilies "out,” they have Jobs—many not at
the economic scale they had in Cuba, but
at least they are working.
Christmas customs in Cuba were a
mixture of Spanish and American. The
important part of the Christmas celebra-
tion was Midnight Mass. One Cuban said,
“I think we gave more im-
portance to it than you do in
the Statei."
HE ADDED, “Chriatmaa in
Cuba waa celebrated over a
longer time than here, becaute
we celebrate the coming of the
Three Kingi, the Wiie Men."
Actually, he laid, a great
number of people celebrated
Chriatmaa ea in the U. S., with
preaenta for the children from
Santa Claua; but more cele-
brated only the arrival of the
Wlae Men bringing giftl. “The
popular thing,” he laid, "waa
the Wiie Men. Santa Claua
came in later becauae of the
American influence."
He laughed as he recalled
his own boyhood days in Cuba.
“It was always explained," he
said, "that I would have some
small present from Santa Claus
because he was only one. and
he couldn't carry many pres-
ents. But then the Wise Menl
There were three that is
when the real presents came
because they could carry
more."
Christmas was celebrated
very much in the family, he
said. On Christmas Eve they
might have an early dinner,
and then the whole family
would go together to Midnight
Mass. Christmas Day was cele-
brated in the family too.
CHRISTMAS FOODS included
turkey of course —but a more
typical meat would be roast
pork. On* Cuban said, "That is
one thing that waa a must for
Chriatmaa.” And then there
would be rice and black beans,
a very typical Cuban dish.
Very typical of Christmas
were "turrones," a Spanish
sweet made of almonds. Be-
fore Christmas huge quantities
of these would be imported.
PracUcally everybody in Cuba
would buy them for Christmas
—but not at other times of
the year,
CHRISTMAS TREES were all
Imported from the U. S. and
Canada. Last year, of course,
there were no Imported Christ-
mas trees. The tree lights and
trimmings were imported too
—and last year there were none
of these. Many decorated their
houses with outdoor Christmas
lights; those too were lacking
last year.
One of the highlights of the
Christmas season in Cuba was
the Christmas crib. Some Ha-
vana stores had large cribs—-
and of course all the churches
—and many families would
take their children to visit the
various churches and see the
beautiful cribs.
AND THIS YEAR? The Cu-
bans in the U. S. will celebrate
the feast of Christ’s Coming
in a religious way; those with
children say they will have
Christmas trees. But they arc
not very much in the spirit of
holiday making. They have
many problems and many wor-
ries —and they all have rela-
tives or friends still in their be-
loved homeland. And they can-
not help wondering whether
they will ever see each other
again.
December Intentions
The Holy Father's gener-
al intention for December
is:
The distribution of earth-
ly goods among men ac-
cording to justice and equi-
ty
The minion intention rec-
ommended to tha Apostle-
ship of Prayer by the Pope
Is:
That under the guidance
of the Sacred Congregation
for the Propagation of the
Faith, the saving tight of
the Gospel may reach to
the farthest parts of the
earth.
Advocate Artist’s Apostolate:
To CaptureMan’sAttentionforGod
WAUWATOSA, Wis. - The
Catholic artist is an apostle
whose goal is “to make all
men Christians and to make
all Christians saints.’’
This is the view of Virginia
Broderick, artist 'of the color
cover of this week's Christmas
Supplement. This is the fourth
Christmas issue to which Vir-
ginia has contributed original
art reproduced exclusively in
The Advocate.
The religious artist, she
says, “must strive for tech-
nical excellence, but without
losing the ‘muted song of an-
guish’ and of joy which is
Christ’s Redemption. He . . .
must express the reality of
man, but in relation to God;
and the Gospel as something
more than a quaint folk rite
in costume’.”
IN VIRGINIA, who is at her
drawing board 10 to 12 hours
a day, seven days a week, her
husband. Author Robert C.
Broderick, secs "a dedication
to communication of beauty
and truth through not the sac-
carine, not the mediocre, not
the distorted, but the com-
petent and the true an ex-
tension of the Gospel, and a
furtherance of the appeal to
the senses as well as to the
mind.
“For Jinnlc,” says Bob
Broderick, “the painting or il-
lustration is the use of art to
communicate to bring a
rounded, fuller comprehension
of the truth.
“She has a steady program
of spiritual reading," he con-
fides, “which is consistently
supplemented with works of
theology and Scripture com-
mentary,’’ in addition to her
continued study of art.
It is Virginia’s dedication,
her sense of the urgency to
“capture the attention of mod-
ern man for God,” that drives
her to such a rigorous sched-
ule. She produces over 100 oil
paintings and illustrations a
year for the O’Brien parish
bulletin, Catholic magazines
like Catholic Digest and Ave
Maria, NCWC News Service,
The Advocate and a few othpr
Catholic weeklies, for publish-
ers whose books she Illustrates
(including four of Bob’s nine
books). She also designs reli-
gious cards, church interiors,
statuary and stained glass win-
dows.
THE BRODERICKS live In
a book-lined apartment in
Wauwatosa, a auburb of Mil-
waukee. She dispatches house-
hold chores quickly and is "a
good cook," according to Bob.
Then she seats herself at her
drawing board in the second
bedroom which is her studio,
and sometimes, when there is
a deadline to be met, works
through the night.
Occasionally Bob reads to
her during these long ses-
sions; at other times he is
meeting his own deadlines at
the typewriter.
Once Virginia was commis-
sioned to design the interior
of a large church in Illinois.
She had to work from blue-
prints, which were spread all
over the Broderick apartment,
making it resemble, according
to Bob, “a blue cave." He
adds that "our vacuum clean-
er often contains the richest
dirt of any cleaner" when
Virginia is working with gold
leaf for church decoration. As
for the bathtub, where oil
palettes are often aubmerged
to keep them moist, Bob
doesn’t seem to mind.
"BOTH OF I’S act as each
other’s critics, and aid In re-
search for various projects,”
Bob reveals, adding: ‘Minnie
is a fine critic of writing
she writes fine poetry and
when In college while major-
ing in art was editor of the
quarterly and the poetry an-
nual, and each year won
medals for competence in
writing."
Virginia is a “magna cum
laude” graduate of Mundelein
College, Chicago. Before that
the attended Holy Angels
Academy in Milwaukee, and
became a Catholic while a 18-
yearold junior there. In 1958
she became the first winner
of the "Pauline Convert
Award" for "outstanding
work In the field of art."
Among other citations was
that in "Printing Progress—A
Mid-Century Report” published
by the International Associa-
tion of Printing House Crafts-
men, Inc. She also lectures in
art at Marquette University,
and at other schools and or-
ganizations and is never too
busy to design a program for
the parish card party.
AN EXAMPLE of Virginia's
"message," if you will, and of
course of her artistic tech-
nique, can be found on the
preceding page in the color
cover of the Christmas Sup-
plement. Sleek of line, fraught
with symbolism, and encom-
passed by an individuality that
characterizes all her work, the
cover illustration conveys the
idea enunciated in its caption
that Christ is born not Just
on Christmas, either one
Christmas 2,000 years ago, or
every Christmas since, but
each day in the Mass, each
day in the hearts of all His
people. Still, like all Broder-
ick pieces, it never ambles off
into abstraction.
AS SHE PRODUCEB her
works of beauty, Virginia
Broderick, who is something
of a work of beauty herself, is
guided by an inspiration that
Pope John XXIII recently put
into words when addressing a
group of artists.
"We like to consider you as
valuable collaborators in the
Church's mission of education
and sanctification," the Holy
Father said, "exercising your
ministry in forms of harmon-
ious beauty which touch the
hearts of men ... to dispose
minds toward the wonders of
grace.”
VISION OF CHRISTMAS: Virginia Broderick is shown
at work on the original Christmas illustration which
appears on the preceding page of The Advocate’s
Christmas Supplement.
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TO OCR MAHY FRIENDS...
A VERTMERRY CHRISTMAS!
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jeney
the spirit of
Christmas be
everywhere, and
brighten every
heart and home.
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May the radiance of
the Christmas spirit
thins upon afl men.
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We join you in saying...
"Glory to God in tlie liigli
and on earth. peace
among men of good will.”
est
Our
></
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
IN NEWARKi 828 Broad Straat • MArkat 3-1740
IN JERSEY CITYi IS Exchange Placa • HEndaraon 4-4748
They Journey to Bethlehem
2
he journey of Mary and Joseph from
Nazareth to Bethlehem and the journey
of man from the Garden of Eden to the
Christmas manger are relived annually
by five boys and their parents in a Bloom-
field home.
They are the William Hcndy family,
and they "really know about Christmas"
testifies the mother. Ample proof for
Margery Hendy's statement is given by
the boys themselves as they
explain their map of The Jour-
ney to Bethlehem and the tall
Christmas candle which chron-
icles the events from the Fall
to the Incarnation.
THE MAP stretches along 12
feet of the llendy dining room
above the wainscot ledge. The
creche figures of Mary and Jo-
seph and their donkey arc mov-
ed along the ledge from the
tiny tile Nazareth house at one
end to the papier macho cave
at the other, gradually during
the four days before Christmas.
Each evening, as the family
gathers for the next leg of the
journey, they discuss, in great-
est detail, the conditions en-
countered by Mary and Joseph
on that phase.
"There’s the Kanah River,"
said one of the boys. "There
was no bridge there and Mary
and Joseph and the donkey had
to ford It."
"Here's Samaria." said an-
other. "They couldn't stay In
an inn there because it was a
pagan city; so they spent the
night under a tree."
"See this narrow gorge they
had to go through. And right
here there were terrific
storms."
TUB IIENDYS did their in-
volved research in a book,
"The First Christmas," by
Denis O'Shea (Urucc) and their
map is more than a visual aid
to pre-Christmas devotion: it
is an accurate piece of histori-
cal study, as well. It Is also ar-
tistically executed, with all
hands contributing.
Peter, 12, explains: “My fa-
ther did the printing, my moth-
er did the designing. Paul (8)
made the fires (of bright pa-
per. for the Nazareth hdhic and
the inns) and the rivers. Gerry
(8) made the tree (in Samaria,
out of construction paper) and
Stephen (10) and 1 made the
inns (construction paper) and
the saddle for the donkry
(leatherette)."
Danny, 2, chuckled at this
point, which reminded Margery
llendv Jo list his contribution:
"Dahny messed things up along
the way." Danny giggled.
TIIH RESULT is a delight to
behold. Tiny white plastic
blocks make the little cubicle
that is the Nazareth house, in-
side which can be found a car-
penter's bench standing in the
midst of quantities of wood-
shavings, tiny jars painted to
simulate earthenware, a tiny
lamp made of a bullet car-
tridge with a red paper (lame.
A dotted line on the map
traces the route of Mary and
Joseph through painted and
crayuncd vineyards, olive
groves, and sheep country,
across rivers, between moun-
tains—all accurately placed.
The blue Jordan River flow*
the length of the map. In ap-
propriate spots Old Testament
events are illustrated David
slew Goliath here, Abraham
pitched his tent here, grapes
for the temple were grown
here. The map itself is made
of a window shade cut length-
wise.
The arrival of the figures of
Mary and Joseph in the home-
made cave is the climax of
Christmas Eve, and the Hcndy
boys carry to bed with them
the vivid picture they've re-
enacted. Then, first thing on
Christmas morning, another
little family ritual is carried
out. I’clcr, a* eldest, light* the
Christinas candle. This is also
a family project.
ON THE CANDLE are
painted seven symbols (the de-
signs are carved with a point-
ed instrument first, then oil
paint in vivid colors is applied).
At the top are the Tree and
the Serpent which tempted
Adam and Eve in the Garden of
Eden. Next, the Eirst Parents,
themselves, weeping great blue
oil paint tear* over their sin,
then Noah's Ark over which
hovers the dove with the olive
branch, then Abraham prepar-
ing tu sacrifice his son Isaac,
then King David with his-harp,
then Uw Virgin -Mary, and fin-
ally the manger in which the
Christ Child, the Redeemer, was
born.
“It shows," said Peter,
"everything leading up to the
Birth of Christ."
The candle burns whenever
the llemlys are at home from
Christmas morning through
Jan. 6. the Feast of the Epi-
phany.
SAYS MARGERY llendy. a
convert to Catholicism; "We
felt that something had to be
done about returningChristmas
to its true meaning for the
children " For the past five
years the Journey and the
Candle tuw tu in Christmas
Customs m their home, and the
enthusiasm of the boys shows
just huw weR they have suc-
ceeded. A M B.
FROM NAZARETH
...
at one end of the Hendy
family’s map of the Journey to Bethlehem is this tiny
house from which the figures of Mary and Joseph
and the donkey set out four days before Christmas.
LEADING TO CHRISTMAS: Mrs. Hendy and sons admire Christmas candle dec-
orated with symbols of Old Testament events that pointed toward Incarnation.
Seated are Gerry, Danny and Paul; standing, Stephen, Peter and Mrs. Hendy.
THROUGH SAMARIA
... Mary and Joseph are moved each evening a littlecloser to their destination, as above Peter and Stephen Hendy discuss the pause
and overnight stay under a tree in Samaria. The map stretches 12 feet.
TO BETHLEHEM ... On Christmas Eve Mary and Joseph reach the inn at
Bethlehem, and the empty cave beyond it, with the assistance of Gerry Hendy as
Mrs. Hendy and Stephen Look on. The map notes weather conditons, terrain.
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To you and your family, our lunli'i
family extends the wiili that llic spirit
of Christmas will brighten your lives,
now ami throughout the coming year.
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MILLBURN
IS A FAMILY AFFAIR
and it should be—
Many of us remember the happiest times in our
lives when our families came from far untl
u iile to share this dayof happiness ; and so today,
it is our hope that you find the tvonderous spirit
of (.hristmas in the heart of your family ... to
you uml your htved ones we wish u Very Merry
Christmas.
3* •
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1908
NEWARK
189-91 Market Street
MArket 3-2770
265-67 Millburn Avenue
DRexel 6-7100
Visitors From Many Lands
Spending Christmas in N. J.
By Antoinette Tomanelli
9
n Vienna, young voices singing “Stille
Nacht” fill the cold night air on Christ-
mas Eye. From a cathedral in Bogota,
Colombia, voices rise in the closing pray-
ers of the Christmas novena. Warm winds
in Rome carry aromas from bubbling pots
of spaghetti. But when Christmas morning
dawns bright and clear this year, it will
find Paul Mizner of Vienna, Maria Ines
Rivera of Bogota, and Alfredo Mandolini
of Rome far from these
familiar things of home and cel-
ebrating their first Christmas
in America.
The three teenagers came
here under the International
High School Student Program,
sponsored by the Youth De-
partment of the National Cath-
olic Welfare Conference. They
arc living with Catholic fami-
lies in North Jersey as they
complete their senior year in
a Catholic high school.
PAUL, WHO IS staying with
Mr. and Mrs. Clemens Arling-
haus of Tensity and attends
St. Cecilia's High. Englewood,
speaks about Christmas in Aus-
tria in terms of homebaked
breads and tall evergreen trees
from the Vienna woods. His
mother bakes a special potato
bread called "erbacpsclbrot,"
to be eaten with the roast goose
on Christmas Day. And al-
though city-bred Paul has never
chopped down a tree, he en-
joys hunting for one in the
marketplace.
When he was 14. Paul built
a replica of the Nativity scene.
The wooden stable houses
papier-macho statues. Now the
Christmas scene is arranged
under the cookie-hung, gold-
and-silver tinseled tree each
year.
Christmas celebrations begin
in Austria on Dec. 6, the feast
of St. Nicholas when Santa
Claus brings pastries, nuts and
oranges to the children. “A
month later, on the Epiphany,”
Paul explained, “boys, dressed
as the Three Kings, go carol-
ing through the countryside—-
the favorite carol is always
“Stille Nacht." The parish
priest also goes from door-to-
door blessing homes on that
day, he said.
"IN COLOMBIA,•' remarked
Maria Inca Rivera, who is liv-
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Kugene
McLoughhn of Oradcll and at-
tends Holy Angels Academy,
Fort I-eo. “the Christmas sea-
son begins with a novena in
all the churches on Dee. 15."
Mrs. McLoughlin said her fam-
ily will join Maria in making
the novena this year.
The manger scene is recreat-
ed in every home but the scene
is very large and the Christ-
mas tree is usually small In
comparison. All decorations
are put up on the 15th at the
start of the novena.
On Christmas Eve, Maria
and her family visit relatives,
then return home to eat a din-
ner which is topped off by a
special dessert made of tropi-
cal fruits Fireworks begin at
0 pm and continue imtil it is
time for the Midnight Mass.
After Mass, more visiting, fol-
lowed by another dinner. Fire-
crackers light up the sky until
Christmas morning dawns.
*‘\VE HAVE NO Santa Claus."
Maria said. She explained that
children write letters to the
Child Jesus a few weeks be-
fore Christmas. "If they have
been good, the Child Jesus will
hide presents in their beds on
Christmas Eve." Children busy
themselves making cookies and
sweets, dolls or toy cars to be
given to the poor youngsters.
In nearby Suva, the poor peo-
ple stage a Christmas play
near the church for three
days. The thing that impres-
sed Maria most were the beau-
tiful chorales of men’s and
women's voices.
MARIA, WHO HAD never
seen snow, is dreaming of a
white Christmas in America.
So is Alfredo Mandolin! of
Rome, guest of Mr. and Mrs.
William Coffey of Dover, who
attends Morris Catholic, Den-
villc. “Snow? No, I have never
seen it," he said in a hushed
voice.
The Italians also participate
in *a Christmas novena. Al-
fredo said, and the churches
collect gifts for the poor. Many
Italian customs, however, are
carried out on the Epiphany.
"We exchange presents on
Dec. 6, and Santa Claus leaves
the children's toys around the
stove in the kitchen when he
comes down the chimney."
Spaghetti, of course, Is a
traditional part of the holiday
dinner with chicken and salad
following. A large cake deco-
rated with "Buon Natalc"
(Merry Christmas) is the tradi-
tional dessert.
"Buon Natalc" will be spok-
en in the Coffey home this
year; and "Felices Navldad"
in the McLoughlin home, and
“Frohliche Wcihnachten" with
the Arlinghaus' of Tcnafly—-
along with, and supplying em-
phasis to, "Merry Christmas."
DECKING THE HOME: Christmas candle, symbol of
Christian hospitality, is arranged by Maria Ines Rivera
of Colombia, with Maureen McLoughlin, with whose
family Maria is staying this year.
A 'Family' Is Their Gift
2
he Jacobsen children eagerly await a
Christmas visitor who is NOT Santa Claus
Pat, 10, Jeff, 9, and Chris, 5, are eager
not to receive gifts from the visitor, but
to give something. What they give is the
most precious thing they have: member-
ship in their family, happiness in their
home.
The visitor will be a 10-year-old lass
who lives at St. Mary’s Orphanage, New-
ark. On Christmas morning
the Jacobson children and their
dad, Don, will call for Carol
at the orphanangc, where she
will be all dressed and wait-
ing with an expectant little
smile.
Then they will drive to their
ranch home in Livingston where
Carol will share their toys,
their Christmas dinner, their
fun and friends all during the
holiday week.
THIS WILL BE Carol s third
Christmas in the Jacobsen
home. She has spent other hol-
idays with them too, as have
other youngsters from St.
Mary’s. Last summer the
Jacobsens took two of them
along on their vacation at a
lake in the Poconos. Now some
of the neighbors arc beginning
to invite St. Mary’s young-
sters into their homes for the
holidays.
It was a friend’s account of
seeing a woman select a $lOO-
- for an orphan in a
department store at Christmas
time that started Louise Ja-
cobsen on the idea. "We could-
n’t do anything like giving a
wardrobe,” she said, "but we
had something different we
could give. We could let them
be part of a real family.
WE TALKED it over with the
children. We told them. ‘The
children at the orphanage are
not as lucky as you. They don’t
have the things you have. They
live at the orphanage because
their parents aren't able to
take care of them’.”
Pat, Jeff and Chris bought
the idea with enthusiasm. In
fact, their mother is even a lit-
tle amazed at the readiness
wilh which they share their pos-
sessions with their visitors—-
toys, bicycles, storm-boots,
invitations to friends’ birthday
parties, and Bambi, their huge
shaggy collie-terrier.
"WE WOULD like to take
more children,” Louise smiles,
"but we haven’t the room. As
it is, Carol shares Patty’s room
and when we have a boy visit-
ing we use the pull-out bed in
the recreation room. Once the
boys even used sleeping bags,
for fun.”
Louise crinkles into a wry
grin as she recalls the summer
vacation which included Carol
and a nine-year-old boy from
St. Mary’s, whom the Jacob-
sens had never before met. "A
bat got into the house and we
spent one night in a group in
the living room—five children,
the dog and Don and I," Louise
said. "Til then the children had
been having a great time-
swimming, fishing, hiking. But
every single one of us was glad
to get out of that spooky house
and come home to finish up
the vacation.”
THE JACOBSENS don’t feel
they are doing anything very
special in opening their home
to less fortunate children. Lou-
ise says it is a great joy to
watch the youngsters getting a
thrill out of simple things
—like making chocolate pudding
in the kitchen, or having their
hair put up in curlers. She said
Sister Catherine Patricia, su-
perior at St. Mary’s, reported
that one boy lost a nervous
stutter after a few family vis-
its.
"When you see how happy
it makes them” Louise Jacob-
sen says, "it doesn’t seam like
much effort at all.”
THE HIGHEST and most ex-
elusive of the five pontifical
orders of knighthood is the Su-
preme Order of Christ.
HOLIDAY VISITOR: Jeff, Chris and Patty Jacobsen
welcome Carol on her arrival from St. Mary’s (top
photo). Below, Jacobsen children admire Carol’s Irish
step dance.
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The Year 'Round Spirit of One Parish
m
very week 2,000 families in Jersey City
are reminded: “Every member of St. Jo-
seph’s parish is an important part of the
Mystical Body of Christ.
The idea noted on the weeklyparish
bulletin, is implemented in dozens of
ways right in the church during Mass
ithrough the year.
| IN THE WEEKS before Christmas
it means that the parish becomes a fani-
ily lighting its Advent wreath
during every Sunday Mass,
with an altar boy igniting the
purple and pink tapers in the
sanctuary.
On Christmas Eve it will
mean that all will participate
in the placing of the figure of
the Infant in the creche, a re-
vival of old European custom.
It will be figurative participa-
tion as parishioners of St. Jo-
seph’s look on while their
priests and two-score altar
boys proceed to the crib bear-
ing the figurine of the Christ
Child; but all will have taken
part, as they would not have
had they arrived in the church
to find the Babe in His man-
Rcr, placed there by some
anonymous hands.
IT IS NOT ONLY at Christ-
mas that such participation is
stressed at St. Joseph's. On
the Sunday nearest the Feast
of SS. Cosmas and Damian,
hospital patrons, a nurse and
a doctor recite prayers aloud
in the sanctuary at a Mass
dedicated to members of their
profession. On Labor Day
steamfitters, plumbers, car-
penters, tinsmiths and others
assist at a Mass during which
their tools are offered before
the altar.
During Fire Prevention
Week two firemen serve Mass
wearing their uniforms.
On Veterans Day the color
guards of the First Armored
Rifle Battalion of the 113th
Infantry and of the Second
Howitzer Battalion of the 112th
Field Artillery were in the
sanctuary during a Mass for
the military dead, served by
two men in uniform, after
which a touching little cere-
mony was enacted at the out-
door monument which honors
the war dead of St. Joseph’s
parish.
During the year, prayers
will be read aloud in St. Jo-
seph’s by firemen, railroad
workers, electricians, police-
men, housewives and others at
Masses celebrated on or near
the fcastdays of their patron
saints. In each case, except of
course for those Masses dedi-
cated to women, members of
the group being honored serve
the Mass. And each Saturday
there is a Mass at which a
boy and his father are the
servers, together.
“THE MORE PEOPLE who
get inside the altar rail, the
greater the spiritual motiva-
tion in a parish,’’ says Rev.
Peter S. Rush, pastor of St.
Joseph's since last May.
Father Rush was an Army
chaplain for 21 years before
returning to the Newark Arch-
diocese and being appointed to
St. Joseph's. His interest in
the religious observance of
Veterans Day —and Indepen-
dence and Memorial days
when similar ceremonies arc
enacted at St. Joseph's fol-
lows naturally from his mili-
tary life.
“There is a spiritual signifi-
cance to our national holi-
days,” says Father Rush. “If
we as Catholics don't remem-
ber this, God help us."
A PROJECT to observe in a
spiritual way the national hol-
idays of other nations, may
have strengthened his idea of
participation by the people.
It happened at Fort Ord,
Calif., where Father (Col.)
Rush used to say Mass at the
Army Language School. On
the faculty were people from
many different nations, some
of them escapees from behind
the Iron Curtain.
Father Rush got lists of
their holidays, did research on
their meanings, and inaugu-
rated a program of special
Masses to celebrate them.
Parts of the Mass were spoken
in the language of the particu-
lar country.
“IT MEANT A LOT to those
people," Father Rush remem-
bers. "And on those days there
would be 1,000, instead of the
usual 500 or 600 at Mass." St.
Joseph's has up to 600 at its
national holiday weekday
Masses Memorial Day, In-
dependence Day, Veteran’s
Day, Thanksgiving, etc. at
which Father Rush always de-
livers a special sermon in
which the spiritual aspects of
the patriotic observance are
stressed for the people.
As he spoke of our debt to
our heroic dead, at the Vet-
erans Day Mass, and as the
buglc blew Taps before the lit-
tle procession to the memorial,
there were few dry eyes in St.
Joseph’s. You could see the
special prayers "meant a lot”
to the Gold Star families—and
the broader "family’’ that is
St. Joseph’s parish.
THERE ARE OTHER cus-
toms at St. Joseph’s the
way the Rosary is recited at
wakes, for example. The
priest gives the first decade,
four lay people the others.
The priests of the parish are
always on the lookout for new
ways of demonstrating that the
parish is a family every one of
whose members is important
in Christ.
"You and I," says Father
Rush, "and the toddler and
the old man, the housewife
and the steamfitter, the can-
cer patient in the hospital
all arc important members of
the Mystical Body of Christ."
It is what some people call
“Christmas spirit," but when
the real reason for it Is under-
stood the Incarnation of
Christ and the membership
of Christians in Him—it is a
spirit for every day of the
year.—A.M.B.
FAMILY: In the sanctuary of St. Joseph’s Church
during an Advent Sunday Mass a father, Nicholas V.
DeLorenzo, lights the parish Advent wreath, while
his son, Donald, stands by.
PARTICIPATION: The
parish participates in the
placing of the Infant in the
manger, symbolically,
through the procession of
priest and altar boys. Rev.
George E. Doherty carries
the figure of the Infant,
preceded by Francis Spil-
lane, Robert and Thomas
Holt, James Nagle, Donald
Guth and Nicholas De-
Lorenzo. The procession
will take place in the dark-
ened church before Mid-
night Mass. Lights will
blaze suddenlywhen Infant
is in place.
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full of good cheer
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a bright Christmas hollda
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In this reverent season
of Joy and Love and Peace,
Bamberger’s sends a wish
of warmth and good will
to you and all those
who are dear to you.
May you truly have
the happiest and holiest
of new year’s.
NEW (/JERSEY
Christmas With the New First Family of New Jersey
By Anne Mae Buckley
very Christmas afternoon the Nativity
of Christ is enacted in tableau in the
Trenton living room of Richard J.
Hughes. The dramatis personae are sev-
en of the nine youngsters in the family.
Next year the scene of the tableau will
be Morven, the mansion of the Gover-
nor of the State of New Jersey, to which
Governor-elect Hughes will take his fam-
ily soon after his inauguration, Jan. 16.
Mary Hughes, 12, portrays
Mary, the Blessed Mother
swathed in pale pink sheets.
She kneels beside a huge wood-
en salad bowl which serves
as a manger in which lies the
doll that symbolizes the Babe.
Michael, who is also 12 (he
Is Mrs. Hughes’ son by her
marriage to the late William
M. Murphy Jr.) plays Joseph,
togaed in a fringed blanket.
Offering symbolic gold,
frankincense and myrrh
In handsome silver and gold
pieces from the Hughes house-
hold are the Three Wise
Men, played by Pat, 10, Tim,
», and Brian, 5. A black vel-
vet evening coat, a flowered
terry-cloth muumuu, and an
assortment of beach and bath
towels make their costumes.
Honey, 4, is quite in char-
acter as the angel. She wears
the only specially-made cos-
tume, tinsel-decorated and fit-
ted with gauzy wings. She
blows a trumpet of foil which
Timmy made for her.
<
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John Hughes, 15, is the nar-
rator and plays "Silent Night”
on the organ, as background
to the tableau. And Bob, 24, a
student at Fordham Law
School, has been graduated to
audience status. (The eldest
Hughes son, Dick, lives with
his own young family in Cal-
ifornia where he is stationed
with the Air Force.)
The rest of the audience Is a
great company of relatives
"We have four sets of in-
laws, you know,” laughs'Mrs.
Hughes, alluding to the fact
that she and the Govcnor-
eket were a widow and a
widower, he since 1350 with
four children, she since 1951
with three, when they married
in 1954. (They have since had
two children, and expect an-
other in early May.)
THE NATIVITY TABLEAU
happens every Christmas aft-
ernoon when the relatives
come to call. But It happened
one evening last week in a
command performance for The
Advocate, graciously granted
so that readers of the 1961
Christmas Supplement might
have a preview of Christmas
with the Governor-elect and
his family. The dress rehear-
sal went something like this.
Mary answered the door.
“My mother isn’t home," she
apologized. “She’s out looking
for these two.” She indicated
Pat and Tim, known among
the family as The Katzenjam-
mer Kids. The Katzenjammer
Kids giggled at the great joke
they were playing on their
mother.
HONEY, WHO WORE great
pink roller curlers installed
there earlier by Mrs. Hughes,
took us by the hand and sat
us down on the living room
sofa. "I’m going to Morven,”
she announced. "And my
Mommy says I’m going to
have a shhhwimming pool!"
"Why are you going to Mor-
ven, Honey?” we asked arch-
ly-
" Oh... because my Daddy
is guv-a-nuh.” She roared
laughing.
Honey showed us the creche
arranged on a table in the
center hall. She and some
brothers showed us the large
figurines of Mary, Joseph and
the Infant in honor on the
mantel, backed by a picture
frame on which had been
stretched a length of midnight
blue satin, and on which an
electric Christmas bulb and
some gummed stars had been
mounted. They also showed us
the stockings, seven of them
hung with care, each inscrib-
ed with one of their names,
and arranged according to
age.
THERE WAS A SMALL flur-
ry in the hall, a call to us of
"Hi" and a fleeting glimps* of
a busy mother who hadn’t had
time to apply lipstick before
sallying forth in quest of two
missing offspring (who got off
with a gentle reproof when
discovered nonchalantly at
home.) Mrs. Hughes disap-
peared into the upper regions
of the three-story brick colon-
ial house. We watched the ac-
tivity she was directing from
above.
A Wise Man arranged his
turban with the aid of safety
pins laid out on the dining
room table near the Advent
wreath. Another selected his
beach-towel garment from the
sun room which had become a
confusion of wardrobe and
prop-room for the production.
Honey appeared with her coif-
fure combed to shiny perfec-
tion and her foil trumpet rais-
ed aloft. John pinned St. Jo-
seph together. Mrs. Hughes
appeared, perfectly turned out
in black for the picture and
the dinner she must attend
afterwards.
SHE SPEAKS in even tones
no matter what the crisis in
the large-family home. And
she misses no detail.
“Where are the wings?" she
said. John scurried off in
search.
"This turban isn’t right."
She fixed it.
"No we don’t want to bum
a cigarette in that.” This to
Mike who thought a furl of
smoke out of the huge and
beautiful silver urn would add
realism as incense in the
tableau.
"Where is Dick Hughes?”
THE DOOR OPENED again
and youngsters scurried to-
ward the Governor-elect to
plant hello kisses on his smil-
ing face. He admired the cos-
tumes, enjoyed the happy wel-
come and then became just
another prop man, directing
an adjustment of the Star of
Bethlehem bulb over the fire-
place, helping to pin the wings
on Honey (John found them)
and suggesting "Let’s put
Cousin-Baby in the salad bowl
and let her be the Infant.”
("Cousin-Baby,” as her
name implies, is a baby cous-
in not yet two). "We’re
baby-sitting with her,” Mrs.
Hughes explained. She also
vetoed the Governor-elect’s
proposal that cousin-baby be
installed in the salad bowl,
and then disappeared with the
tot and a fresh diaper.
THEN THE tableau was en-
acted ... the kneeling cos-
tumed figures offering their
gifts to the Christ Child, the
serene Madonna, the stalwart
Joseph, the angel-tot on a high
chair (wobbly, it had to be
held steady by Governor-elect
Hughes), the happiness in the
eyes of the parents ...
The Governor-elect had been
jovially relaxed throughout.
After the last photo had been
made Elizabeth Hughes relax-
ed too; and she is also jovial.
While Judge Hughes excused
himself to dress for a public
appearance at dinner, Mrs.
Hughes talked about Christ-
mas.
ON CHRISTMAS EVE there
is a birthday cake for the
Christ Child at the Hughes
dinner table. There is also the
last lighting of the Advent
Wreath. These customs, com-
bined with the Nativity tab-
leau, said Elizabeth Hughes,
are effective in obscuring the
commercialism that mars
the modern Christmas She
said only the two youngest
are taken to see the stores
during the season.
“There is a big shopping
list, of course," she laughs.
"But each child receives only
three things —■_ two of which
they may request, the third a
surprise that we decide on.
The shopping list for ‘the poor
children' is as big as the one
for the children here.” (There
are six members of the fam-
ily in school four in Blessed
Sacrament, Trenton, John in
Delbarton, Morristown, and
Brian in the local public kin-
dergarten —and every class-
room project of collecting for
needy youngsters means mul-
tiplication on Mrs. Hughes’
shopping list).
ITEMS REQUESTED this
year include "some kind of a
giant that picks up things and
I think Brian expects it to
keep his room neat,” archery
and fishing equipment for The
Katzcnjammor Kids, gloves
(John's modest request), and
two dolls for Honey.
Requests turned down:
Mary and Michael wanted
transistor radios but they'll
have to wait until graduation
from eighth grade (they’re in
seventh now) because Mrs.
Hughes wants them saved
from rock ’n’ roll music as
long as possible, she confides.
The surprise gifts are need-
ed items —• an alarm clock, a
book-bag, sports equipment.
MRS. HUGHES ADMITS
that she is usually plumb
tuckered on Christmas day
"along about 6 p.m. when
everybody is asking, ‘What’s
for dinner?’ ” (Their home
has a “nice maid’s room with
a TV "but we’ve never been
able to get a live-in maid,”
she remarked.)
But each Christmas the
same ritual right down to
the last pin in the angel's
wings is repeated. Birth-
days are big celebrations too
—and St. Patrick’s Day.
While Pat’s birthday is Mar.
7, he was baptized on Mar. 17,
and wore a christening dress
Mrs. Hughes made '‘stitch-by-
loving-stitch” and decorated
with not blue or pink, but
green ribbon.
SHE OBVIOUSLY cherishes
her family, though she is apt
to toss off some of her serv-
ices to them with a dry witti-
cism and a big laugh. Like the
matter of Honey’s coiffure.
“This ail started,” Mrs.
Hughes explained, "one day
when Honey was getting her
bangs cut and the hairdresser
offered her a complimentary
set. Well, after that 'How
ya gonna keep ’em down on
the farm..’ She now has her
own curlers, hairnet, and I’m
the hairdresser.”
There
J
is one circumstance
that has the busy mother dis-
turbed. It is the TV set in the
living room which was
brought up from the recrea-
tion room for election night
so that the children might
watch the returns. "I can't
wait til it can be moved back
downstairs where it belongs,"
said Mrs. Hughes, although
the youngsters may TView
only on weekends. "It’s de-
stroying our family life," she
grieved. "We used to talk to
each other ...
"Normally we have on the
first floor only the hi-fi, our
hooks, the organ, and ui.
That’s all we need.”
Mary is accomplished on the
organ and all the youngsters
are learning.
ONE DAILY FEATURE of
the Hughes family life is
Grace at meals. If the Gov-
ernor-elect cannot be home
for dinner because of the bur-
den of his duties, the eldest
son present sits at the head of
the table, says Grace, and in
December lights the Advent
wreath.
“With seven sons in
the family," Mrs. Hughes
chuckles, "we never run out.”
THE FAMILY will probably
not move to Morven until
March or later. Mrs. Hughes,
who had worried about wheth-
er or not there would be
enough room in the Gov-
ernor’s Mansion, says she is
“not afraid anymore." after
talking with Mrs. Robert B.
Meyner, and doing a bit of
research.
"You know, at one time
there were 27 people living in
Morven,” she said. "It’s 250
years old —and if it’s surviv-
ed this long, it ought to sur-
vive the next four years.”
AT THIS POINT the man
who will be New Jersey's first
Catholic governor, reappeared
to ask: "Are you ready, Bet-
sy?” Mrs. Hughes gave last-
minute instructions to her
brood, waited while John
(baby-sitter for the evening)
took down phone numbers in
case of emergency, and said
she'd enjoyed going through
Christmas one extra time this
year for The Advocate.
As we made our way down
the walk Governor-elect
Hughes called gaily, "Merry
Christmas."
BY THE CHIMNEY, WITH CARE: Seven stockings are hung at the Hughes fireplace on Christmas Eve - care-
fully arranged according to age with John’s first (he’s 15) and the others ranging down to Honey’s (she’s 4). On
mantel are the figures of Mary and Joseph and the Babe against a midnight blue satin backdrop glistening
with gummed stars. Above, Governor-elect and Mrs. Hughes help Honey hang her stocking.
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[he entire fund raising staff of Community
Counselling Seruice extends to you its warmest wishes for
a Blessed Christmas and a happy New Year
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It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY, Hot!
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasions • Open Dally
Ch.rry 1 W. Grand Sit. flliobelh.N J.
THE BAVARIAN ROOM
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
feelurlns the fintil In food end the ben in liuueur*
Pull rourte dinner* from |J,J|
moderately priced
luncheon . dinner . tteek . hope . fob
Heueibretcn our >pecinli>
703 ELIZABETH AVE., ELIZABETH. N.J. EL 3-9203
the roundersrestaurant
Invites you to enjoy it* superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
>o ' C “" C<r!*n. 1.4-.4? R<, u r. |7 p a , owu , N j
When Motoilng Visit the "St Morilf." Sparta. NJ
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
Oio<*tgl Country Dining ol Moderate Fried*
kfc/Zc
FULL COURSE
ON ,Hi ' IAIA DINNERS
„
I
SPARTA°Hn7K COCKTA,L BOUNCEsparta, n.j.
LUN cheon
American • German • Swiss Cuisine
J|pEflE§HNfe Open 7 1)0,! Ju , & from noon rlotmg
CIOSED THURSDAYS
THE ORIOINAI IST itta OPEN OAIIY
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
WeddingRESTAURANT
RAMSEY, N. J.
OAvit 7-0800
Beut* T7. *t
Trolfrc Cirri* Facilities
COCKTAIL lOUNOI
Get Out of Your Shell at the
©urtlp Urnok
a delightful change ol pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parlies i Banquets
American-ContinentalCuisine
... „ ..
v ..
SS7 North field Are.
, our Host: WEST ORANGE, N. J.
Chet” Grabowski tidw**d mm
Casino De Chariz Restaurant
“Home of Fine Foods since 1935”
BANQUET FACILITIES 6 - 600
featuring: Theatre Dinner Parties
lo hit thowt on Broadway , , , and up per per tan
"Carnival ' Dec. IRih . lon. 13th. . Feb. 6th.
"Mory Mary" Jon. 10lh • Feb. 70th. "The Gay lit*" Jan. 10th
"Soil Away" Jon. 10th . Jan. IJth "Sound ol Mutlc" Jan. J7th,
Alio "How to Succeed" "Molly Brown" "Shat In di* Dark '
New Yeodt Ire $23.00 per teupl* include* Champagne Cdthtail
Frim* lib *f Beef Dinner tee . Gratuity • Fleer Shew end . OarttMg.
Make Chrlttmot Day lecerratian Now I
CAlli ARmory B-SlOO ter datet ond delailt.
120 UNION BLVD. TOTOWA BORO.
Make Your Holiday Owner letetvalient Early
AULISE’S
ONI OF NEWARK'S RiiTAURANI
SiBVINO THE UlllMAtl In HaUar
Faedt AM lead* taehed per order
• ALSO FIUIIIA e
Located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Avet., Newark
One Block trom Serred Haert Cathedral
FREE PARKING
AIR CONDITIONED
Specie tiling in HOME MADE
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Under Fertonal Supervisee
PETER ILVENTO
Jersey City. HE 3-894S
A STAR WILL SHINE: John Hughes puts the Christmas light in place above themantel where it will simulate the Star of Bethlehem calling attention to the creche
scene below. Assisting operation arc Governor-elect Hughes Mike and Brion(who are in costume as St. Joseph and a Wise Man. respectively, for the Nativity
tableau which will follow.)
COSTUMING THE ANGEL: Honey is pinned into her angel costume by Mrs.
Hughes as the Governor-elect fortifies the tot with a piece of gum. At right, Honey
shows off her foil trumpet to her Dad.
Radio, TV Christmas Programs
NEWARK —■ Both radio and
television will highlight the
Christmas theme in specially
produced programs.
On Dec. 2 at 9:30 p.m. "The
Hour of the Crucified” radio
program (WSOU-FM) will pre-
sent Rev. Joel Polasik. C.P.
narrating St. Luke’s Gospel ac-
count of the birth of Christ.
Choral groups from all parts
of the country will sing sel-
dom-heard carols.
The St. Kilian's concert boys
choir of Farmingdalc, Long Is-
land. will be heard in a special
broadcast of Christmas music
from various countries at 5
p.m.. Dec. 23 over WABC.
Midnight Mass will be broad-
cast live over a number of
stations and channels on
Christmas Eve. Radio station
WABC will carry the Mass
from the National Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception
Washington, D. C., and WNBC
will broadcast it from Heinz
Chapel, University of Pitts-
burgh. with Bishop John J.
Wright as celebrant. WABC-
TV (7) will telecast the Mass
from the shrine with Bishop
Thomas J. Wade. S.M. as
celebrant, while WNBC (4)
will carry it from St. Patrick’s
Cathedral, New York City.
Also scheduled for Christ-
mas Eve on radio will be the
‘‘Boys Town Choir” at 4 p.m.
in a program of Christmas
carols; "Kerry,” the fantasy
of a Christmas ball at 8:30
a m. on the Avc Maria Hour
(WMCA); and the story of
Christ’s birth, with music by
the Pcloquin Chorale, on the
Catholic Hour (WNBC) at 2:30.
Directions '62 on WABC (7)
will telecast "The Saint-
maker's Christmas Eve," an
adaptation by Robert Crean of
Pulitzer Prize author Paul
llorgan’s novella, at 1 p.m.
Cardinal Spellman’s Christ-
mas message will be televised
Christmas day at 8:45 a.m.
over WOR (9).
At 12:30 p.m. Christmas Eve
the NCCM's production of a
medieval mystery play will be
introduced by Helen Hayes.
Translate Text
SAIGON (NC) - The Papal
encyclical Mater et Magistra
has been translated Into Viet-
namese and has been sent by
Church officials to leading
businessmen in Vietnam.
Processions Honor
‘Church of Silence’
RIO DE JANEIRO (RNS)—
Three silent processions of
Catholic men were held si-
multaneously in different sec-
tions of this city as a demon-
stration of support for the
"Church of Silence" behind
the Iron Curtain.
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OFFICERS, DIRECTORS and
STAFF of
RVING SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
126 MARKET STREET (near Main) PATERSON, N. J. • AR 4-4204
Da.ly. 93, Pfl. Ev*». 6-«. Fre« Porting at Moid#n lan« lot, cor. Horn.lion & Union Str««l»
MAVICUj iftfcp Awmm* • VMMtM CWb • Ckri.lmo. CWb • nrlßui)! Iw, . HIT-n |■ r *
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May thewonder and warm
glow of Christmas give you great
peace and joy with family and friends.
MONROE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
221 Washington S». at Bank 5t. # Newark 2, N. J. •MA 3-7090
HOLIDAY SPEC IALI
BOLLER
GINGER ALE
CLUB SODA
l
Big 28 oz. No Deposit
No Return Bottles
e:
A
DRY
*G
ALB
**7
Hi* wiHsVIII
Uil#M u<ea
NOW 4T FOUR FAVORITE SUPERMARKETS
AND NEIGHBORHOOD STORES
BARDY FARMS
FIRST NATIONAL -
SAFEWAY
FOODTOWN
GOOD DEAL
I.G.A. STORES
KALDAIR
MAYFAIR
MAYWOOD
QUALITY MKT
MEAT CITY
MODELL'S
PICK 'N' PAY
PIED PIPER
SHOP-RITE
STATE FAIR
TWO GUYS
VALLEY FAIR
WAGNER FARMS
MIX ‘EM OR MATCH ‘EM
Star-Gazing
At Christmas
The star-gazers of the
world can unite themselves
in spirit with the Three
Kings during the weeks
before Christmas. A re-
minder of this comes from
Sister M. Madeleine, C.S.J.,
of St. Michael’s Novitiate,
Englewood Cliffs.
Sister Madeline is a year-
round star-gazer who sees
God’s wonder in the unchang-
ing patterns of the heavens.
“You know that the Bible says,
'The Heavens show forth the
glory of God, and the firma-
ment declareth the works of
His hands.’” she smiled. As
Christmas approaches, her spi-
ritual intrepretation takes on
greater significance.
“The brightest star in the
heavens, Sirius, begins to ap-
pear on the horizon at ‘seeing
time’ during Advent," she ex-
plained. "Watching for it to
rise in the East each morn-
ing will remind you of the
Wise Men who found Jesus
through the light of the Christ-
mas star. It may well be that
this is the star spoken of in
Holy Scripture.”
“The star comes into view
earlier each night before
Christmas,” Sister Madeleine
continued. "It is undoubtedly
the brightest and most beauti-
ful, and it will sparkle like
the one on the top of the
Christmas tree.” And, she
pointed out “God has placed
the most spectatcular winter
constellation, Orton, Just above
it OrionS belt acts as a
pointer to Sirius. "After Orion
comes over, you will have to
wait awhile for Sirius,” she
cautions. But if you should
miss it the first time, Sister
Madeleine noted, the same
pattern is repeated in the
Western sky eight hours later
because stars, like the sun and
the moon, rise and set.
She pointed out that the
symbols of the ox and man,
which precede Sirius over the
horizon, are those of the two
Evangelists of the Nativity,
Matthew and Luke. These, as
well as the symbols of the
other Evangelists the eagle,
John, and the lion, Mark, arc
written in the heavens for
there are four constellations
corresponding to these:
Aquila, Leo, Taurus, and
Orion.
“The three stars o (
Orion’s belt could stand for the
three Wise Men who point to
the Christmas star,” she add-
ed.
Sister Madeleine's star-gaz-
ing is really a prayer.
LIKE THE MAGI: Sister Madeleine uses sky chart to
find Sirius, bright star of Advent and Christmas
which might be the one that led the Wise Men to
Bethlehem.
NCCW Official
On Committee
WASHINGTON (NC)—Mar-
garet J. Mcalcy, executive di-
rector of the National Council
of Catholic Women, has been
appointed by President Kenne-
dy as a member of the Presi-
dent’s Commission on the Sta-
tus of Women.
The 20-mcmher commission
was established on the recom-
mendation of Labor Secretary
Arthur J. Goldberg to investi-
gate womens’ position in la-
bor.
DO-IT-YOURSELF: Making a Na-
tivity scene of one’s own design can
be an experience that is fun—as well
as a charming gift from you to the
Christ Child. This is the way Karen
Rourke. left, and Carole Schloesser,
below, feel about the Christmas sta-
bles they designed and constructed
as entries into the recent Fall Art
Contest sponsored by The Young Ad-
vocate Club. Their stables and fig-
urines were fashioned out of card-
board, of construction paper, scraps,
of fabric, popsicle sticks, paints, cray-
ons and other things. Read how they
did it, below.
Show Christmas Symbols, Customs
EAST ORANGE A display
of Advent and Christmas sym-
bols and customs has been ar-
ranged by the Family Life
Apostolate of Holy Name par-
ish to give people "ideas for
preparing in their own homes
a comfortable resting place
for the newborn King." Each
symbol is accompanied by a
placard explaining its signifi-
ance and use.
INCLUDED arc such famil-
iar objects as the Christmas
crib, the Advent wreath, can-
dles in the window, Christmas
tree, and Christmas plants
like mistletoe, holly and poin-
settia, all with explanations.
Lesser known symbols in-
clude the Jesse Tree (deco-
rated with Scripture symbols
keyed to the geneology of
Christ), Mary Candle (draped
with a white cloth, symboliz-
ing God’s preparation of Mary
for Christ’s coming), and the
Christ Candle (decorated with
symbols of Christ and denot-
ing the Light of the World.)
A SPECIAL section features
customs for children: letters
to the Christ Child, filling a
manger with a bit of straw for
every good Advent deed, the
Kristkindl custom in which
the child performs kindnesses
throughout Advent for a mem-
ber of the family who repre-
sents Christ for him, and per-
formance of the Christmas
pageant.
The display was set up In
the school gymnasium for the
Family Life Apostolate Ad-
vent holy hour recently, then
moved to the church vestible
for general viewing.
SYMBOLS AND CUSTOMS: Donald Carr and Russell Bird, fourth graders at Holy
Name School, are introduced to some new Christmas customs and given explanations
of familiar ones by Mrs. Raymond Smith and Mrs. George Cooney, chairmen with
their husbands of the parish display.
Make a Manger
3
t was a humble stable that housed the
Infant Jesus when He came into the world
that first Chrismas Eve—but oh, what
joy he brought. Replicas of that stable
have been created by two of the members
of the Young Advocate Club who chose
to make their own symbolic home for the
Christ Child. And oh, what joy they've
found.
The stables were made by Karen
Hourkc of Holy Spirit. Fequan-
nock, and Carole Schlocsser of
St. Bartholomew's, Scotch
Plains, as their entries in the
Fall Art Contest. The boys and
Kiris wore asked to make a
favor or a centerpiece for their
favorite holiday. The Kiris
each chose to celebrate the true
Christmas with their creative
efforts.
Would you like to try your
hand at a home for the Infant
that you could say was truly
your own? Why not start with
their idea and see how far you
can get?
KAREN USED a side from a
cardboard box as the base for
her stable. She folded a piece
of lighter-weight cardboard to
make the three walls. The outer
edges of the side "walls" were
cut at half-inch intervals to give
the effect of straw and hay. A
piece of heavier cardboard was
cut to size and shape for the
roof.
Karen attached the wall sec-
tion to the base with gummed
tape. She attached the roof to
the wall section in the same
way.
Karen, a bright sixth grader,
came up with a way to make
the Holy Family too. She took
brown construction paper for
Joseph and folded it cone-
shaped. She pasted on the cone
a cloak of black construction
paper, a hood of brown, and a
yellow paper face.
MARY lIAI> a blue cone shap-
ed body with a black cloak and
yellow face. Even the tiny crib
was made from construction
paper and filled with cotton to
give the Christ Child a soft
bed. (Addie's Advent Crib,
which you made from the Nov,
30 issue of The Advocate, would
be fine).
No Christ Child was made
though Karen suggests that this
might be the one purchased
item in the homemade tradi-
tional setting.
CAROLE USED a cardboard
box for her stable and simply
cut off the top and cut a wide
doorway in one side. Above the
doorway she taped a triangular
piece of cardboard like a
gable. A piece of cardboard
was folded in half to make a
root taped to the stable. The
edges of the roof were snipped
with a scissors to look like
thatch. Over the doorway
Carole painted a yellow star
with rays pointing to the spot
where the Infant was to lie.
The base of Carole's stable
was a piece of beaver board
which she "borrowed" from
one of her old toys. On this she
put straw, a crib made from
popsiclc sticks glued together
and some tiny plastic animals.
TIIE HOLY FAMILY had
painted paper faces. Their
robes were mado of bits of
fabrics, carefully sewn and
hemmed, and stuffed with
paper. The figure of the Infant
was purchased.
Carolers added attraction was
a light X much like one on
your Christmas tree, or the
tiny night lights used in some
children's rooms which was
inserted through a hole in the
hack of the stable and attach-
ed to a cord. Carole plans to
use her stable in the window
and to light it up so passers-by
can share this true Christmas
spirit.
WHY NOT try making your
own Christmas stable, using
your own imagination or the
simple ideas of two creative
youngsters? It might bring the
story of Bethlehem, and the
star, and the Child, a little
closer to home. J.D,
Third Order Party
ORANGE The annual
Christmas party of the Third
Order of St, Francis of Ml,
Carmel Church will he held
Dec. 17 in the school hall the
next regular meeting will be
on Jan. 15.
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Good
Lord
importffis
blessings
toyam at
Christmas.
317 Amity St.,
Elizabeth, N.J.
Elizabeth 3-4855
400 Faitoute Ave.
Roselle Park, N.J.
CHestunt 5-1558
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Our Christmas wish
is for you: May you
have the merriest, hap-
piest Christmas ever,
and may peace and joy
fill your home and
heart..
The Mary Anne Shop
446 WEST SIDE AVE. JERSEY CITY, N.J.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY OF KEARNY
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE
AN INCREASED INTEREST RATE
ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
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Now you tan build up a icrvlngi auount knowing you onjoy Iti* lilpl* lofwguordi
surrounding fundi doposlltd In your own local Notional bank and Hill b* paid th*
hightit rot*t of inUr«it permissible under low.
THE ONLY LOCALLY-OWNED AND OPERATED
BBj C°MMERCIAL BANKING INSTITUTION IN TOWN.
West Hudson'sJJnly Locil Bank
after thatyear
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MAIN OFFICE-KEARNY
A
EAST NEWARK OFFICE
FIRST NATIONAL BANS
AND TRUST COMPANY OF KEARNY
KEARNY OFFICE I EAST NEWARK OFFICE
Kearny ind Midland Avenues I North 4th Street at the Bridge
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Season’s Greetings
from
FIDELITY UNION
TRUST COMPANY
Tho Ranh Thai'* Strong for Youl
Mimb« rodotol Drpout IUUSOM C«p«tit>ot
to all!
Your loyal
friendship
is one of the
many blessings
for which
wc give thanks.
mi
LARGEST
household mover in New Jersey
offers direct service to 50
states . . . Modern warehouses.
ENGEL BROTHERS
INCORPORATID
ELIZABETH, NEW JEKSEY
MA 2-1170
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Greetings and our best wishes
for a cheerfulChristmas to
our Many Friends.
KENT BEDDING and FURNITURE CO.
Compltlt limt of bomt lumiibingi
RT. 46, DOVER, N.J. FO 1-1704
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iWfer/y Christmas
Thai all ihe blestiings of
Christmas be yours,
is our sincere tcislt
from the staff at ...
EFFICIENCY
HEATING & APPLIANCES
Mi TONNELLE AVE., JERSEY C ITY OL 3*6700
BEST WISHES
FOR THE
HOLIDAY
SEASON
Hal Cbarkowtky
II ’till sincere appreciation for your loyalty
and patronage during this last year . . . We
at Trophy Pontiac extend to you our heartiest
wishes for a very Merry Christmas and a
wonderfullyHappy New Year,
f Trophy
- fni fin/
988 BROADWAY
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Brother’s Recipe
rrss
rother Floridus, 0.5.8., is a round and
jovial member of St. Paul's Abbey, where
he was cook from 1924 when he came
from Germany until 11 years ago when
he was rewarded, with retirement. “ I am
i not an artist in cooking," chuckles Broth-
er Floridus, but his reputation is passed
on by no less than Abbot Charles V.
Coriston, himself. So Brother Floridus
acceded to demand and worked a holi-
day recipe into family size for readers of The Advocate.
A VERY SIMPLE PUNCH!
(The above title is the creation of Brother Floridus. The
punch is sometimes called Bishop’s Wine and is traditional for
the Feast of St. John, Dec. 27. Legend has it that St. John, "the
Apostle whom Jesus loved." was once offered a cup of poisoned
wine which shattered before he could raise it to his lips. This
is the origin of the custom of passing a goblet of Bishop’s Wine
around the table with each member of the family sipping and
saying, “I drink the love of St. John."
At the Abbey, the punch is served on Christmas day when
the monks gather around the Christmas tree to open mail.
2 bottles red wine 1 whole cinnamon stick
% lb. sugar (or more if you Lemmon peel from whole
M*) lemon) or Lemon slices
6 cloves (from l i lemon)
Combine ingredients and bring slowly to a boil. Remove
from stove. Serve in punch cups or glasses.
OLD WORLD custom is kept as Broth-
er Bernard uses blessed chalk to in-
scribe initials of Wise Men, Caspar,
Melchior and Balthassar, with num-
erals of the new year, over doorway,
on Jan. 6.
BISHOP’S WINE is concocted by Brother Floridus.
While the Earth Is at Peace...
9
n the small dark hours of Christmas
morning, when the monks are assembled
in the abbey to chant the first hour of
the Divine Office, the cantor, wearing
that splendid vestment, the cope, an-
nounces Christmas by this reading
from the Martyrology:
In the year 5199 from the creation
of the world, when in the beginning God
created the heavens and the earth;
In the year 2959 from the flood;
In the year 2015 from the birth of Abraham;
In the year 1510 from the going forth of the people
of Israel out of Egypt under Moses;
In the year 1032 from the anointing of David as
King;
In the 65th week according to the prophecy of
Daniel;
In the 194 Olympiad;
In the 752 from the foundation of the city of Rome;
In the 42nd year of the reign of the Emperor
Octavian Augustus;
In the sixth age of the world, while the whole
earth was at peace, Jesus Christ, Himself Eternal God
and Son of the Eternal Father, being pleased to hallow
the world by His most gracious coming, having been
conceived of the Holy Ghost, and when nine months
were passed after His Conception,
(here all kneel)
CHRISTMAS IS ANNOUNCED in the abbey church
as Father James reads the ancient words of the Mar-
tyrology which appear at left.
of the Virgin Mary at Bethlehem of Juda, made Man,
our Lord Jesus Christ was born according to the flesh.
CHRISTMAS TREE is chosen for cutting by silver-
haired Brother Beatus. The Newton Benedictines re-
tail up to 600 trees annually, grow trees up to 40 feet
tall, and someday hope to grow one of Rockefeller
Center size (75 feet).
Abbey Christmas
The Benedictines at St.
Taul's Abbey, Newtnn, like
other monks throughout the
world, live close to the li-
turgy, the official prayer life
of the Church.
Their Christmas is a true
and beautiful feast
.
. .
Preceded by the daily sing-
ing of the "0 Antiphons”
which voice the expectation of
the ages for Christ . . .
Beginning with the pre dawn
announcement of the Nativity
in the abbey church ...
Climaxed in the three Mass-
es of Christmas Day . . .
Accompanied by the light-
hearted spirit of Christmas
when the monks gather with
their ‘‘father,” the Abbot, to
open Christmas mall around
the glowing tree from the
acres they tend ...
Accompanied by work—-
marketing their Christmas
trees . . .
Continuing through the
Christmas season to Epiphany
with its Three Kings proces-
sion of gifts in the church and
the traditional house blessing
in each room of the abbey.
SYMBOLIC GIFTS of gold, frankin-
cense and myrhh are offered to
Abbot Charles V. Coriston, in
Epiphany Day ceremonies, to recall
the coming of the Three Kings.
Here Father Mark, as one of the
Kings, presents his gift to Father
Abbot as Brother Bernard and
Fater Peter attend.
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Jr y to God in the highest,
and on earth peace,
good will toward men.
LUKE 2.14
May the true message of Christmas
fill your heart with greatest joy.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
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SOCIETY OF SAINT VINCENT DE PAOL
A HOLY AND A HAPPY
CHRISTMAS
Thi* It the prayerful with of our Officert and membort
to you, the benefocton of the Society. By your loyalty
and financial Quittance we were oble to bring help to
1,000 fomiliet in Hudton County during tho post year; a
two-week vacation to 400 underprivileged children at our
camp in Butler, N.J.; ond a Chritlmat party for over 250
children providing them with article! of clothing at well
at toyt.
We will appreciate your continued tupport in the year
ahead.
Deposit clothing for tho poor in our "CLOTHES BOXES" at tho
following locations:
ACME PARKING LOT, Five Corners, Jersey City
OUTSIDE ST. PAUL'S CHURCH, Greenville Avenue and Old Bergen
Road, Jersey City.
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH parking lot, Coytesville, N. J.
PARTICULAR COUNCIL OF JERSEY CITY, N. J.
SOCIETY OF SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL
SALVAGE BUREAU
OUR TRUCKS ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL. JUST PHONE ONE OF THESE NUM-
BERS FOR PROMPT, FREE, COURTEOUS PICK-UP OF USABLE ARTICLES TO HELP
THE POOR.
44 STATE STREET JERSEY CITY 4, N. J.
DElaware 3-7224 DElaware 3-0552
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HOLIDAY
GREETINGS
to you...
Wp hope our friend* enjoy the happiest
of holidays, and that the new year
brings them health, happiness nnd
prosperity. We appreciate their
business and hope we can be
of still greater assistance to
them throughout 19GJ.
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DON'T FORGET
10 JOIN
OUR NEW
CHRISTMAS atlt
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Make your Christmas Gift Shopping easier by shopping
at Lobels. You'll find everything for Chirstmas Giving that
will delight the children on your list . . . Lovely things to
wear from head to toe . . . for every age, priced for
every budget.
Merry Christmas
As on that Silent, Holy Night of long ago, may the light
of the Christmas Star shine brightly in your heart, now
and always. From the management and staff of
a&CrStCi
EAST PATERSON PARAMUS
Rt. 4 ot the Bergen Mall
Elmwood Center
HACKENSACK WEST NEW YORK
162 Main Street Bergenline Ave.
59th St.
Poles Share Bread of Peace and Unity at Christmas
By June Dwyer
2
s the first star comes into view on Christ-
mas Eve, Poles throughout the world put
away the thingsof the present and turn to
symbols of the past—symbols of peace
and unity, of hospitality and friendship,
> of love and belief.
The Felician Sisters, whose niother-
. house is Immaculate Conception Convent
jhere, are a Polish congregation which
turns a loving eye to its heritage and na-
tive customs. As that first
Christmas star appears they
are ready as a family to cele-
brate the coming of Christ.
THE STAR SHINES and the
youngest member of the con-
gregation announces it to the
other Sisters who are busy with
the Christmas preparations.
Then one by one they gather
around the table to keep the
“wigilia” (Polish vigil).
The table has been carefully
prepared. In the center is
placed a pile of straw to sym-
bolize the Christ Child’s crib.
On the straw is found the
“oplatck," a piece (or pieces)
of unleavened bread, rec-
tangular in shape, about three
inches wide, six inches long and
one-sixteenth of an inch thick,
which represents the Body of
Christ. Impressed on the opla-
tck is usually a Nativity scene.
A PLACE Is set for each
member of the family and an
extra one added for any strang-
er who might choose to come
to the celebration. Each has
his own oplatek and in some
cascs the symbolic bread is
mailed to those of the family
not at home.
When all are in place the
head of the house Mother
Virginctto, C.S.S.F., in this ease
breaks the oplatek with each
member of the group. This is
a symbol of peace and unity.
It is more than a mere action
because it means a true spirit
of love and friendship.
The Sisters then break the
oplatck with each other. Tradi-
tion tells us that in Poland
friends break the oplatek as a
symbol of affection. Should two
persons have quarreled during
the year, this is their oppor-
tunity to make amends. Should
they choose to break the opla-
tck all is forgiven. Should they
go without the symbolic ges-
ture, the rift will widen and the
season will be marred for them.
AT IMMACULATE Concep-
tion convent the family and
friends include many besides
the Sisters. Mother Virginctte
and her council go among their
employes, many of whom are
Polish refugees, to break the
oplatek. The visit each year
includes the men’s dining room
where a festive dinner is
ready and each man in his
turn breaks the bread of friend-
ship.
In some cases the refugees
take this opportunity to pay
homage to their beloved ‘‘moth-
er'’ and to offer her their obe-
dience. There arc presently sev-
en men who consider them-
selves a permanent part of the
Felician family.
One of the Polish refugees
recalled with tears in his eyes
that there was a place set for
him in his "beloved homeland’’
and that his family would re-
member him with an oplatek
too. "We arc all united at this
time of the year,” he said.
THE CUSTOM of the oplatek
has been taken up by the stu-
dents of Immaculate Concep-
tion High School. Though the
girls are not on hand for Christ-
mas Eve, they have a “wigilia”
in the cafeteria the last day of
school and break the oplatek
with their classmates and
teachers.
Some of the students have
even taken the practice into
their homes which keeps the
Sisters rather busy making the
host-like bread.
the CHRISTMAS Eve din-
ner has changed slightly in the
past years as meat has been
added to the menu, but still
the traditional Polish dishes,
harszc, grzybowa, etc., ap-’
pear on the table.
After the meal gifts are ex-
changed, the tree is lighted
and then the family —and the
Felician congregation pre-
pares for the "Pasterka” (Mid-
night Mass).
The day itself is spent by
Poles and Americans and
French and everyone through-
out the world in much the same
way— wishing well to friends
and loved ones. The simple
phrase “Wesolych Swiat”
Merry Christmas echos and
re-echoes until the last star of
Christmas night has turned
out its lamp.
FAR FROM THEIR HOMELAND: Anthony Biedronek kisses the hand of Mother
Mary Virginette in gratitude for the blessed bread she has presented him with, as
Frank Monczewski looks on with his wafer of bread in his hand. By this Christinas
Lye ceremony, symbolizing peace and unity, Biedronek. Monczewski and others
who have left Poland in sorrow can be spiritually united to their loved ones who
remain in their homeland.
Mountainside Board Gets
Complaints on Nativity Ban
MOUNTAINSIDE
- Some
people who live in this borough
don't like the way Christmas
is celebrated, or not cele-
brated, in their public schools.
The Board of Education
found this out at a Dec. 12
meeting when it reaffirmed
the policy of prohibiting reli-
gious observance of Christ-
mas, including the Nativity
scene, in the school system.
Most of the approximately
100 residents who attended the
meeting strongly opposed
the board action, which
limits the celebration of Christ-
mas to the singing of carols,
staging of non-religious plays
and fostering the spirit of
Christmas.
Frederick Wilhelms Jr.,
board president, said that it
had no choice in the matter,
but had to obey state laws
and the directives of the state
commissioner of education.
These, he said, permit only
the reading of the Old Testa-
ment and the Lord’s Prayer
in public schools receiving
state aid and specifically pro-
hibit religious services or exer-
cises.
He also said that the Moun-
tainside schools would continue
to observe major Christian
and Jewish holidays as cul-
tural and historic events and
would extend the same privi-
leges to other religions. He
noted there was little opposi-
tion to the ruling last year,
but nearly every board mem-
ber has recently been deluged
with phone calls on the matter.
Pope to Receive
Diplomats Dec. 28
VATICAN CITY (NC)
I’ope John XXIII is scheduled
to receive the diplomatic corps
accredited to the Holy Sec on
Dec. 28 for the annual presen-
tation of their greetings for
the new year.
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Your Catholic Funeral Directors
BERGEN COUNTY
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbtler 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlas 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD • BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
ESSEX COUNTY
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So, Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N, J.
NOrlh 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
EStex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N, J,
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY,
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
OPACITY
FUNERAL HOME
Michael J. Murray, Mgr.
722 Clinton Avenue
Newark 8. N. J.
EStex 4 6677
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320 22 Myrtle Avenue
Irvington, N, J.
Conrad & Roy Wozniak,
Directors
EStex 3-0606
GORNY l GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N J.
ORange 2-24 1 4
l. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY l GORNY
MORTUARY
369 BROAD STREET
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eatt Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
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James a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Oldfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY.
MORRIS COUNTY
BERMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N, J.
FOxcrofl 6-0520
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
GORNY l GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20lh ST. & HUDSON BIVD,
UNION CITY, N J.
UNion 3-1100
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescotf 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReteoti 7-3002
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Eliiabeth 2-1415
MASTAPETER
FUNERAL HOMES
400 FAITOUTE AVE.
ROSELLE PARK. N. J,
CHettnut 5-1558
Elizabeth 3-4855
MIIIER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J
Elizabeth 2 6664
Second Day of Christmas
Share on Feast of Stephen
22
ince'pie and an old carol accompany a
family custom for the Second Day of
Christmas, the essence of which is sacri-
fice and love. Mr. and Mrs. LaMont La-
Robardier of Closter and their five
children enact the custom, which is dis-
tinctly appropriate for the Feast of St.
Stephen, Dec. 26.
The essence of the little ritual is
giving each child gives one of his
day-old Christmas gifts to be taken to the children in a nearby
orphanage. Selection of the gift is left up to each child
Monty Jr. 10, Allan 9, Suzanne 5, Marie Bernadette 3, and Gena
1-1/2. They are placed with ceremony in a cardboard carton
decorated by Monty and Allan and inscribed "St. Stephen."
"Sometimes,” confesses their mother, Gene Laßobardier,
"it is by no means the favorite gift which is selected. Other
times, it’s a little painful to watch them decide to give away
the special thing .from Grandma . . But in any case, she
notes, there is no doubt that the children (except perhaps the
tiniest) understand that they are giving from their abundance
to children who are not so fortunate.
SLrn A SPIRIT is not merely a Christmastime thing with
the Laßobardier youngsters. Their wise young parents guard
carefully against ovcrindulgcnce. “We think it is important
that they have a nice home and plenty of space in which to
play outdoors,” comments Monty Laßobardier, an engineer.
"We want them to have everything they need, but not more
than they need.”
The affable little band of youngsters show the results of
their careful training. They give their time willingly to their
chores even the smallest help set the table, for example.
And even the visitor in their attractive home can sense a cer-
tain warm concern for each other, a casual willingness to
share with brother or sister.
THEY UNDERSTAND why Dec. 26 is the day on which
they do their special giving. “We’ve talked about St, Stephen,”
Gene explains, "and the children are very impressed with him.
He was very brave and it is said he was handsome too.”
St. Stephen, who became the first Christian martyr when
he was stoned to death for the Faith, was a deacon of the early
Church. To him was entrusted the work of giving alms to the
poor. Through the centuries and in various parts of the world,
particularly Great Britain, "giving’' traditions have been as-
sociated with his feast day. None of these traditions is as
lovely as the adaptation carried out by the Laßobardier
youngsters.
After St. Stephen's box has received its assortment of dolls,
mittens and sweaters, the Laßobardiers gather at the dining
room table where a huge mince pie reposes invitingly. Legend
has it that King Wenzel, 10th-century ruler of Bohemia with a
reputation for generosity to the poor on St. Stephen’s Day, ate
his mince pie happily after sharing with a poor family.
THE CAROL, "Good King Wenceslaus," which recounts
the legend of King Wenzel who "looked out on the Feast of
Stephen,” is sung by the family before the mince pie is cut as a
conclusion to the Second Day of Christmas rites.
"... Ye who now will bless the poor, Shall yourselves find
blessing," ends the carol. Somehow the words seem to ring
with special truth in the Laßobardier home.
GIFTS: Into St. Stephen’s box go day-old Christmas
gifts to be given to orphans. At top is Marie Berna-
dette (known as “Dette"), giving bunny fur muff set,
then Allan with a sweater and Suzanne with a doll,
then Gena giving anew dress and Monty Jr., with
his sweater-gift.
A CAROL: Monty and Gene LaRobardier and their
five children recall in song the generosity of “Good
King Wenceslas” who also enjoyed his mince pie
after sharing. Clockwise, from' the point of the pie,
are Marie Bernadette. Monty Jr., Monty Sr., Gena,
Gene, Allan and Suzanne. Spirit of sharing can be
noticed in the youngsters the year around.
Sisters ‘Sing for a Home'
On Christmas Recording
NEWARK A collection of
Christmas carols ranting
from "(iesu Bambino" to "The
12 Days of Christmas." has
been recorded by IT novices
and Religious of Jesus and
Mary of llyattsville. Md who
are. in the words of their »u-
-permr, Mother Mary tmma
culata. H.J.M.. "singing for a
home."
On ihr jacket of the Colum-
bit 33 1/3 recording Mother
Mary Immaculata's message
Is printed. The Sisters' sing-
ing, she writes, "has blos-
somed forth from hearts too
full to hold so much happiness
for themselves alone
. . .and
to help solve, by singing,
a happy problem their
novitiate home had be-
come too small for the many
who wanted to join them."
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Seasons Greetings From
FOX HOLLOW FARM'S
Exclusive Ytar Round
Lalco Community
In Sparta
locattd oppotito Our Lady of Tho lako
Church and Schools
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Serving Lako Mohawk-Sparta Arta
Rt. 15 Contor of Sparta PA 9-6181
MERRY CHRISTMAS
When shepherds watched their flocks by night, a Child
was born. At Christmas, let us reaffirm our faith, re-
new our hopes and prayers for "Peace on Earth, For
Men of Good Willi"
From the Staff at
AAA SPORT CENTRE
553 BROADWAY BAYONNE, N.J.
t*ml* Ooldwtbtr. Store* Woiiltwikl, Robtrt Karat, Ann Flynn amt
th«ir familiti.
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Christmas
No matter how often It's
soid, it always has a
wonderful meaning
"A Merry, Merry Christ-
mas." This we wish for
you, with all good
€ mor
JEWELERS
901 BERGEN AVE., JERSEY CITY
OL 6-1600
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Merry
Christmas
W
As on that Silent,
Holy Night of long
ago, moy the light of
the Christmas Stor
shine brightly in your
heart, now and ol-
woys.
McManus Bros.
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CHRISTMAS
is CHRIST’S
Birthday
Let us keep this
day and every day
a holy one.
Let us also hear in mind the sabbath
every week and keep this a holy day ...
By NOT Shopping on Sunday
aT"* , *»
"^^MAILSBURG
W. i. ICHNIIOII. fnr
• 1 MOUNT VERNON PIACI NEWARK 6, N. J.
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for less than
YOUR
SAVINGS
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CURRENT
ANNUAL
DIVIDEND
North Jersey Savings
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
625 Main Avanua, Pawaic
T«( PReicott 3-5900
A Gift That Comes Each Week ofthe Year
A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ADVOCATE
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT FIRST SUBSCRIPTION - $4.50
THE ADVOCATE ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIPTION - $4 00
31 Clinton St., Nowarfc 2. N J. ADD $2.00 FOR FOREIGN; $l.OO FOR CANADA
PLEASE ENTER THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIPTIONS. I ENCLOSE $
□ SEND CHRISTMAS CARD
iMr Bin* «n4 *44rv«>
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Reproduction Courtesy of Newark Public Library
"//?£)' found the child with Mary his mother, and
falling down they worshipped him. And opening
their treasures they offered him gifts of gold,
frankincense and myrrh”
Matthew 2:M2
The Mattia Press
Belleville, N. J.
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